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Editor 



From the Desk of Chief Editor 

 

Greetings from Sacred Heart College, Tirupattur. The editorial board is happy to publish another issue 

of the journal. As the year comes to a close, this is a moment of introspection and evaluation enabling 

us to venture into new resolutions for the year ahead. The dictum „Publish or Perish‟ is catching up 

with the academia. We are glad that these authors have made it after being put through a strict 

selection by the review board members. 

  

We are concluding the year of Mathematics. In the early 20
th

 century, Srinivasa  Ramanujam (1887-

1920) stated results in Mathematics that were both original and highly unconventional, such as the 

Ramanujan prime and the Ramanujan theta function, which have inspired a vast amount of further 

research.. In 1930, Sir C. V. Raman was the first `non-white', Asian and Indian to receive the Nobel 

prize in physics for his work on scattering of light and discovery of the Raman effect. These great 

scientists reached such heights with minimum facilities of the times, whereas in this modern 

technologically advanced era we need to raise the bar and set benchmarks to leave a legacy for 

posterity. It is imperative that we vibrate with the same passionate zeal of scientists of yesteryears.    

 

I am happy to put on record my heartfelt gratitude to all the authors and reviewers of these articles. I 

would like to thank the committee members for their unstinted efforts to make this issue see the light 

of day.  

 

C. M. Varghese 
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Synthesis and Characterization of Nanosized Phosphomolybdates and 

Phosphotungstates 

T.Jeyabalan
*
, S.Elavarasan and S.Kalaiyarasan. 

APRC, Department of Chemistry, 

Sacred Heart College, Tirupattur 635601,India. 

Abstract 

 The Phosphomolybdates(PA1) and Phosphotungstates(PA2) nanomaterials were synthesized 

using CTAB as structure directing agent. The XRD and SEM results avow the formation of 

nanostructures. The FT-IR results make known the framework of polyoxometalates. The optical 

absorption and Eg value extracted from DRS spectra. 

Keywords Fourier Transform Infrared Spectra (FT-IR), X-Ray Diffraction (XRD), Scanning 

Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Diffused Reflectance Spectroscopy (DRS). 

1. Introduction 

The early transition metals (V, Nb, Ta, Mo, W) in their highest oxidation states are able to form 

metal oxygen cluster anions, commonly referred to as polyoxometalates
1
. The chemistry of 

polyoxometalates anions, an important subarea of modern inorganic chemistry, is dominated by 

molybdenum and tungsten in their +6 oxidation state. During the last two decades this class of 

compounds has received much attention because of their interesting properties, importance as reagents 

in analytical procedures and wide applications in catalysis, biology, material science and medicine as 

inorganic drugs.
1–4

 

The measurement of the band gap of materials is important in the semiconductor, nanomaterial 

and solar industries. The term “band gap” refers to the energy difference between the top of the 

valence band to the bottom of the conduction band electrons are able to jump from one band to 

another. In order for an electron to jump from a valence band to a conduction band, it requires a 

specific minimum amount of energy for the transition, the band gap energy.
5
 Measuring the band gap 

is important in the semiconductor and nanomaterial industries. The band gap energy of insulators is 

large ( > 4eV), but lower for semiconductors ( < 3eV).  

Based on these reflectance spectra the absorption edge was determined. Using these absorption 

edge values, the band gap energy was calculated. The present study aimed to directly measure the 

absorption edge and band-gap energies of these nanostructured materials, based on the onset of diffuse 

reflectance spectra. This investigation forms part of the semiconductor and microdevice chemistry. 

* Corresponding author
  



In this paper, we present our results on how molybdenumoxide frameworks are modified upon 

substitution by phosphate units under acidic aqueous conditions at room temperature resulted in 

{HxP2Mo12O40}
(6–x)–

 cluster based solids while the presence of transition metal ions result in nano-

sized multidimensional framework solids.
6
 Here, we have investigated the growth of 

phosphomolybdate and phosphotungstate solids in the presence of N-cetyl-N,N,N, trimethyl 

ammonium bromide (CTAB). Reacting molybdate, tungstate and phosphate precursors with CTAB 

under acidic conditions at room temperature resulted in nanostructure of high aspect ratio. The size, 

structure and optical property were established by powder X-ray diffraction, Fourier transform infrared 

spectroscopy and Diffuse reflectance spectroscopy. The work is therefore significant in terms of 

understanding the self assembly of solids. 

2. Synthesis 

 All reagents were purchased from Merck and used as received. Initially two different solutions 

were prepared. Na2MoO4.2H2O and was dissolved in water (Solution A). N-cetyl-N,N,N, trimethyl 

ammonium bromide (CTAB) was dissolved in water (solution B) and the pH of the reaction medium 

was adjusted to ~2-4 using phosphoric acid. Consequently, solution A was added slowly to solution B 

with vigorous stirring. Instantaneously white precipitate was obtained upon mixing of the two 

solutions. The resultant solution was stirred for 14 hours and there after left undisturbed for four days. 

Scheme 1 shows the experimental procedure for synthesis of phosphomolybdate. Similarly 

phosphotungstate was also prepared by replace of Na2MoO4.2H2O to Na2WO4.2H2O. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Na2MO4.2H2O 

in water(1.25 

mmol) 

Solution A 

CTAB (0.35 mmol) 

Solution B 

White Precipitate 

H3PO4 (Stirring) 

Precipitate 

Precipitate PA1 and 

PA2 

Aging-4 days 

Stirring/14 hours 

Scheme 1: Synthesis of Phosphomolybdate. and Phosphotungstate. 

M - Mo and W 

CTAB - N-cetyl-N,N,N, trimethyl 

ammonium bromide 

PA1 - Product obtained using 

Na2MoO4.2H2O 

PA2 - Product obtained using 

Na2WO4.2H2O 



Figure 2:  FTIR spectra of PA2 sample 

Figure 1:  FTIR spectra of PA1 sample 

3. Characterization 

 Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra were recorded on KBR pellets using a Nicolet 5DX 

spectrophotometer. Powder X-ray diffraction data was collected on a Bruker D8 advance 

diffractometer for 2 theta vales ranging from 5° to 90° using CuKα radiation at 1.5406 Å. The diffuse 

reflectance spectra of the samples were recorded using Cary100 UV-Visible spectrophotometer to 

estimate the band gap energy. 

 

4. Result and discussion 

4.1 Infrared spectral studies 

 FTIR of the synthesized 

samples PA1 & PA2 are shown in 

figure 1 and 2. The presence of strong 

bands around 1080-1060 and 990-960 

cm
-1

 were recognized to PO4 groups, 

peaks around 900-870 and 810-760  

cm
-1

 were attributed to  M-Ob-M and  

M-Oc-M vibrations, respectively (M = 

Mo and W).  

Two absorption peaks at 2923 

and near 2850 cm
-1

 corresponded to the aliphatic C-H vibrations of CTAB. Bands near at 1635 and 

1470, cm
-1

 were attributed to 

extending vibrations of N-H and C-H 

respectively of CTAB moiety. A broad 

peak at 3448 cm
-1

 was due to O-H 

stretching vibrations of the adsorbed 

water on the surface of the powders.
7,8

 

 

4.2 X-Ray diffraction analysis 

 The size of the samples PA1 

and PA2 were determined by X-ray 

diffraction studies. Figure 3 and 4 



Figure 3:  XRD spectra of PA1 sample Figure 4:  XRD spectra of PA2 sample 

Figure 3: SEM image of PA1 sample Figure 6: SEM image of PA2 sample 

shows the XRD peaks of the tested samples. The average crystallite size was calculated using Scherrer 

formula
9
 given in equation following equation. 

  
     

      
 

Where L is the crystallite size, λ , the X-ray wavelength, θ, the Bragg diffraction angle and β, the peak 

width at half maximum (FWHM). The crystallite size for PA1 was found to be 1.42 nm and for PA2 

was 23 nm 

4.3 Morphology of PA1 and PA2 

 The morphologies of phosphomolybdates and phosphotungstates obtained from scanning 

electron micrograph are shown in figure 5 and 6 



4.4 Diffused reflectance spectroscopy (DRS) 

 Diffuse Reflectance Spectroscopy (DRS) is a more convenient technique to characterize 

nanomaterials than UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy, since it takes advantage of the enhanced 

scattering phenomenon in powder materials. Moreover the effects of light scattering in the absorption 

spectra of powder samples dispersed in liquid media can be avoided using DRS
10

. 

 Diffuse reflectance spectral (DRS) studies in the UV-Visible region were carried out to 

investigate the band gap energy (Eg) of the PA1and PA2 samples. The spectra are shown in figure 7 

and 8. In order to assign the band gap with certainty, the diffuse reflectance (R) of the sample were 

transformed using Kubelka-Munk function F(R). The definition of Kubelka-Munk function
11,12

 is 

enumerated as follows 

 ( )   
(    )

  
 

Where R is the diffuse-reflection factor. 

The Eg of the nanomaterials was obtained by plotting of between [F(R)E]
2
 versus energy of the 

incident light and extrapolating the liner region to the zero. The Eg value of samples obtained from 

DRS is about 3.11 eV(398 nm) and 3.67 eV(337nm). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Conclusion 

 Phosphomolybdate(PA1) and phosphotungstate(PA2) were successfully synthesized via 

microemulsion method using CTAB as structure directing agent. Diffuse reflectance spectra indicated 

maximum absorption at 398 nm (3.11 eV) and 337 nm (3.67 eV) respectively. The morphology of PA1 

and PA2 nanomaterials obtained from scanning electron micrograph. The crystallite size (L) of 

synthesized samples was found to be 1.42 nm and 23 nm respectively. 

 

Figure 8:  DRS spectra of PA2 sample 
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Figure 7:  DRS spectra of PA2 sample 
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Natural Dye Sensitized Titanium Dioxide Nano particles  

for Dye Sensitized Solar Cell applications 

S. Ananth, T. Arumanayagam and P. Murugakoothan* 

MRDL, PG and Research Department of Physics, Pachaiyappa‟s College, Chennai 600 030, India 

Abstract 

In the present work, a natural dye extracted from Opuntia ficus-indica                    

fruit was used as dye sensitizer for Titanium dioxide (TiO2) nano particles for the 

fabrication of dye-sensitized solar cell. The TiO2 nano particles in anatase phase were 

synthesized using Sol – Gel method. The natural dye was extracted using water as 

solvent and mixed with TiO2 nano particles to yield photo anode material for the 

fabrication of dye sensitized solar cell. The powder XRD and SEM analysis of natural 

dye mixed TiO2 and UV-vis spectra, and E-DAX analysis of pure and natural dye mixed 

TiO2 were taken to study their structural, morphological and optical properties.  

Keywords: Sol-Gel, Natural Dye, Photo Anode, Opuntia ficus-indica. 

Introduction 

 Dye sensitized solar cells (DSSC) have been widely investigated due to their low 

production cost and good light to electron conversion efficiency. In DSSC, the photons 

were converted into electric current by charge injection of excited dye molecules into a 

wide band gap semiconductor which is in contrast to the conventional silicon based 

solar cells, where the semiconductor performs both task of light absorption and charge 

separation [1]. The light was absorbed by a sensitizer (dye) which is available on the 

surface of the metal oxide semiconductor. Charge separation takes place at the interface 

due to the photo-induced electron injection from dye to the conduction band of the 

semiconductor [2]. The dye molecule is regenerated by a redox (I
+
 / I3

-
) system, which 

itself is regenerated at the counter electrode by electrons passed through the load [3].  

The sensitizer can be a natural dye or a chemical one. The chemical dyes have higher 

life time and light to electron conversion efficiency. Due to their toxic and high 

* Corresponding author
  



synthesis cost, the natural dyes gained much attention. The natural dyes are very cheap 

and environment friendly. TiO2 is the successful semiconductor used in DSSC due to its 

superior properties. The photo catalytic activity of TiO2 was dependent on its crystalline 

nature, defects on the surface, photon absorption ability, particle size and surface area 

[4]. Using sol–gel hydrolysis route, anatase phase TiO2 nano particles were synthesized 

and mixed with the natural dye extracted from Opuntia ficus-indica fruit to obtain photo 

anode material for DSSC.  

1.1 Natural dye  

Opuntia ficus-indica fruit extracted in water contains a red betacyanin pigment 

(betanin), betalamic acid, the yellow betaxanthin and red-violet betacyanin [5]. Betanin 

is the major pigment present in Opuntia ficus-indica fruit. The structure of betanin, 

betaxanthin and betacyanin dye is shown in Fig. (1).The outer cover of the fresh 

Opuntia fruit is removed and the flesh part is cut into small pieces without crushing. To 

extract the betanin dye, 100 grams of fruit pieces was mixed with 200 mL of double 

distilled water and the mixture was kept for six hours. The mixture was filtered to obtain 

natural dye solution by removing the solid fruit pieces.  

 

Fig. (1). Structure of betanin (a), betaxanthin (b) and betacyanin (c) 

1.2 Experimental 

Titanium isopropoxide was used as the precursor for the sol–gel synthesis of TiO2 

nano particles. A thoroughly mixed solution of distilled water with an alcohol was used 



for the hydrolysis of titanium isopropoxide solution.  A 250 cc solution of distilled 

water with 15 cc isopropanol was mixed well and the pH was noted as 8.75. The pH of 

solution has a strong influence on the size distribution of nano particles [6]. When the 

pH level of the solution is higher than 2, a white suspension of rough precipitants was 

formed immediately as the hydrolysis reactions was started. On the other hand, when 

the pH level of the solution is 2, a homogeneous suspension of fine particles is formed. 

The pH value was adjusted to 2 by adding concentrated nitric acid drop wise. This 

solution was stirred vigorously and the titanium isopropoxide solution of 5cc is added 

gradually to result a white precipitation containing nano TiO2.  After the hydrolysis 

process was over, the turbid solution containing the TiO2 precipitation was heated up to 

80°C for about 5 to 6 hours. After this, the mixture was kept for aging for 1 hour at 

room temperature. This yields a high viscous white suspension which is washed in 

distilled water first and then in ethanol to remove the byproduct impurities.  Thus 

prepared precipitate was dried around 150°C for 15 to 20 hours to get fine white nano 

particles of TiO2. 

2. Characterization Studies 

2.1 Powder XRD 

                The Powder XRD pattern of natural dye mixed TiO2 nano particles is shown 

in Fig. 2. The nano crystalline anatase structure was confirmed by (1 0 1), (0 0 4), (2 0 

0), (2 1 1), (0 0 2) and (3 0 1) diffraction peaks. The lack of orientation corresponding to 

the plane (110) confirms the absence of rutile phase. Particle size was calculated by 

Debye-Scherrer‟s formula given by equation D = Kλ / (βcosθ) where, D is the particle 

size; λ is the wavelength of the X-ray radiation (λ=0.15406 nm) for CuKα; K is usually 

taken as 0.94 and β is the line width at half-maximum height [7]. The particle size 

obtained using this formula is approximately 23 nm for TiO2 nano particles.  
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Fig. (2). Powder XRD pattern of dye mixed TiO2  

2.2 UV-VIS Spectral Analysis  

 The absorption spectra of TiO2 nano particles are shown in Fig.3. The ideal 

sensitizer for a single junction photovoltaic cell converting standard global AM 1.5 

sunlight to electricity should absorb all light below a threshold wavelength of about 920 

nm [2]. From the spectra, it is clear that TiO2 nano particle‟s cutoff wavelength is 356 

nm. TiO2 nano particles absorbs only in UV and nearby region only. That‟s why we 

need a separate dye sensitizer attached with TiO2 for making it suitable for solar cell 

applications. The band gap of pure TiO2 nano particles was found to be 3.48 eV. The 

band gap of normal or bulk TiO2 is 3.2 eV and this variation is due to the change in 

particle size. The band gap increases with decreasing particle size and the absorption 

edge is shifted to a higher energy with decreasing particle size [8].  
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Fig. (3). Absorption spectra of pure TiO2 
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Fig. (4). Absorption spectra of natural dye mixed TiO2 

The absorption spectra of natural dye mixed TiO2 nano particles are shown in Fig.4. The 

introduction of a new absorption peak is due to the natural dye adsorbed on the TiO2 

nano particles. The UV cutoff wavelength of betanin dye sensitized TiO2 nano particle 

is 411 nm. The effective band gap of the natural dye and TiO2 nano particle 



combination was calculated as 3.02 eV. So, this reduction in the band gap boosts the 

photo catalytic activity of TiO2. 

 

2.3 SEM 

 The Scanning Electron Microscope image of TiO2 nano particles synthesized by 

sol-gel technique is shown in Fig.5. Spherical nanostructures can be observed having 

grain size of approximately 30 nm. It should be noted that having higher surface area is 

one of the essential property of TiO2 nano particles for its suitability to DSSC.  

 

Fig. (5). SEM image of natural dye mixed TiO2 

2.4 E-DAX analysis 

 The E-DAX spectrum of TiO2 nano particles is given in Fig. 6(a). The spectrum 

has prominent peaks of Ti and O. There is a less intense peak available for K. This may 

be due to the additional impurities. From the peaks, it was confirmed that the nano 

particles synthesized by sol-gel technique using optimal growth parameters belongs to 

pure TiO2. The weight contributions are 33.83 and 61.45 percentage for Oxygen and 

Titanium respectively. Together they contribute 96.56 percentage of the total weight. 

This indicates the purity of TiO2. Fig. 6(b) shows the E-DAX spectrum of TiO2 nano 



particles mixed with betanin dye. The weight contributions are 30.51, 30.50 and 29.84 

percentages for Oxygen, Titanium and natural dye functional group(C) respectively. As 

a whole, they contribute 90.85 percentage of the total weight. Table 1 gives the E-DAX 

data. 

  

 

Fig. (6). E-DAX spectra a: pure TiO2  b: TiO2 mixed with betanin dye. 

Table 1. E-DAX data  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

 Pure TiO2 nano particles were 

synthesized using sol-gel technique 

efficiently. A natural dye extracted from Opuntia ficus-indica fruit was used as dye 

sensitizer for TiO2. The structural, optical and morphological properties were analyzed 

Pure TiO2 Dye mixed TiO2 

Element Wt. % At. % Element Wt. % At. % 

 

Ti 61.45 36.46 Ti 30.50 12.55 

O 33.83 60.10 O 30.51 37.58 

K 04.73 03.44 C 29.84 48.96 



using PXRD, UV-vis-NIR Spectroscopy, SEM and E-DAX. The TiO2 nano particles 

prepared were highly crystalline and comparatively smaller particle size and spherical 

morphology. The band gap of pure TiO2 nano particles was    3.48 eV and it was 

reduced to 3.02 eV due to the mixing of natural dye. The         E-DAX study confirms 

the purity of TiO2 and thus confirming the results obtained by XRD and SEM. The 

Opuntia ficus-indica fruit dye sensitized TiO2 nano particles can be used as a potential 

photo anode material for the fabrication of Dye Sensitized Solar Cell. 
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Abstract 

 A potential organic nonlinear optical (NLO) single crystal guanidinium salicilate (GuSL) was successfully 

grown by slow evaporation technique. The crystal structure and morphology were confirmed by X-ray diffraction 

analysis. Formation of synthesized compound was confirmed by FTIR analysis. Wide band gap of 5.6 eV with 

optical window from 225 nm to 1100 nm were observed for the grown crystal in UV-Vis-NIR spectral analysis. 

The second harmonic generation efficiency of the grown crystal was tested by Kurtz-Perry powder technique. 

The dielectric measurement on GuSL single crystal was carried out for various “frequencies” and temperatures.  

Keywords: Growth from solution; Nonlinear optic materials; Recrystallization; Dielectric properties 

1. Introduction 

 “An” extensive research of suitable new nonlinear optical (NLO) materials is an important task because 

of their applications in optoelectronics, such as second harmonic generation (SHG), electro-optic modulation, 

optical switching and high data storage [1]. Recently the study of organic nonlinear optical materials has 

attracted a great attention due to their large optical susceptibilities, inherent ultra fast response time and high 

optical threshold for laser power as compared with inorganic materials [2]. One of the advantages in working 

with organic materials is that they allow to fine-tune the chemical structure and hence the properties for the 

desired nonlinear optical applications [3]. Guanidine is an important compound which has many biological, 

chemical and medical applications. Strong base guanidinium cation may be easily protonated by most organic 

and inorganic acids because of the presence of six potential donor sites for hydrogen bonding interactions 

which makes guanidine compounds are potential material for nonlinear optical applications [4]. Thus 

researchers are very much interested in searching guanidine based organic compounds with good nonlinear 

properties, such as guanidinium L-tartrate monohydrate [5], aminoguanidinium(1+) hydrogen L-tartrate 

monohydrate [6] and etc. “Recently, we have reported synthesis and characterization of   Zinc guanidinium 

sulfate [7], guanidinium 4-aminobenzoate [8] and guanidinium 4-nitrobenzoate [9].” “In the present work, we 

report crystal growth, optical, spectral and dielectric properties of guanidinium salicilate (GuSL) were analyzed.”   

* Corresponding author
  



2. Experimental 

2.1 Synthesis and Crystal growth 

 Guanidinium salicilate crystal was synthesized using high purity guanidine carbonate and salicylic acid 

in the ratio 1:2. The calculated quantities of guanidine carbonate and salicylic acid were dissolved in water.  The 

reaction that has taken place is given below: 

 C(NH2)3
+
 + C6H4OHCOO

-
  → C(NH2)3C7H5O3 

The saturated solution of GuSL was filtered and the filtered solution was allowed to dry at room temperature. 

The synthesized GuSL was subjected “to solubility studies. Solubility study has been carried out using a 

constant temperature bath, controlled at an accuracy of ± 0.01 °C attached with a temperature indicator and a 

programmer. The solubility of GuSL in water and water-methanol (1:1) solvents has been determined for the 

temperature range 35-50 °C by the gravimetrical method. The solubility of GuSL as a function of temperature is 

depicted in figure 1(a) which shows that the GuSL exhibits high solubility in water-methanol (1:1) solvent with 

positive slope than water. The recrystallized solution of GuSL in water-methanol (1:1)  solvent” was filtered in to 

a clean glass beaker and it was covered by a clean polythene sheet, so as to reduce the rate of evaporation of 

solvent. Optically transparent and good quality single crystal of dimension 40 x 9 x 6 mm
3
 was harvested in a 

period of 23 days. The as grown GuSL single crystal is shown in figure 1(b).  

 
Fig. 1(a) Variation of solubility with temperature 1(b).  Photograph of as grown GuSL crystal. 

3. Characterization 

3.1. X-ray diffraction analysis 



The single crystal X-ray diffraction studies for GuSL crystal were carried out using Enraf Nonius-CAD4 

single crystal X-ray diffractometer. It is observed that the title compound belongs to orthorhombic crystal system 

with space group Pbca. The unit cell parameters obtained are a = 9.215 (11) Å, b = 9.876 (6) Å, c = 20.781 (2) 

Å and the cell volume is 1891.2 (3) Å
3
. The obtained lattice parameter values are in good agreement with the 

reported literature values [10]. Powder X-ray diffraction pattern of the grown crystal is shown in figure 2.  The 

appearance of sharp peak confirmed the good crystallinity of the GuSL crystal. 
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Fig. 2.  Powder XRD pattern of GuSL crystal. 

3.2. Spectroscopic analysis 

Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectrum was recorded in the range 4000-400 cm
-1

 using Perkin 

Elmer FTIR spectrometer by KBr pellet technique to identify the various functional groups present in the title 

compound. The recorded spectrum for GuSL is presented in figure 3. The high frequency peak observed at 

around 3471 cm
-1

 and 3367 cm
-1

 are assigned to NH2 asymmetric and symmetric stretching mode [4]. The 

broad band at 3126 cm
-1

 in the IR spectrum indicates the aromatic C−OH symmetric stretching.  
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Fig. 3.  FTIR spectra of GuSL. 

The strong characteristic peak found at around 1661 cm
-1

 probably corresponds to stretching vibration 

of C=O bond in COOH group [11,12]. The sharp intense peak observed at around 1488 cm
-1

 is due to the 

deformation of C-H of the benzene ring. The intense peak found at 1258 cm
-1

 is characterized by bending mode 

NH2. The characteristic weak absorption band in the FTIR arises at around 1009 cm
-1

 is assigned as the 

symmetric C−N stretching mode of the guanidinium compound [13]. The characteristic IR bands for different 

molecular groups present in the GuSL have been identified and their assignments are given in Table 1.   

Table 1 Vibrational band assignments of GuSL crystal 

Assignment FTIR 
νas

NH2 3471 s 
νs

NH2 3367 b 
νNH2 31246 b 
νC=O 1661 s 
νC=O 1617 s 
δNH2 1574 s 
νC=N 1488 s 
δCH2 1435 s 

νas
 (COO

-
) 1385 s 

δOH 1327 s 
νs

 (COO
-
) 1255 m 

δNH2 1146 w 
τCH2 1073 m 
νCN 1007 w 

νC−C 924 w 
ωNH2 817 w 
τNH2

 
672 m 

τNH2 627 m 
δCCN 548 m 



 

Abbreviations: s, strong; m, medium; w, weak; νs, symmetric stretching; νas, asymmetric stretching;          δ, bending in-plane; 

ω, wagging; ρ, rocking; τ, twisting.  

3.3. Linear and nonlinear optical studies 

 Transmittance spectra are very important for any NLO material because nonlinear optical material can 

be practically useful only if it has wide transparency window. The UV-vis- NIR transmission spectrum was 

recorded in the range 200 – 1100 nm employing a Perkin Elmer Lambda 35 UV-vis spectrophotometer. The 

grown crystal of 2 mm thickness was used for recording the spectrum. The recorded spectrum is shown in figure 

4(a) “which” indicates the cutoff wavelength at 225 nm. The percentage of transmission of about 75 % in visible 

region is attributed to better quality of the grown crystal. As this crystal “exhibits” wide transmission range, 

starting from 225 nm to 1100 nm, it can be used for optical applications including the second harmonic 

generation of Nd: YAG laser of fundamental wavelength λ=1064 nm. The energy dependence of optical 

absorption coefficient on photon energy in high absorption region can be expressed by (αhν) = β (hν – Eg)
γ
 , 

where β is an energy independent constant,  Eg is the optical band gap and γ is a constant which determines the 

type of optical transition [14, 15]. From the functional dependence obtained for the absorption coefficient on 

photon energy of title compound, the value of γ is close to ½, which suggest that the optical transition is a direct 

one. The graph between (αhν)
2
 and photon energy (hν) has been plotted and is shown in figure 4(b). The 

intercept obtained by the extrapolation of the linear portion of the plot gives the band gap energy of the crystal 

as 5.6 eV. 



 

Fig. 4 (a) Optical transmittance spectrum of GuSL crystal.  (b) Plot of (αhν)
2
 vs hν for GuSL crystal. 

“The second harmonic generation (SHG) has close correlation with the nonlinear electrical 

susceptibility. In centrosymmetric molecules, the action of the inversion centre reverses the sign of the electric 

transition dipole moments and possible to obtain SHG [16]”. The SHG efficiency of GuSL was measured by 

Kurtz and Perry powder technique [17]. A Q-switched Nd: YAG laser (λ = 1064 nm) with a pulse duration of 10 

ns and frequency repetition of 10 Hz was passed through the powder sample. The second harmonic signal of 32 

mV was obtained for an input energy of 31 mJ/pulse, while the standard potassium dihydrogen phosphate 

(KDP) crystalline powder gave a SHG signal of 23 mV for the same input energy. From this, it is clear that the 

SHG efficiency of GuSL is 1.4 times that of KDP crystal.  

3.4. Dielectric constant studies 

 The dielectric properties are correlated with electro-optic properties of the crystals. The sample of 2 mm 

thickness was used for the analysis of dielectric measurements for various frequencies and temperature using a 

HIOKI 3532-50 LCR HITESTER. The dielectric constant (εr) was calculated by         εr = C t/Aεo , where ε0 is the 

permittivity of the free space, t is the thickness of the crystal. Figure 5(a) shows the plot between the calculated 

dielectric constant with respect to frequency for different temperatures of GuSL crystal. From the spectrum it is 

clear that the dielectric constant has higher value at lower frequencies and almost constant at higher 

frequencies (beyond 100 kHz). The magnitude of dielectric constant depends on degree of polarization and the 

charge displacement in crystals. The decrease in dielectric constant at the higher frequencies is attributed to the 



absence of space charge polarization near the grain boundary interface [18, 19]. “The errors in these 

measurements are uses of parallel pate capacitor approximation and imperfect parallelness of sample 

surfaces”. For a material to be potential candidate for NLO applications, dielectric loss (tan δ) must be kept as 

low as possible. Figure 5(b) shows the variation of dielectric loss as a function of frequency. From the graph, it 

is evident that the grown GuSL crystal exhibit very low dielectric loss at high frequencies and can be used for 

NLO applications effectively [20]. 
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Fig. 5 (a) Variation of dielectric constant with frequency of GuSL crystal. 

    (b) Variation of dielectric loss with frequency of GuSL crystal. 

 4. Conclusion 

 The organic material GuSL was synthesized and “good” quality crystal was grown by slow evaporation 

technique at room temperature. The unit cell parameters have been assessed by single crystal X-ray diffraction 

technique. The spectroscopic analyses reveal all the functional groups and the mode of vibrations of the grown 

GuSL crystal. The grown crystal has a wide transparency window from 225 to 1100 nm thus confirming the 

suitability of this material for optical applications. The second harmonic generation efficiency of GuSL crystal 

was found to be 1.4 times that of standard material KDP. The grown crystal exhibits low dielectric constant and 

low dielectric loss. Hence GuSL single crystal can act as a promising material for NLO applications and it can be 

used for the fabrication of electro-optic devices. 
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Abstract 

Single crystal of Guanidinium 3-Nitrobenzoate, an organic nonlinear optical material, was grown by the slow 

evaporation technique. The grown crystal was subjected to various studies to analyze its characteristics. Unit 

cell parameters of the grown crystals have been obtained using single crystal X-ray diffraction study. The 

lattice parameter values of Gu-3NB are, a = 7.358 Å,            b = 10.091Å, c = 13.630 Å. The mode of vibration of 

different molecular groups present in Gu-3NB was identified by Fourier transform infrared spectral analysis. 

The range and percentage of optical transmission was ascertained by recording UV-vis-NIR spectrum. The 

transmittance of Gu-3NB was used to calculate the refractive index (n), the extinction coefficient (k) and 

reflectance (R). The optical band gap of Gu-3NB is 3.94 eV with direct transition. Single-shot surface laser 

damage threshold of Gu-3NB estimated using an Nd:YAG laser of wavelength 1064 nm was found to be 3.84 

GW/cm2  and the results will be discussed in detail. 

Keywords: Single crystal growth, Optical properties, Band gap energy, Refractive index. 

1. Introduction 

Among nonlinear optical crystals, organic salts occupy an intermediate position between molecular organic 

compounds with covalent bonds and inorganic compounds with mainly ionic bonds [1]. The ability of 

guanidium ion, [C (NH2)3]
+ in making hydrogen bonds and its unique planar shape has been recognized by 

Terao et al [2]. Further, guanidine is a strong Lewis base and the guanidinium cation may be easily anchored 

onto numerous inorganic and organic anions and polyanions, largely because of the presence of six potential 

* Corresponding author
  



donor sites for hydrogen-bonding interactions. Thus the guanidine compounds are potential materials for 

nonlinear optical applications. Presently organic NLO crystal Gu-3NB has been grown by slow evaporation 

technique and the grown crystal is subjected to optical studies. 

2 Growth Procedure 

The pure guanidinium 3-nitrobenzoate has been synthesized from aqueous solution containing 

guanidine carbonate (Himedia) and 3-nitrobenzoic acid (Merck) in 1:2 stoichiometric ratio by slow 

evaporation technique at room temperature and the reaction is as follows 

C3H12N6O3 + 2 [C6H4(NO2). CO2H+ → 2 *CH6N3 
+. C7H4NO4 

-] + CO2 ↑+ H2O 

The synthesized Gu-3NB was recrystallized for several times to improve its purity. The Gu-3NB crystals were 

grown from the saturated solution. The seed crystals were obtained in a period of 3 days using slow 

evaporation method. To grow bulk crystal, the supersaturated solution of Gu-3NB was kept in a constant 

temperature bath with controller accuracy of ± 0.01 K at 40°C. The seed crystal of Gu-3NB obtained by slow 

evaporation method, as shown in Fig. 1(a) was suspended in the solution. The temperature of the bath was 

reduced at the rate of 0.05 K per day. Good transparent single crystal of Gu-3NB was obtained over a typical 

growth period of 23 days. Crystal of dimension 35x15x8 mm3 grown from aqueous solution by temperature- 

lowering method is shown in Fig 1(b). 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Fig. 1 Gu-3NB crystal grown from methanol by (a) slow evaporation  

                       method and (b) slow cooling method. 

3. Characterization 

3.1. X-ray diffraction analysis 

The grown crystal was subjected to single crystal X-ray diffraction (SXRD) study at room temperature using 

ENRAF NONIUS CAD4 single crystal X-ray diffractometer with MoKα radiation (λ = 0.7170 Å). It is observed that 

the title compound belongs to orthorhombic crystal system with noncentrosymmetric space group P212121. 

The unit cell parameters obtained are       a = 7.358 Å, b = 10.091 Å, c = 13.63 Å and the volume of the material 

is found to be 1012.3 Å3. The obtained lattice parameter values are in good agreement with the reported 

literature values [3].  

3.2. FTIR studies 

 Infrared spectroscopy is an important tool to gather information about the structure of a 

compound, organic functional groups and the purity of a compound. The molecular vibrations of the organic 

functional groups due to absorption of infrared radiation are interpreted using Fourier transform infrared 

(FTIR) spectrum. The FTIR spectrum for Gu-3NB was recorded using the PERKIN ELMER spectrophotometer by 

KBr pellet method in the wavenumbers range from 4000 to 400 cm-1. The FTIR absorption spectrum of 

Gu-3NB is shown in Fig. 3.      



 

Fig. 2. FTIR spectrum of Gu-3NB crystal 

The intense band in the high-energy region shows the NH stretching vibrations at 3438, 3338 and 3268 cm-1. 

The peak at 3095 is due to aromatic ring carbon hydrogen stretching. The peak is broadened due to H2 bonding 

of NH2 groups. The C=O stretching vibration of carboxylate occur at 1632 cm-1. The peaks at 1599, 1519 and 

1472 cm-1 are due to aromatic skeletal vibrations. The symmetric and asymmetric stretching vibrations of NO2 

groups occur at 1519 and 1345 cm-1. The groups of peaks below 1000 cm-1 are due to CH bending vibrations. 

Hence the spectrum carries vibrations due to guanidine carbonate and 3-nitrobenzoate. 

3.3. Optical studies 

 The optical transmission range, transparency cut-off and absorbance band are the most important 

optical parameters for laser frequency conversion applications. A crystal of thickness  2 mm has been 

used for UV-vis-NIR spectral study and the spectrum obtained is shown in Fig. 3. The Gu-3NB crystal 

is optically transparent in the entire visible region with 80% transmittance and lower cut-off 

wavelength of 265 nm. 

The measured transmittance (T) is used to calculate the absorption coefficient () using the formula, 

α   
        .

 

 
/

 
                                        (1) 

where t is the thickness of the crystal. 



The optical band gap (Eg) is evaluated from the transmission spectra. The optical absorption coefficient () 

near the absorption edge is given by [4]. 

     (     )
 

                             (2) 

where A is a constant, Eg the optical band gap, h the Planck’s constant and  the frequency of the incident 

photon. The Tauc’s graph *5+ plotted between (h)2 with the photon energy (h) at room  temperature, 

shown in Fig. 4, exhibits a linear behavior that can be considered as the evidence of direct transition. The 

optical band gap (Eg) of Gu-3NB crystal is found to be 4.17eV. 

Extinction coefficient is the fraction of light lost due to scattering and absorption per unit distance in a 

participating medium. In electromagnetic terms, the extinction coefficient can be explained as the decay or 

damping of the amplitude of the incident electric and magnetic fields. 

 

Fig. 3. UV-vis-NIR spectrum of Gu-3NB                   Fig.4. Plot of photon energy (h) vs. (h)2                               

 

The extinction coefficient (k) obtained from the following equation is plotted against wavelength and 

is shown in Fig. 5. 

   
  

  
                                                      (3) 



 

Fig. 5 Response of Refractive index (n) and Extinction        Fig. 6.Plot of Reflectance R vs.                       

          Coefficient (k) against wavelength.                                       Wavelength.                                                     

 

The transmittance (T) is given by the following relation [6] 

  
(   )     ( α )

         (  α )
                                        (4) 

The reflectance R in terms of the absorption coefficient() can be obtained from the equation [7] 

   
    (   ) √   (   )     (    )      (    )  

   (   )    (    ) 
                (5) 

The refractive index(n) can be determined from reflectance data using the following relation [8] 

   
 (   )  √ 

   
                                                                                            (6) 

The wavelength dependence of ‘n’ and ‘R’ for Gu-3NB crystal in the range 250-1400 nm are shown in  Fig. 5 

and Fig. 6 respectively. Initially the refractive index decreases with increasing wavelength, and then becomes 

constant. The refractive index and extinction coefficient for grown Gu-3NB crystal in the visible region is found 

to be 1.77 and 8.56x10-6 respectively. 

Kurtz and Perry technique [9] was used to investigate SHG of the grown crystal. A high intense beam of Nd: 

YAG laser ( = 1064 nm) was directed into the powder sample. The SHG efficiency was confirmed from the 



output of green light emission ( = 532 nm). The SHG efficiency of Gu-3NB crysal is 45% of that of pure KDP 

crystal. 

3.4. Laser damage threshold studies 

Laser damage threshold is an important material parameter, the knowledge of which is essential for using the 

crystal as an NLO element in various applications. The damage thresholds depend on many factors like pulse 

duration, focal spot geometry, sample quality, experimental technique employed, etc. In this study, the 

selected surface of the Gu-3NB single crystals was polished with fine 4000m polishing sheet in order to form 

the uniform surface quality. The single shot surface damage threshold of Gu8-3NB was determined using Q-

switched Nd-YAG laser of wavelength 1064 nm with a pulse width of 20 ns and 19 Hz repetition rate. The 

single-shot surface laser damage threshold is determined to be 3.84 GW/cm2. The laser damage threshold 

value obtained for Gu-3NB is moderately good from the device point of view. 

4.  Conclusion  

Optical quality single crystal of organic Gu-3NB has been grown using solution growth technique. The cell 

parameter values show that the Gu-3NB single crystal belongs to orthorhombic system. Optical studies show 

that the crystal has wide transmission range with UV cut-off wavelength at 265 nm. The optical band gap (Eg), 

absorption coefficient (), extinction coefficient (k), refractive index (n), reflectance (R) have been calculated 

as a function of wavelength. The studies on the NLO property confirmed the second harmonic conversion 

efficiency of the crystal is 45% of that of pure KDP crystal. The laser damage threshold of this material is found 

to be 3.84 GW/cm2. The promising growth and properties of Gu-3NB crystal nominate it as a potential material 

for photonics, electro-optic and SHG applications. 
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Abstract 

The selenium films of thickness between 60nm and 150nm were thermally evaporated on glass substrates at 

vacuum better than 10
-5

 mbar. From the XRD studies, selenium films are found to exhibit hexagonal structure 

with [100] orientation and the particle size of the selenium film is found to be 48nm. The transmittance 

spectra of the selenium films have been recorded and analyzed to determine the optical band gap of selenium 

films of different thickness.  

Key Words : Selenium Thin Film, XRD 



INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, semiconducting thin films are of considerable interest in the field of science and technology 

[1,-5]. Selenium is a semiconducting Group-VI element, with wide band gap. Selenium with trigonal structure 

exhibits band gap of 1.76eV; Selenium with monoclinic structure exhibits band gap of 1.8eV, but the 

amorphous selenium exhibits band gap of 2.05eV [6]. This structural dependence of band gap of selenium 

initiates us to study the optical band gap of selenium thin films and the effect of thickness on the band gap of 

selenium. 

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 

The selenium thin films of thickness between 60nm and 150nm were prepared by thermal evaporation 

technique on well cleaned glass substrates (1cm X 3cm) at a deposition rate of 1.0nm/sec at a vacuum better 

than 10
-5

 mbar. The thickness and the deposition rate of the selenium films were monitored using a quartz 

crystal thickness monitor during deposition.  

 

 

Figure 1: XRD spectra of selenium film 

 

 

The XRD patterns of the selenium films have been recorded. The XRD of selenium film of thickness 147nm is 

shown in fig (1). The transmittance spectra of the selenium films were recorded using UV-Vis 

spectrophotometer in the wavelength range between 300nm and 850nm. The transmittance spectrum of 

selenium thin film of thickness 147nm is shown in fig (2). 

 

Figure 2: Transmittance (%) of selenium film of thickness 147nm 

 



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Selenium is a Group VI element; it has two vacant orbitals for bonding to neighbour atoms [7]. The bonding in 

selenium takes place in two distinct ways. In monoclinic selenium, closed eight membered rings are formed. 

These atoms are arranged parallel to one another in the crystal. But the atoms link to form spiral chains of 

several hundred atoms long in hexagonal and vitreous form. In hexagonal form, these line-up’s are parallel to 

one another along c axis, But in the vitreous form, these line-up’s are short range order upto 10Å. The XRD 

pattern shows a peak at 23.7
0
 with the orientation [100] for the hexagonal structure of selenium. 

The absence of broad hump around 20
o
 in the XRD indicates the selenium films are crystalline. The presence of 

the lone peak at 23.7
0
  indicates the presence of long chain of selenium atoms in the hexagonal structure in 

selenium films [4]. Using Debye-scherrer relation the particle size of the selenium films was found to be 48nm. 

As seen in fig (2) the transmittance of selenium film of thickness 147nm, increases with the increase in 

wavelength upto 600nm and then saturates upto 850nm. Similar spectra are obtained for different thickness 

of selenium films. The transmittance is found to decrease with the increase in thickness of the films. Using the 

transmittance data, the   absorption coeffiencient () is determined using the well known relation [8,-10]   

teT                 (1)  

From the  value we confirmed that the selenium films exhibit direct band gap with as  value 

greater than        104 cm-1. Using the absorption coefficient spectra of the selenium films, we have 

determined the optical band gap using the relation [11,12] 

        
2)( gEhAh           (2) 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Dependence of (h)2 on the energy eV 



The optical band gap of 147nm selenium film has been determined to be 1.8eV as shown in fig (3). Similarly 

the band gaps of other selenium films are determined and plotted as function of thickness of selenium thin 

films as shown in fig (4). The value of the band gap, 1.8eV also confirms the films are crystalline.  

Generally the band gap of thin films vary because of the following reasons (i) the increase in the band gap is 

due to the size of grains in a polycrystalline film, (ii) the decrease in the band gap due to the large density of 

dislocations as a function of film thickness [5]. The determined value of selenium film is about 1.8eV. It is 

independent of film thickness. Since the observed band gap of selenium thin film is almost independent of 

thickness, it is apparent that both effects may be approximately equal. 

 

 

Figure 4: Dependence of the band gap of selenium film on the inverse of thickness 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The selenium films of different thickness were prepared by thermal evaporation technique. From the 

XRD studies we concluded that the prepared selenium films exhibits hexagonal structure with the 

optical band gap of 1.8eV. The band gap of selenium thin film is found to be independent of the 

thickness of the films. 
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Abstract  

          The control of optical properties of matter has been one of the principle goals in recent 

years research. Recently, Non Linear effects modify several optical properties of crystals. In 

the present work, we discuss the phonon polariton modes in Ferro electric Superlattices and 

also we explore the possibilities of non linear effects of  phonon polariton modes in 

Superlattices system. The various modes in polariton dispersion are analysed in detail. The 

presence of gap mode shows the propagation of electromagnetic radiation which may be 

exploited in optical communications.  

Keywords: Phonon polariton; photonic gap; LiNbO3 and LiTaO3; nonlinear 

Introduction 

     Electromagnetic radiation passing through condensed matter is coupled with the various 

excitations like phonons, magnons, plasmons, excitions etc. and exhibit polariton behavior 

[1-3]. Superlattices (SLs) are artificially fabricated crystals of alternate layers of different 

materials. . Recently there has been an increased interest in  polaritons in infinite and finite 

Superlattices.. Though the spatial dispersion in a bulk material has very little effect on the 

polariton modes, the zone folding in a superlattice system makes the spatial dispersion an 

important effect for calculating the phonon-polariton modes[13].  The study of phonon-

polariton modes, in SLs, has  been a topic of great interest for over the two decades [4,5]. 

Recently, there has been an interest in the behavior of polaritons in left handed materials 

[6,7].  Photonic crystals, which prohibit the propagation of light for frequencies within a band 

gap, have enabled exciting new ways to control light and construct integrated optical 

devices.The effect of Non linear interaction plays a major role in all photonic devices.  

     Recently nonlinear effects on polaritons in isotropic crystals and uniaxial crystals were 

discussed[9,10]. The effect of nonlinear interactions cannot be ignored when the strength of 

the electric field is high. So, it is necessary to discuss their effects on the polaritons. The 

nonlinear effects introduce additional modes in the polaritonic gap. Here, the effect on 

nonlinear interactions of phonon polaritons in LiNbO3/ LiTaO3 superlattices is discussed. The 

various modes of polariton dispersion is analysed in detail. 
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Theory    

      The dependence of the frequency   on the wave vector k of an electromagnetic wave in 

a crystal with a dielectric function )(1   is determined by a dispersion relation. For an 

infinite isotropic crystal, Maxwell‟s equations together with the constitutive relations lead to 

the polariton dispersion relation [11]       
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 where c is the velocity of light in vacuum,
s  the static dielectric constant,   the high 

frequency dielectric constant and 
TO  the transverse optical phonon frequency. There is a 

photonic gap between 
TO  and 

LO  within which no electromagnetic radiation can pass 

through. Recently it has been shown [10] that for noncentrosymmetric crystals, the dielectric 

function, is modified to 
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 if nonlinear effects are included. Here i refers to A or B medium. In the above equations 
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parameter[8]. All these parameters are available for the important materials like LiNbO3, and 

LiTaO3 which are  noncentrosymmetric crystals.  

The study of excitations propagating in SL produces new results. Typically the 

thickness of an individual layer lies in the range 100-5000 A.  If one constituent, material A, 

always has thickness d1, and the second, material B, always has thickness d2, one has built a 

periodic structure known as a SL. In this work, assuming alternating layers of LiNbO3, and  

LiTaO3 as A and B medium of thickness d1and d2 stacked along the z-direction. Several 

authors[5,10] have derived the following dispersion relation for TM modes assuming the 

electromagnetic boundary conditions, namely, the electrostatic potentials and the electric 

displacement field perpendicular to each interface are continuous:       
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For the semiconductor   SL (µv = 1) consisting of alternating layers of materials A and 

B.Here, 

L = d1 + d2 is the SL period and q is the component of the   wave  vector  along  the  

SL.  
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α  xk Where kx is the   component of the wave vector in the  X-direction  for  TM  modes 

Results and discussion 

The behavior of polaritons of LiNbO3 / LiTaO3 superlattice is studied. The dispersion 

relation given in Eq. (3) for the SL including nonlinear effect is solved numerically and the 

results are plotted for various cases. The numerical values of the physical parameters used in 

the calculations are easily available for the materials LiNbO3 and LiTaO3 [12] .  

In Fig.1, we have shown the dispersion relation for the case d1 = d2 =100 A
o
 with the 

Electric field E=1x10
6 

v/m and the behavior of phonon polaritons at Brillouin zone   edge            

(
L

q


  ) is discussed. We get eight  modes. The top and bottom modes exhibit the behavior 

of the well known bulk modes of LiNbO3, and LiTaO3 while the middle modes approaches 

the surface mode frequencies. The top two modes are  in the order of 10
16 

Hz, as suggested by 

the literature [14] in the case of LiNbO3, and LiTaO3, which were not shown in the figure and 

mode multiplicity occurs  at  frequencies 46.11THz.  In  Fig.2,  we consider the case of  the 

behavior of phonon polaritons at 
L

q
4


  for the case d1 = d2 =100 A

o
 with the Electric field 

E=1x10
6 

v/m.  Here, we get eight modes. The top mode is in the order of 10
16 

Hz. It is not 

shown in the figure and for the other mode multiplicity occurs  at  frequencies 26.7 THz. 

  Fig.3 explains the behaviour of phonon polariton in LiNbO3/LiTaO3 superlattice at 

L
q

8


  . The frequencies of  the surface modes gets shifted to the higher values. The main 

significance of this case is that mode multiplicity do not occur. All the other behaviours are 

similar to the  previous cases. 



 

Fig 1.  Polariton dispersion in ferroelectric superlattice for d1=100 A
o
 and d2=100 A

o
,  at         

                  



  

Fig 2.  Polariton dispersion in ferroelectric superlattice  for d1=100 A
o
 and d2=100 A

o
 , at       

                   

 

 

 

 



 

Fig 3.  Polariton dispersion in ferroelectric superlattice  for d1=100 A
o
 and d2=100 A

o
 , at       

                  

 

Conclusion  

Several Optical properties of the crystal can be modified due  nonlinear interactions. 

Here the effect of nonlinear interactions on phonon polariton is analysed in detail. The 

various modes in the photonic band gap is the new feature due to nonlinearity. The presence 

of gap modes shows the propagation of electromagnetic radiation, which may be exploited in 

several modern application especially in optical communications. 
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    The title compound C32H30O9S2Cl4 , crystallizes in Triclinic system with P î space group 

and the unit cell parameters are : a= 9.7057(7)Å, b= 11.3020(8)Å, c= 16.5423(11) and  = 

70.339(1),          = 82.234(1),   = 78.502(1) V = 1669.94 (7) Å3 and Z = 2.  The final R-factor 

is 7.3 %.  The asymmetric unit comprises two molecules. Two types of intermolecular C-

H…O hydrogen bonds generating graph set motifs R22(8) and R22(10) stabilize the structure.  

In addition to the intermolecular interactions large number of intra-molecular C-H…O and  

a C-H…  interaction exist in the structure.  

Key Word: Molecular Structure, Triclinic System, Hydrogen bond 

Introduction 

    Cyclohexanes are either prepared from natural sources or entirely via synthetic routes. The 

reason for their preparation is a variety of medical effects. The molecules provide 

anticonvulsant, antimalarial, antiinflamatory and cardiovascular effects [1]. Cyclohexanes 

are also important intermediates for many biologically active compounds [2, 3]. A number of 

their derivatives have fungicidal and antitumor activities [4]. Taking into consideration of 

these aspects, and in order to obtain a detailed information on the molecular structure in the 

solid state, the X-ray study of the title compound has been carried out. 

Experimental 

    A mixture of ethyl-3-oxo-4-(arylsulfinyl)butanoate( 0.577 g; 2 mmol) and aromatic 
aldehyde (0.106 g; 1 mmol) was dissolved in minimum amount of ethanol. To this, 
ammonium acetate (0.077g; 1mmol) was added and refluxed in a water bath for 1h..  The 
mixture was cooled and poured into water, extracted with dichloromethane, washed 
with a solution of sodium metabisulphate and brine, dried with anhydrous sodium 
sulfate and the solvent evaporated under reduced pressure.  The resultant oil is purified 
in flash column using pet ether-ethyl acetate (1:1) mixture to give the desired product.  
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The chemical diagram of the compound is shown in Figure 1. 
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Fig. 1 Chemical diagram of the molecule 

 

Data collection 

     Colourless crystal of dimension 0.18 x 0.16 x 0.11 mm was chosen for the intensity data 

collection on a Brucker SMART APEX diffractometer and graphite monochromated MoK 

radiation (  = 0.71073 Å ) at 293 (2) K.  Data collected with  scan .Systematic extinction  

confirmed the lattice to be centric with space group P -1  with Z = 2. Least square refinement 

of 1025 reflections  revealed the lattice parameters as   a= 9.7057(7)Å, b= 11.3020(8)Å, c= 

16.5423(11) and  = 70.339(1),  = 82.234(1),   = 78.502(1).  The details of crystal data, 

parameters used for data collection and reliability factor are summarized in Table 1. Crystal 

structure was solved by direct method using the program SHELXS 97 [5] and refined by full 

matrix least squares with program SHELXL97 [5] to an R value of  0.073. All the non-

hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically while the hydrogen atoms, all found in ∆F 

map were refined with isotropic thermal parameters. The ORTEP drawing was performed 

with ORTEP3 program [6] and that of molecular packing with MERCURY[7].  

  



Table 1   Summary of crystal data, data collection and refinement 

Empirical formula C32 H30 Cl2 O9 S2 

Formula weight 693.58 

Temperature 293(2) K 

Wavelength 0.71073 A 

Crystal system, space group Triclinic, P -1 

 a = 9.7057(7) A   alpha = 70.3390(10)˚. 

Unit cell dimensions b = 11.3020(8) A    beta = 82.2340(10)˚ 

 
c = 16.5423(11) A   gamma = 

78.5020(10)˚ 

Volume 1669.9(2) A^3 

Z, Calculated density 2,  1.379 Mg/m3 

Absorption coefficient 0.371 mm-1 

F(000) 720 

Crystal size 0.18 x 0.16 x 0.11 mm3 

Theta range for data collection  1.31 to 27.99˚ 

Limiting indices -12<=h<=12, -14<=k<=14, -20<=l<=21 

Reflections collected / unique    19319 / 7627 [R(int) = 0.0288] 

Completeness to theta  94.80% 

Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F2 

Data / restraints / parameters  7627 / 0 / 410 

Goodness-of-fit on F^2 1.132 

Final R indices [I>2sigma(I)] R1 = 0.0730, wR2 = 0.1673 

R indices (all data) R1 = 0.0966, wR2 = 0.1835 

Largest diff. peak and hole 0.514 and -0.380 e.A-3 

 

  



Table 2  Atomic coordinates ( X 104) and equivalent isotropic 

displacement parameters (Å2 X 103) for non-hydrogen atoms 

 

Atom x y z U(eq) 

C(61) 1158(3) 5159(3) 1588(2) 47(1) 

C(62) -156(3) 7597(3) 1506(2) 46(1) 

C(63) -440(3) 8384(3) 695(2) 59(1) 

C(64) -1747(4) 9149(3) 553(3) 68(1) 

C(65) -2741(4) 9075(3) 1223(3) 67(1) 

C(66) -2474(4) 8291(4) 2037(3) 76(1) 

C(67) -1159(3) 7534(3) 2182(2) 62(1) 

O(1) 5664(2) 3402(2) 454(1) 51(1) 

O(2) 3081(2) 1939(2) 630(1) 51(1) 

O(3) 1017(2) 3661(2) 479(1) 51(1) 

O(4) 2480(2) 7120(2) 986(2) 73(1) 

O(5) 1822(3) 6370(2) 2544(2) 74(1) 

O(6) 7496(2) 1880(2) 1456(2) 70(1) 

O(7) 6948(3) 1354(2) 2873(2) 79(1) 

O(8) 531(3) 3563(3) 3361(2) 94(1) 

O(9) 2511(3) 3356(3) 3975(2) 82(1) 

S(1) 2519(1) 3270(1) 371(1) 39(1) 

S(2) 1499(1) 6601(1) 1681(1) 51(1) 

Cl(1) -4388(1) 9979(1) 1039(1) 110(1) 

Cl(2) 4095(2) 5471(1) -3556(1) 102(1) 

C(55) 2528(4) 5486(3) -2087(2) 59(1) 

C(56) 2201(3) 5026(3) -1219(2) 47(1) 

 

 

Atom x y z U(eq) 

 C(1) 2766(3) 3367(3) 2546(2) 47(1) 

C(2) 4102(3) 2392(3) 2738(2) 48(1) 

C(3) 5147(3) 2523(3) 1964(2) 46(1) 

C(4) 4802(3) 3255(2) 1171(2) 41(1) 

C(5) 3367(3) 4011(2) 980(2) 39(1) 

C(6) 2430(3) 4119(3) 1761(2) 42(1) 

C(7) 1793(4) 3448(3) 3325(2) 66(1) 

C(8) 1670(7) 3506(8) 4740(3) 144(3) 

C(9) 2558(10) 3550(10) 5314(4) 210(4) 

C(21) 3740(3) 1043(3) 3137(2) 52(1) 

C(22) 4148(5) 283(4) 3929(3) 90(1) 

C(23) 3820(6) -941(4) 4282(3) 106(2) 

C(24) 3091(5) -1436(4) 3864(2) 78(1) 

C(25) 2692(5) -670(4) 3074(3) 85(1) 

C(26) 3005(5) 549(4) 2715(2) 76(1) 

C(27) 2724(7) -2763(4) 4254(3) 117(2) 

C(31) 6632(3) 1890(3) 2058(3) 57(1) 

C(32) 8428(5) 772(5) 3000(4) 114(2) 

C(33) 8728(7) 595(9) 3841(5) 196(4) 

C(51) 3043(3) 3948(3) -726(2) 41(1) 

C(52) 4232(3) 3356(3) -1097(2) 52(1) 

C(53) 4566(3) 3842(4) -1965(2) 62(1) 

C(54) 3704(4) 4884(3) -2454(2) 59(1) 



 

Table 3 Torsion Angle (  ) 

Atoms Angle 

C(6)-C(1)-C(2)-C(3)                                   10.6(4) 

C(1)-C(2)-C(3)-C(4)                                  -11.9(4) 

C(2)-C(3)-C(4)-C(5)                                    0.5(4) 

C(3)-C(4)-C(5)-C(6)                                   12.6(4) 

C(2)-C(1)-C(6)-C(5)                                    2.3(4) 

C(4)-C(5)-C(6)-C(1)                                  -13.9(4) 

 

Results and discussion 

    The atomic coordinates of the non-hydrogen atoms and their equivalent isotropic 

displacement factors are presented in Table 2.  The selected torsion angles are listed in Table 

3.  Inter molecular hydrogen bond geometry are listed in Table 4.  Figure 2 shows the 

ORTEP plot drawn at 30 % probability displacement and the atom-numbering scheme.  The 

asymmetric unit comprises two crystallographically independent  molecules.  The 

cyclohexadiene ring adopts boat conformation with atoms C2 and C5 deviating by 0.137 (2) 

Å and 0.158 (2) Å respectively from the least-squares plane defined by atoms 

C1/C3/C4/C6. The dihedral angle between the two adjacent (4-chlorophenyl)sulfinyl rings 

[(C51-C56) and (C62-C67)] is 14.54 (3)˚ .The C51-S1 bond  1.764(2) Å is shorter than C5-S1 

bond 1.860(2) Å which may be due to the conjucation of S1 with the chlorophenyl group.  

Similarly C31-O7 is (1.329 Å) is longer than C31-O6 (1.213 Å) and considerably shorter than 

the C32-O7 (1.468 Å). 

 

 



 

 

 

Fig. 2  ORTEP  diagram with ellipsoids at the 30% probability level.  H-atoms are omitted 

for clarity 

 

 

 

  



  Fig. 3   Ring motifs R2
2(8) and R2

2(10) 

Fig. 4  Packing diagram 

     The crystal structure is stabilized by weak C-H…O interactions  generating graph set 

motifs R22(8) and R22(10) (Table 4 ; Fig. 3). These motifs form linear infinite chain running 

along the a-axis.  These chains do not have marked C-H…O interactions between them, 

however there are van der Walls interactions between them (Fig. 4). 



Table 4 Hydrogen bonds [Å and ] 

D-H...A d(D-H) d(H...A) d(D...A) <(DHA) 

C(5)-H(5)...O(1)i 0.98 2.35 3.299(3) 163 

C(56)-H(56)...O(3)ii 0.93 2.53 3.435(4) 166 

C(2)-H(2)...O(9) 0.98 2.42 2.781(4) 101 

O(1)-H(1)...O(6) 0.82 1.85 2.555(3) 143 

C(26)-H(26)...O(2) 0.93 2.42 3.272(4) 153 

C(56)-H(56)...O(3) 0.93 2.59 2.917(4) 102 

C(61)-H(61A)...O(8) 0.97 2.26 2.936(4) 126 

C(61)-H(61B)...O(3) 0.97 2.3 2.915(3) 120 

C(63)-H(63)...O(4) 0.93 2.57 2.932(4) 104 

C(26)-H(26)… Cg(1) 0.93 2.78 3.124(5) 103 

 

Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms: 

(i)  1-x, 1-y, -z        (ii)   -x, 1-y, -z          (iii) Cg(1) refers to C(1)-C(6) ring centroid 
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Abstract 

 In this paper, we prove the conjecture that the four star K1, 1   K1, 1   K1, m  

K1, n is a skolem mean graph if |m–n| < 7 for m = 1,2,3,4, . . .    and 1 ≤ m < n. 

 

    Keywords: Skolem mean graph and star. AMS(MOS) Subject Classification 05C78 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

All graphs in this paper are finite, simple and undirected. Terms not defined here are used in the 

sense of Harary [6]. In [1], skolem mean labeling was focused an assignment of label to the vertices x 

 V with distinct elements f(x) from 1, 2, . . . , p in such a way that when the edge  

e = uv is labeled with 
2

f(v)f(u)
 if f(u) + f(v) is even and 

2

1f(v)f(u) 
 if f(u) + f(v) is odd then the 

edges get distinct labels from the set {2,3, …, p} and it was proved that any path is a skolem mean 

graph, if m ≥ 4, K1, m is not a skolem mean graph and the two stars K1, m  K1, n is a skolem mean graph 

if and only if |m–n| ≤ 4. In [2], it was proved that the three star K1,   K1, m  K1, n is a skolem mean 

graph if |mn| = 4+  for  = 1, 2, 3, . . . ; m = 1, 2, 3, . . . ; n = + m+4 and  ≤ m < n ; the three star K1,

  K1, m  K1, n is not a skolem mean graph if |mn| > 4 +  for  = 1, 2, 3, . . . ; m = 1, 2, 3, . . . ; n ≥  

+ m + 5 and  ≤ m < n ; the four star K1,   K1,   K1, m  K1, n is a skolem mean graph if |mn| = 4 + 

2  for  = 2, 3, 4, . . . ; m = 2, 3, 4, . . . ;  

n = 2  + m + 4 and  ≤ m < n ; the  four star  K1,   K1,   K1, m  K1, n  is  not  a  skolem mean graph  

if |mn| > 4 + 2  for  = 2, 3, 4, . . . ; m = 2, 3, 4, . . . ; n ≥ 2 +m+5 and  ≤ m < n ; the four star K1,1  

K1, 1  K1, m  K1, n is a skolem mean graph if |mn| = 7 for m = 1, 2, 3,. . . ; n = m + 7 and 1 ≤ m < n 

and the four star K1,1  K1, 1  K1, m  K1, n is not a skolem mean graph if |mn| > 7 for m = 1, 2, 3, . . . 

; n ≥  m + 8 and 1 ≤ m < n. In [4], the condition for a graph to be skolem mean is that p ≥ q + 1. In [3], 

We proved a conjecture that the three stars K1,   K1, m  K1, n is a skolem mean graph if  |mn| < 4+

 for  = 1, 2, 3, . . . ; m = 1, 2, 3, . . .  and  ≤ m < n . In [5], We proved a conjecture if  ≤ m < n, the 



four star K1,   K1,  K1, m  K1, n is a skolem mean graph if |mn| < 4 +2 for  = 2, 3, 4, . . . ; m = 

2, 3, 4, . . . . 

 

2. MAIN THEOREMS 

 

Definition 2.1.0  The  four  star  is  the  disjoint  union  of   K1, a, K1, b, K1, c  and  K1, d .  It is denoted by K1, a 

 K1, b  K1, c  K1, d. 

Theorem 2.1.1 If  1≤ m < n, the four star K1, 1   K1, 1  K1, m   K1, n is a skolem mean graph if |mn| < 

7 for m = 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . . 

Proof:  

Case : 1 Consider the graph G = K1, 1  K1, 1  K1, m  K1, n.   

Let  1 ≤ m < n where n = m+6 for m = 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . . Let us take the case that |mn| < 7 for 

m = 1, 2, 3, 4, . . .  We have to prove that G is a skolem mean graph.  

Therefore, the graph G = K1, 1  K1, 1  K1, m  K1, n where   n = m + 6 for  

m = 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . .  

Let {u, u1}, {v, v1}, {w}  {wk: 1  k  m} and {x}  {xh: 1  h  n} be the vertices of G. Then G 

has m + n + 6 vertices and m + n + 2 edges.  

We have V(G) = {u, v, w, x}  {u1}  {v1}  {wk: 1  k  m}  {xh: 1  h  n}.  

The required vertex labeling f: V(G)  {1, 2, 3, 4, . . . , m + n + 6} is defined as follows: 

1

1

1

( ) 1; ( ) 2; ( ) 4; ( ) 5;

( ) 8;

( ) 6;

( ) 2 8 1 ;

( ) 2 1 1 2;

( ) 4

( ) 6

k

h

n

n

f u f v f w f x m n

f u

f v

f w k for k m

f x h for h n

f x m n and

f x m n



     





   

    

  

  

       

 The corresponding edge labels are as follows: 

The edge label of uu1 is 5; vv1 is 4; wwk is  k + 6 for 1  k  m and xxh is 
2 6

 
2

h m n  
for 1  

h  n – 2; the edge label of xxn-1 is m + n + 5 and the edge label of xxn is  

m + n + 6.  

Hence the induced edge labels of G are distinct.  

Hence the graph G is a skolem mean graph.   

               



Case : 2 Consider the graph G = K1, 1  K1, 1  K1, m  K1, n.  

Let  1 ≤ m < n where n = m+5 for m = 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . . Let us take the case that |mn| < 7 for 

m = 1, 2, 3, 4, . . .  We have to prove that G is a skolem mean graph. 

Therefore, the graph G = K1, 1  K1, 1  K1, m  K1, n where   n = m + 5 for  

m = 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . .  

Let {u, u1}, {v, v1}, {w}  {wk: 1  k  m} and {x}  {xh: 1  h  n} be the vertices of G. Then G 

has m + n + 6 vertices and m + n + 2 edges.  

We have V(G) = {u, v, w, x}  {u1}  {v1}  {wk: 1  k  m}  {xh: 1  h  n}.  

The required vertex labeling f: V(G)  {1, 2, 3, 4, . . . , m + n + 6} is defined as follows: 

1

1

1

( ) 1; ( ) 2; ( ) 5; ( ) 5;

( ) 3;

( ) 7;

( ) 2 7 1 ;

( ) 2 2 1 2;

( ) 4

( ) 6

k

h

n

n

f u f v f w f x m n

f u

f v

f w k for k m

f x h for h n

f x m n and

f x m n



     





   

    

  

  

       

 The corresponding edge labels are as follows: 

The edge label of uu1 is 2; vv1 is 5; wwk is  k + 5 for 1  k  m and xxh is 
2 7

 
2

h m n  
for 1  

h  n – 2; the edge label of xxn-1 is m + n + 4 and the edge label of xxn is  

m + n + 6.  

Hence the induced edge labels of G are distinct.  

Hence the graph G is a skolem mean graph.  

 

Case : 3 Consider the graph G = K1, 1  K1, 1  K1, m  K1, n.  

Let 1 ≤ m < n where n = m+4 for m = 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . . Let us take the case that |mn| < 7 for m 

= 1, 2, 3, 4, . . .  We have to prove that G is a skolem mean graph.  

Therefore, the graph G = K1, 1  K1, 1  K1, m  K1, n where   n = m + 4 for         

m = 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . .  

Let {u, u1}, {v, v1}, {w}  {wk: 1  k  m} and {x}  {xh: 1  h  n} be the vertices of G. Then G 

has m + n + 6 vertices and m + n + 2 edges.  

We have V(G) = {u, v, w, x}  {u1
}  {v1

}  {wk: 1  k  m}  {xh: 1  h  n}.  

The required vertex labeling f: V(G)  {1, 2, 3, 4, . . . , m + n + 6} is defined as follows: 



1

1

1

( ) 1; ( ) 3; ( ) 6; ( ) 5;

( ) 2;

( ) 4;

( ) 2 6 1 ;

( ) 2 3 1 2;

( ) 4

( ) 6

k

h

n

n

f u f v f w f x m n

f u

f v

f w k for k m

f x h for h n

f x m n and

f x m n



     





   

    

  

  

       

 The corresponding edge labels are as follows: 

The edge label of uu1 is 2; vv1 is 4; wwk is  k + 6 for 1  k  m and xxh is 
2 8

 
2

h m n  
for 1  

h  n – 2; the edge label of xxn-1 is m + n + 5 and the edge label of xxn is  

m + n + 6.  

Hence the induced edge labels of G are distinct.  

Hence the graph G is a skolem mean graph. 

   

Case : 4 Consider the graph G = K1, 1  K1, 1  K1, m  K1, n.  

Let 1 ≤ m < n where n = m+3 for m = 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . . Let us take the case that |mn| < 7 for m 

= 1, 2, 3, 4, . . .  We have to prove that G is a skolem mean graph.  Therefore, the graph G = K1, 

1  K1, 1  K1, m  K1, n where   n = m + 3 for m = 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . .  

Let {u, u1}, {v, v1}, {w}  {wk: 1  k  m} and {x}  {xh: 1  h  n} be the vertices of G. Then G 

has m + n + 6 vertices and m + n + 2 edges.  

We have V(G) = {u, v, w, x}  {u1}  {v1}  {wk: 1  k  m}  {xh: 1  h  n}. 

The required vertex labeling f: V(G)  {1, 2, 3, 4, . . . , m + n + 6} is defined as follows: 

1

1

1

( ) 1; ( ) 3; ( ) 5; ( ) 5;

( ) 2;

( ) 4;

( ) 2 5 1 ;

( ) 2 4 1 2;

( ) 4

( ) 6

k

h

n

n

f u f v f w f x m n

f u

f v

f w k for k m

f x h for h n

f x m n and

f x m n



     





   

    

  

  

       

 The corresponding edge labels are as follows: 

The edge label of uu1 is 2; vv1 is 4; wwk is  k + 5 for 1  k  m and xxh is 
2 9

 
2

h m n  
for 1  

h  n – 2; the edge label of xxn-1 is m + n + 5 and the edge label of xxn is  



m + n + 6.  

Hence the induced edge labels of G are distinct.  

Hence the graph G is a skolem mean graph. 

 

Case 5: Consider the graph G = K1, 1  K1, 1  K1, m  K1, n.   

Let  1 ≤ m < n where n = m+2 for m = 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . . Let us take the case that |mn| < 7 for 

m = 1, 2, 3, 4, . . .  We have to prove that G is a skolem mean graph. Therefore, the graph  

G = K1, 1  K1, 1  K1, m  K1, n where   n = m + 2 for m = 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . .  

Let {u, u1}, {v, v1}, {w}  {wk: 1  k  m} and {x}  {xh: 1  h  n} be the vertices of G. Then G 

has m + n + 6 vertices and m + n + 2 edges.  

We have V(G) = {u, v, w, x}  {u1}  {v1}  {wk: 1  k  m}  {xh: 1  h  n}. 

The required vertex labeling f: V(G)  {1, 2, 3, 4, . . . , m + n + 6} is defined as follows: 

1

1

1

( ) 1; ( ) 3; ( ) 5; ( ) 5;

( ) 2;

( ) 4;

( ) 2 4 1 ;

( ) 2 5 1 2;

( ) 4

( ) 6

k

h

n

n

f u f v f w f x m n

f u

f v

f w k for k m

f x h for h n

f x m n and

f x m n



     





   

    

  

  

       

 The corresponding edge labels are as follows: 

The edge label of uu1 is 2; vv1 is 4; wwk is  k + 5 for 1  k  m and xxh is 
2 10

 
2

h m n  
for 1 

 h  n – 2; the edge label of xxn-1 is m + n + 5 and the edge label of xxn is m + n + 6.  

Hence the induced edge labels of G are distinct.  

Hence the graph G is a skolem mean graph.  

 

Case 6: Consider the graph G = K1, 1  K1, 1  K1, m  K1, n.   

Let  1 ≤ m < n where n = m + 1 for m = 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . . Let us take the case that |mn| < 7 for 

m = 1, 2, 3, 4, . . .  We have to prove that G is a skolem mean graph.  

Therefore, the graph G = K1, 1  K1, 1  K1, m  K1, n where   n = m + 1 for         

m = 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . .  

Let {u, u1}, {v, v1}, {w}  {wk: 1  k  m} and {x}  {xh: 1  h  n} be the vertices of G. Then G 

has m + n + 6 vertices and m + n + 2 edges.  

We have V(G) = {u, v, w, x}  {u1}  {v1}  {wk: 1  k  m}  {xh: 1  h  n}.  



The required vertex labeling f: V(G)  {1, 2, 3, 4, . . . , m + n + 6} is defined as follows: 

1

1

1

( ) 1; ( ) 3; ( ) 6; ( ) 5;

( ) 2;

( ) 4;

( ) 2 3 1 ;

( ) 2 6 1 2;

( ) 4

( ) 6

k

h

n

n

f u f v f w f x m n

f u

f v

f w k for k m

f x h for h n

f x m n and

f x m n



     





   

    

  

  

       

 The corresponding edge labels are as follows: 

The edge label of uu1 is 2; vv1 is 4; wwk is  k + 5 for 1  k  m and xxh is 
2 11

 
2

h m n  
for 1 

 h  n – 2; the edge label of xxn-1 is m + n + 5 and the edge label of xxn is m + n + 6.  

Hence the induced edge labels of G are distinct.  

Hence the graph G is a skolem mean graph.    
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Abstarct:  

We investigate a numerical and a closed form solutions of the thn - kind generalized  difference 

equation 
=1

( ) = ( )
n

i
i

v k u k , > 0i
 with useful tool 

=1

1 ( )
n

i
i

u k  for finding the values of various 

n -multiple series by iteration method in the field of numerical analysis. We also provide the suitable 

numerical examples to illustrate our main result. 

Key words: Closed form solution, Difference operator, Generalized difference equation, Numerical 

solution.  

AMS Subject classification: 39A70, 47B39, 39A10.  

  

1. Introduction: 
 

   In 1989, Miller and Ross introduced the discrete analogue of the Riemann-Liouville 

fractional derivative and proved some properties of the fractional difference operator [12]. In the 

general fractional h -difference Riemann-Liouville operator mentioned in [2, 14], the presence of the 

h  parameter is particularly interesting from the numerical point of view, because when h  tends to 

zero the solutions of the fractional difference equations can be seen as approximations to the solutions 

of corresponding Riemann-Liouville fractional differential equation [2, 3]. 

  The formulae for sums and partial sums of the thn  powers of an arithmetic progression, the 

sums and partial sums of the products of n  consecutive terms of an arithmetic progression and the 

sums and partial sums of an arithmetic-geometric progression using the generalized difference 

operators of the first, second and thn  kinds and their inverses had been derived in ([4], [9], [10], [11]). 

  In the existing literature of Mathematics, there are formulas available for finding the value of 

single series but there is no formula to find the value of n -multiple series given as  

 

= 2

1

=1=1
1

[ ]

( ).
=1

n

s s

s n t

n nn t

i i

it r
n t

k r

u k r

 

 

 







   (1) 

   In this paper, we derive the numerical and closed form solutions of the higher kind linear 

generalized difference equation by iteration method using power set notation and obtain the value of 

n -multiple series as given in (1).  



2. Preliminaries: 
 

   Before stating and proving our results, we present some notations, basic definitions and 

preliminary results which will be used in the subsequent discussions. Let > 0,i [0, ),k 

= i

i

k
j k

 
  
 

where 
i

k 
 
 

 denotes the integer part of , ( ) = { , ,2 , }
i

k
j j j j N ,

1( ) = ( )j jN N  and 
jc  is a constant for all ( )k jN . For (1)mN , we denote 

1 21

1 1 1 1( ) = ( ( ( ( )))
[ , ] nn

u k u k        
1 21 11

1 1 1 1( ) = ( ( ( ( ))).
[ , ]

mi

mi im ii

u k u km m


          

Definition 2.1.1 [4] Let ( )u k  be a real valued function on [0, ) . Then the generalised difference 

operator denoted by   is defined as  

 ( ) = ( ) ( ).u k u k u k    (2)  

Definition 22.2. [10]  Let 
1 2={ , , }nL  be a non empty set of real numbers. The generalized 

difference operator of the thn -kind, denoted as 
L  for the function ( )u k , [0, )k   is defined as  

 
=0 = ( )

( ) = ( 1) .
n

n r

L

r A r L A

u k u k

  

  
    

  
    (3) 

Note that 
1 2

=L
n

    .   

Definition 2.3. 3[10] The inverse of the generalized difference operator of the thn  kind denoted by 
1

L

  is defined as if ( ) = ( ),Lv k u k  then 

1 1 2
( 1) ( 2)1 2

1 2

( 1) ( 2)

( ) = ( )
( 1)! ( 2)!

n n
L n j n jn n

n n

n n
k k

v k u k c c
n n

  
  

 

 

  
 

2
2 1 02

2 1

(2)

,
(2)!

j j j

k k
c c c     (4) 

where 
ijc , for = 0,1,2, ,( 1)i n  are constants. In general 1 ( 1)= ( ).m m

L L L

         

Lemma 2.4.4 [4] Let 
n

qs  and 
n

qS  are the Stirling numbers of the first and second kinds respectively 

and ( ) = ( )( 2 ) ( ( 1) )nk k k k k n     , 0 0

0 0= =1s S  and 
0 0

0 0= = 0 = =q q

q qs S s S  if 0q  . 

Then,  

 

( 1)
( ) ( ) 1 ( )

=0 =0

= , = =
( 1)

nn n
n n n q q n n n q q n

q q

q q

k
k s k k S k and k

n


  


   (5)   

Theorem 2.5.5  [4] Let [ , )k  , (0, )  . Then,  

 

[ ]

1

=1

( ) | = ( ).

k

k

j

r

u k u k r   (6) 



is a numerical solution of the equation ( ) = ( ).v k u k    

Theorem 2.6. 6 For the difference equation (0)

=1

( ) =
n

i
i

v k k , we have a closed form solution as  

 

13
12(0) 1 13 3 3 3

2 3 1
3 31 =4

3 3

12 11 2=
[ , ]

=1 =1 =1 =1

p pn
q rr r p p p p p p

r q r q p p
p pn pr q r q

p p

q rr
r qq rqr

k s S s S


  




       (7) 

  

 

1 2

=3

(1 )

, 3

2 (1 )

n

n

n

p p

p

q
k

n

q






 

Proof. The proof follows from (2.4) and applying 
1

1 , 
2

1  
1,

n

  on (0)k   

  

3. Main Results and Applicaions 
 

 In this section we derive a numerical-closed form solution of equation (3) by dynamical 

approach and provide a example to illustrate our main results.   

Theorem 3.1. 7Let u(k) be defined on [0. ) , (0, )   and 
1i i  , =1,2,i . Then, for

[ , )nk n    

 
1 11

1, 1 2

1 1 1 1( ) || = ( ( ( ) | ) | ) |
[ , ] ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )j j j jn nn

n n

k k k kLet u k u k
k k k k

        (8) 

then 

 1 1 1 1=1 11,
1 2

1 1 1( ) = ( ) || = ( ) ( 1) ( ( ))
[ , ] [ , ] [ , ]( ) , , ( )

n
t

n j
mn n mtn

t n

kU k u k u k u j k
k m m m t J

      


 

  

                  
(0) (0)

[
1 11=1 1

1 1( ( ))
[ , ] , ]

i

t

mm m m nii i t

j k k
 

    (9) 

where (0)

1

1
[ , ]

tm n

k


  is obtained from theorem 2.9 and 
(0)

1 11

1 ( ( ))
[ , ]

i
mm m ii

j k
 

  is obtained from 

corollary 2.11.   

Proof. From (4) and taking limit
1
( )j k  to k , we find  



 
1 1 1

1 1

1 1 1( ) | = ( ) ( ) |
( ) ( )j j

ku k u k u k
k k

      (10) 

Again using (4) and taking limit 
2
( )j k  to k , we get 

21 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
1 2 1 2

(0)1 1 1 1 1( ) | | = ( ) ( ) | ( ) |
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )j j j j

k ku k u k u k k u k
k k k k

          

                 
21 2

1 2

(0)1 1( ) | |
( ) ( )j j

u k k
k k

    

Applying equation (4) for ( 1)n  times, we obtain the result.  

Theorem 3.2. 8 Let ( )u k  be real valued functions and [ , )nk n  . Then,  

 

* * *

1 1
1

1 1 2 2 1 1

1
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( ) ( )

=1 =1 =1
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L n n n n
j j

n
r r r
n n
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k ku k u k r r r r
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         (11) 

where  

 
* * * 2 2

1 1
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k r k r rk
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 (12) 

   

Proof. From (6), we find  

 
1

1 1
1

1
1

[ ]

1 ( ) | = ( ).
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j

r

k

ku k u k r
k

   (13) 

Taking 
2

1  on both sides of (13) and again applying (6), we obtain 
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2 2 1 1
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1 2
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1 1( ( ) | ) | = ( ).
( ) ( )

=1 =1
j j

r r

k rk

k ku k u k r r
k k

  
  
  

       

Continuing this process ( 1)n  times and applying (6) we get the desired result.  

Theorem 3.3. 9 Let ( )u k  be real valued functions and [ , )nk n  . Then, 



 1 1 11, =1 1 1
1 2

1 1 1( ) || = ( ) ( 1) ( ( ))
[ , ] [ , ] [ , ]( )
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n
t
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t n

ku k u k u j k
k

m m m t J

      


    

 
(0) (0)

1 1=1 1 1

1 1( ( ))
[ , ] [ , ]

t

m m m m ni i i i t

j k k
 

 

    (14) 

 

                              
 1.2.3 2.3. 1. .n n n nu u u      

where 
*

pr , =1,2, ,p n  is defined in (11).   

Proof. The proof follows by equating (9) and (11).  

Theorem 3.4. 10 Let [ , )k n  , 
1i i  and 1a  . If  

 
( )

1 1

( ) 1 1 1( ) = ( ),m k

n n n

m
F k k a



      (15) 

then  

* * *
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1 1 2 2 1 1
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1 1
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  1.2 2.3 ( 1).

( ) ( )
= ( ) ( ( )) n n n n

n n n

m m
F k F j k F F F       (16) 

where 
*

pr , =1,2, ,p n  is defined in (12), 

.( 1) ( 1).i i n nF  
 =

* * *

1 1
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n n i

iri i i n
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m
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    and  
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k r r
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r r
 

 
 

   
     

 
, 

for =1.2. ,( 1)i n .   

Proof.  From (6), we find  

 

1

1 1
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1 1 1 1 1 1
1

1

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 | = ( ) = ( ) ( ( ))
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k rk

j
r

k
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where 

1
1
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k rr
m
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r
r

m r
mC r k am m
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 . 

Applying 
2

1  on both sides of (17) and using striling number of first and second kind, we get  
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2 1

2 2 1 1
2 2 1 1

2 1 1 1
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2 1

1.2
2 2 2

( ) ( )1 1 | | = ( )
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=1 =1
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   (18) 

where 
2 2 1 1

( ) ( )1 1( ) = km m
F k F a    
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2

1.2
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2
2
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= ( ( ))

=1
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r

k

m
F F j k

 
 
 

  with 

2 2
2 2 1

1
2 1

( ) = ( )
r

k r
j k k r

 
   

 
. 

Again applying 
3

1  on both sides of (18) and using the striling numbers of the first and second kind, 

we obtain 

3 3 3 3 2 2

3 2 1

3 3 2 2 1 1
3 2 1 1 1

1 2 3
3 2 1

( ) ( )1 1 1 | | | = ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

=1 =1 =1

k

j j j
r r r

k r k r rk

m mk k kk a k r r r
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    3 3 2 2 1 1
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3 3 3
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a F k F j k F F
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1
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r
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r
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2
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3
2
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r

r

k

m
F F j k

 
 
 

  and  



3 3
3 3 2

2
3 2

( ) = ( )
r

k r
j k k r

 
   

 
. 

The proof follows by continuing this process ( 1)n  times and from the equations (17), (18) and (19).  

   

Corollary 3.5. 11 If 
2 1  and 

2[2 , )k  , then,  
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2 2 1 1
2 2 1 1 1.2

1 2 2 2

2 1

( ) ( ) ( )
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k rk
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      (20) 
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2
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1 1

2
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r

k

m
F F j k
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1
2 1

( ) = ( )
r

k r
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.   

  

Proof. The proof follows by substituting = 2n  in (16).  

   

Example 3.6. 12 When = 3m , we obtain  
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2 2 1
2 1 2 1 2 1 1

21 1
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( 1) ( 1)

a
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2

2 1 1 1 1
2

(1)
(1) (3)1 1 |k k

j

k
k a k a    

When = 24k ,  = 2a ,   
1 = 5 ,   

2 = 6 ,  
1
( ) = 4j k  and 

2
( ) = 0j k , we get 

(3)

6 (24) = 2538879.194F , (3)

6 (0) = 2.031085702F  , 

(3) (3) (3) (3) (3)

1.2 5 5 5 5 5
1

2
2

4
= ( ( )) = (3) (2) (1) (0)

=1
r

r

F F j k F F F F    = 41.2325697  and hence  

 

2

(3) 2 1
2 1 5

2 1

24 624

56
(21 6 5 )

(24 6 5 ) 2 = 2538840.
=1 =1r r

r

r r
r r

  
  

  
 

     

   

Corollary 3.7. 13 Let 
3[3 , )k  ,

3 2 1  , then, 

3 3 3 3 2 2

3 2 1

3 3 2 2 1 1
3 3 2 2 1 1

1

3 2 1
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r

k
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Proof. The proof follows by substuting = 3n  in (16).  

 

Example 3.8. 14 Put = 2m  in (22), we find 
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When = 21k , 
1 = 2 , 

2 = 4 , 
3 = 6 , 

1
( ) =1j k , 

2
( ) =1j k , 

3
( ) = 3j k , we get, 

(2)

6 (21) = 37760.51493F , (2)

6 (3) = 0.8829695017F , 
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(2) (2)

1.2.3 2 2
1
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Remark 3.9. 15 Replacing 
( ) k

n

m
k a  by 

( ) k

n

m
k a

 in (16), we obtain the new type of series namely 
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when = 3m , = 2n , =13k , 
1 = 4 , 

2 = 6 , = 2a , 
1
( ) =1j k  and 

2
( ) =1j k , we obtain 

(3)
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Hence  
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Theorem 3.10. 16 For the positive integer m and n  
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Proof. The proof follows from (2.4) and Theorem 3.4.  

   

Corollary 3.11. 17 If 
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2[2 , )k  , then,  
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Example 3.12. 18 when = 3m , we obtain  
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When = 9k , 1 = 2 , 2 = 3 , = 2a , 
1
( ) =1j k  and 

2
( ) = 0j k , we obtain 
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Corollary 3.13. 19 Let 3[3 , )k  , 3 2 1   then, 
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Example 3.14. 20 Putting = 2m  in (28) we get, 
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In Paticular when =19k , 1 = 3 , 2 = 6  3 = 9 , = 2a , 
1
( ) =1j k , 

2
( ) =1j k  and 

3
( ) =1j k , 

we get 
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and hence  
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Remark 3.15. 21 Replacing m kk a  by m kk a  in (25), we obtain the new type of series namely 

* * *
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When = 3n , =1m , =17k , 1 = 2 , 2 = 4 , 3 = 6 , = 2a , 
1
( ) =1j k , 

2
( ) =1j k  and 

3
( ) = 5j k , we obtain 

1

6 (17) = 0.3538407029F  , 1

6 (5) = 1.765090703F  , 1.2.3 = 0F  and 2.3 = 0.12F   and 

hence  

 
5 3 1 1 49

= 0.3538407029 1.765090703 0.12 = .
32 8 2 2 32
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ABSTRACT 

Password Authentication is the most inseparable part of any system developed. But in today’s world 

this type of security is not a fool proof system. Therefore comes the need to add an extra layer of 

security to the existing password authentication system. The security can be enhanced by validating 

the user not only by his password but also by the way he is typing it. 

The typing rhythm of the users are captured and validated using the k means clustering algorithm. 

The research focuses on having a study in between the use of the various distance metrics in the k 

means clustering algorithm for the purpose of keystroke biometrics. 

Keywords: password authentication, k means clustering algorithm, distance metrics.  

1.0  Introduction 

 Biometrics are automated systems to recognize a person using some physiological or a 

behavioral characteristics. Throughout history various forms of biometrics have been used to 

identify a person. Among the features measured have been face, fingerprints, hand geometry, 

handwriting, iris, retinal, vein, and voice. There are two major forms of biometrics: those based on 

physiological attributes and those based on behavioral attributes. Physiological biometrics integrates 

a measurement of some physiological feature such as fingerprints, retinal blood vessel patterns and 

iris patterns into an automated authentication schema. Behavioral biometrics on the other hand 

extract and integrate information about human behavior such as variations in our speech pattern, 

gait, signature and the way we type into the authentication schema[2]. 

 Keystroke dynamics is a method for identifying the individuality of a given sequence of 

characters entered through a traditional computer keyboard. Researchers focused on the keystroke 

pattern, in terms of keyboard duration and keyboard latency. Evidence from preliminary studies 

indicated that when two individuals entered the same login details, their typing patterns would be 

sufficiently unique as to provide a characteristic signature that could be used to differentiate one 

from the other [3][4]. 

 



1.1 Cluster Analysis 

 Cluster analysis are important techniques that partition objects that have many attributes 

into meaningful disjoint groups so that the objects in each group are more similar to each other in 

the values of their attributes than they are to objects in other groups.  The aim of cluster analysis is 

exploratory, to find if data naturally falls into meaningful groups with small within-group variation 

and large between group variation. It is possible to define cluster analysis as an optimization 

problem in which a given function consisting of within cluster similarity and between cluster 

dissimilarity needs to be optimized [1]. 

 K means is the simplest and most popular clustering method that is easy to implement. The 

method is called K means since each of the K clusters is represented by the mean of the objects 

within the cluster. It is also called centroid method since at each step the centroid point of each 

cluster is assumed to be known and each of the remaining points are located to the cluster whose 

centroid is closest to it [9]. 

 Most cluster analysis methods are based on measuring similarity between objects by 

computing the distance between each pair. There are number of methods for computing distance in 

a multidimensional environment like the Euclidean, Manhattan, Canberra, Chebyshev, Minkowski 

etc. 

1.2 K MEANS CLUSTERING FOR KEY STROKE BIOMETRICS 

 In this research work the k means clustering algorithm has been used for authenticating the 

user through his typing rhythms. Each users typing rhythm can be viewed as a cluster of 

measurements that can be differentiated from the clusters of the other users. Each of these clusters 

is represented by cluster identities which consist of the centroid and the distance measure for that 

cluster. During the process of validating the keystroke latencies captures at the time of log in are 

compared with the centroids of the clusters with their distance measures. If the measurements falls 

in that cluster the user is valid else not. 

1.2.1 Problem Statement Given a set of keystroke latencies L for the username and password in 

attempts. Identify the k clusters where each cluster C has a set of cluster identity and distance 

measure 

Algorithm for identifying the clusters 

Input: L, a set of keystroke latencies for username and password. 



Output: K clusters with the optimum cluster criterion function. 

Method: 

Step 1: Input an initial partition with k clusters   

Step 2: Calculate the centroids of their respective clusters and distance from centroid using the 

particular metric being considered. 

Step 3: With every set of keystroke latency, generate a new partition by assigning each latency to a 

cluster based on an allocation function. A point is allocated to the cluster if it is closer to the centroid 

of the cluster.  

Step 4: Recalculate cluster centroids and distance metrics. 

Step 5: Repeat step 3 and 4 for N set of keystroke latencies. 

Step 6: Generate a standard cluster criterion consisting of centroids and distance metric separated 

by suitable delimiter for each key stroke latency. 

The above algorithms were applied with the 5 distance metrics i.e Euclidean distance, Squared 

Euclidean distance, Manhattan or City Block, Canberra distance and Chebyshev distance metric.  

Once the clusters are formed, each cluster is represented using cluster identities, which are the 

centroids for that cluster. Along with it, the distance metrics is also calculated and stored for the 

cluster. 

At the time of validation, the new keystroke latencies are compared with these centroids using the 

distance measures.  

Algorithm for validating user 

Input: Keystroke latencies for a string of m username and password captured during log in, K clusters 

with their cluster identities and distance measures for various metrics. 

Output: True if user is valid else false. 

Method:  

Step 1: Accept m-1 keystroke latency for username of length m. 

Step 2: Using the distance metric from the cluster criterion function, identify if the latency is close to 

the respective centroid. 



Step 3: Repeat step 1 and 2 for each keystroke latency. 

Step 4: If each key stroke latency falls in the cluster repeat steps 1 to 3 for password of user else 

return False. 

Step 5: If keystroke latencies for both username and password falls in respective clusters then return 

true else return False. 

2.0  Experimental Setup 

2.1 Data Collection 

The data required to generate pattern for keystroke biometrics was obtained through an enrollment 

process. The enrollment phase involves the user typing the username and the password a couple of 

times. An application was created for this purpose.  The users were asked to run the application on 

their computer and the application in the background logged their keystrokes. These keystroke 

latencies were all preprocessed with appropriate delimiters.  

A set of 10 users in different age groups were asked to perform the enrollment process in 

three phases. These users were from different backgrounds. Some were those who were computer 

experts, regularly logging into their email accounts and had a very good hand on the computer. 

Some were clerical personnel, who made bare minimum use of the computer. The other set of users 

were students who were moderate users of the computer.   

In the first phase the users typed the password 10 times to obtain the preprocessed enrollment 

data. The clusters were formed with their respective centroids and distance metrics. The users were 

then asked to log in. Also a set of users were asked to imitate the others and the acceptance rate 

and rejection rates were noted.  

 During the next 2 phases the users were asked to simply log in wherein if the user is a valid 

user, his login keystroke latencies were included in the enrollment data. For each phase, when the 

new keystroke latencies are included in the group which was derived from the enrollment process, 

the respective data from the top was omitted. The clusters were formed again with their respective 

centroids and distance metrics. Keystroke Biometrics is based on behavioral attributes like the state 

of mind of the user, his mood etc. His typing rhythm could change depending on these behavioral 

factors.  The process of recomputing the centroids and distance metrics in three phases was done 

basically with this problem in mind. 



 The above process was accomplished over a period of 20 days after which, the final set of 

clusters with the centroids were created. Some days out of these 20, which were chosen for 

capturing the keystroke latency, were those days when the users were under high work pressure or 

in different mood.  

2.2 Pattern Recognition 

 The raw data was obtained from the enrollment phase. The K means algorithm was applied 

to this data. The number of clusters i.e. k was decided. During the enrollment phase, each time the 

user types the username and the password, his keystrokes are logged.  The k means clustering 

algorithm recalculates the new centroids and the distance metrics. The centroid is nothing but the 

mean of all the consecutive keystroke latencies. The distance metrics i.e. Euclidean, Squared 

Euclidean, Manhattan, Chebyshev, Canberra are evaluated. The centroids and the distance metrics 

are grouped together to form a pattern representing the respective cluster.  

2.3 User Verification 

 For classifying the users, the authorized users were asked to log in to the application. The 

users were validated and the False Rejection Rate (FRR) was calculated. Also some imposters were 

told the username and passwords of the other users and asked to log in. They were validated and 

the False Acceptance Rate (FAR) was recorded. Other imposters were told the username and 

password and also shown the way they were typed and were asked to log in. The FAR was recorded 

again. 

2.4 Software/Simulator Tool 

 The software used for this experiment was created on the Microsoft’s .Net platform. A GUI 

was created for the user to enter the username and password while registration and login. Finally 

the k means algorithm was used to get the results. The results were later compared using a 

spreadsheet application. 

3.0  Results 

 Clusters were formed from the enrollment data collected from the user. Each of these 

clusters, are represented using cluster identities that consists of the centroid for that cluster. A 

distance metric is also defined for each of the cluster to define the distance within which an object 

can fall to be a part of the cluster. Two sets of users were asked to login. One set were the 

authorized users and the others were the imposters who knew the password and tried to imitate the 



typing style. The False Rejection Rate (FRR) and the False Acceptance Rate (FAR) for each of the 

distance metrics were noted.   

          The following graph shows the FAR and FRR for the various distance metrics. The data was 

collected from 10 users some days after the enrollment process. Most of the users were in a very 

relaxed and comfortable mood while trying to log in.  

 The Euclidean distance shows and FRR of 10% and a FAR of 20% where as the Squared 

Euclidean which is not at all desirable shows 100% FAR and 0% FRR. 

 The Manhattan shows a high FAR or 40% and FRR of 0%. The Canberra which is considered 

to be quite strict shows a FRR of 80% and FAR of 0%. The Chebyshev metrics shows FRR of 20% and 

FAR of 20%. 

 

Figure 1: Performance of different distance metrics at the end of phase I 

 The second set of data collected was under extreme circumstances. The objective of this 

type of data collection was to show how the results are affected due to the behavior of the users. 

The users were asked to log in to the system at a time when they were very busy or in between 

some very urgent work where their mind would not be as quite and calm as in the earlier phase. Like 

the clerical staff were asked to log in, in between their important cash transactions with customers. 

Some users who were teachers were asked to log in, in between their lectures as also the students. 

This exercise helped us capture the mood of the user and we were successful in showing how the 

results are affected due to this. The following figure depicts the same. 

 Only the FRR was noted in this case, as the objective of this exercise was to show the effect 

of the behavior of the user on his typing rhythm. As we can see the all the distance metrics have 

shown an increase in the FRR. Canberra shows an FRR of 100% with Chebyshev being next with a FRR 
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of 75%. The FRR for Euclidean distance has also risen by 40% and Manhattan distance shows a rise in 

FRR by 25%.  

 With this we can see how the behavior of the user will affect his typing rhythm and number 

of valid users who are not accepted increases. 

 The phase II of the experiment was conducted after a long gap of about 10-12 days. This was 

done to observe whether the typing rhythms change as time passes. And it was observed that the 

typing rhythm change, not only with the present mood of the user but also as time passes. This is 

depicted in fig 4.4. There was an increase in the FRR for all distance metrices. 

 

Figure 2: Performance of distance metrics with data collected in Phase II 

4.0 Incremental K Means Clustering For Keystroke Biometrics 

As we have seen in Fig. 2, we can say that the technology of keystroke biometrics does change as the 

behavior of the user changes over a period of time. It was one of the goals of this research to 

overcome this problem. For this we used an incremental k means clustering technique which was 

implemented in the following way:  Once the enrollment process is over and the clusters for the 

users are formed, we also record the login timings of the user for the next 3 – 4 (which could be 

modified) login attempts. These login attempts are at a considerable interval. On each of these login 

attempts, the cluster is again formed and the cluster identities with distance measures are 

recomputed. But this time the data for computing the centroids change. The first set of data from 

the enrollment data i.e. keystroke latencies collected during attempt 1 during enrollment, is 

removed and the recent keystroke latencies collected during login is included in the set. Now, the 
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centroid and distance measures are recomputed with the new data set. This is continued with the 

next 2 login attempts and the first 2 data sets of enrollment data. 

 The technique was proposed with the idea of, incorporating that slight change in typing 

rhythm that could occur as time passes, in the calculation of centroid and distance measures. The 

technique has shown a good improvement in the FRR values and makes the study of distance 

metrics even more clear. 

4.1 Results 

 The performance of the different distance metrics were noted after the implementation of 

the incremental k means clustering for keystroke biometrics. The users were asked to log in to the 

system, when they were in a different mental situation. The FAR and FRR for the users were noted 

and is depicted in the following diagram. 

 

Figure 3: Performance of distance metrics in Phase III for Incremental K means clustering. 

 The figure above shows the FRR and FAR for the different distance metrics collected in Phase 

III of the experiment. Phase III, is basically intended towards applying the incremental k means 

clustering. The authorized users were asked to log in. Along with them imposters, who were told the 

password and also shown the style in which the password was typed by the authorized user, tried to 

log in. The results shown were quite positive as compared to phase I and II. Due to this technique, 

the FRR values have reduced for most of the distance metrics. Euclidean distance shows a FRR of 

20% with an FAR of 30%. There is no considerable change in the values for Squared Euclidean and 

Manhattan distance. Canberra distance shows a FRR of 80% with FAR of 0%. Finally Chebyshev 

distance shows a FRR of 50% with FAR of 20%.  
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5.0 Conclusion  

 The research was aimed at comparing and categorizing these distance metrics as per the 

users of the system. After conducting this experiment keeping all aspects in mind, it can be observed 

that the Chebyshev Distance that shows moderate values for FRR and FAR  can be used in biometric 

systems targeted for users who do have a good hand on the keyboard. These users could be 

programmers, data entry operators etc. who do frequently use the keyboard. They could use it to 

protect their source code and data from imposters. Canberra distance which gives a value only 

between 0 and 1 can be used in systems which need to be highly secure. User of such system need 

to have their typing rhythm accurate, each time he tries to log in. Squared Euclidean and Manhattan 

distance do not show results that can be appreciated for the purpose of user authentication. They 

could be used in the earlier stages, when the user has just started using the application, till his typing 

rhythm stabilizes and he gets comfortable with the keyboard. Later it could be shifted to another 

distance metric. 

Lastly, Euclidean distance which does show quite moderate values for FRR and FAR proves to 

be the method that is best suited for applications that need to be authenticated using keystroke 

biometrics. It could be used in applications that cover a general population including people from 

wide areas. 

The research also concentrated on improvising the k means clustering technique to consider 

the behavioral aspect of the user while he tries to log in. We tried to make the system dynamic, 

wherein the users log in timings after his enrollment process was over, were also considered in the 

clustering process.  This technique has shown a good result from which we can conclude that it can 

be in keystroke biometric enabled password authenticating systems which use k means clustering 

algorithm. 
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ABSTRACT 

To monitor critical events in infrastructure less area such as fire detection in forest, gas 

monitoring in coal mines sensor network has been employed .To prolong the network lifetime, 

some sleep scheduling methods are used .The sensor network can be divided into number of 

groups based on some criteria, each group consists of a node capable of monitoring its group is 

called local monitoring node. When a critical event occurs the alarm message and event 

information is transmitted to the concerned local monitoring node and that is again 

transmitted to the center node through one channel. That is again transmitted to the entire 

network through another channel with the help of local monitoring node; level by level offset 

based wakeup pattern is designed for transmission. The broadcasting delay is 3D+2L, where D-

number of hop of nodes to the center node, L-length of sleeping duty cycle.  

Key Word: Wireless Sensor Networks, Local monitoring Approach, Sleep Scheduling, and 

Transmission Delay  

I.  INTRODUCTION 

A wireless sensor network consists of battery powered wireless devices ,that are capable of 

monitoring environmental conditions such as temperature, noise etc.,and critical events 

such as forest fire ,gas leakage etc., Due to a wide diversity of WSN application 

requirements, however, a general-purpose WSN design cannot fulfill the needs of all 

applications. Many network parameters such as sensing range, transmission range, and 

node density have to be carefully considered at the network design stage, according to 

specific applicationsSleeep scheduling methodology is implemented to make the sensor 

nodes to work for long time without recharging the batteries. This may cause transmission 

delay because, the nodes in the network should wait until the receive nodes are active and 

ready to receive the event information .In critical event monitoring,most of the time only 

small number of packets need to be transmitted ,so the transmission delay is an important 

issue. Level by level offset schedule was proposed.(i.e.) the packet from node a to node c 

can be sent through node b with minimum delay. In this paper we propose Local  

 

 

 



Monitoring approach, which is introduced to minimize the broadcasting delay? 

II. EXISTING WORK 

• When a critical event occurs, an alarm and event information is transmitted along 
one of the traffic path to a center node 

 

• Then it is immediately broadcast by that center node along another path to all nodes 
in the network. 

 

 

 

Fig 1. Packet transmission to center node 

It may cause transmission delay because the entire sensor network is depends on the single 

center node; It also implements sleep scheduling where the energy consumption is also 

comparatively high. 

 

III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 

The critical event information should be transmitted to the entire sensor network. Each 

node is capable of detecting a critical event and generating an alarm message. The alarm 

message and event information should be transmitted to the entire network with less 

transmission delay. Also analyze the energy consumption of sensor nodes with the proposed 

scheme in WSN. Since the energy consumption is mainly due to the idle listening when 

there is no critical event most of the time, it is reasonable for us to approximatively 

calculate the energy consumption according to the length of wake-up duration in a duty 

cycle.To reduce the broadcasting delay and energy Consumption in the existing system with 

the help of Local Monitoring Approach. 

 

IV. PROPOSED WORK  

To reduce the broadcasting delay the proposed method include two paths 



  1).Any node that detects critical event sends alarm and event information to the center 

node through local monitoring node along determined path according to level by level offset 

schedule. 

 2).The center node transmits the alarm and event information through local monitoring 

node to the entire network along another determined path according to level by level offset 

schedule. The traffic paths from nodes to the center node through local monitoring node 

are uplink and the traffic path from the center node through local monitoring node to other 

node is downlink. 

 

To minimize the delay, 

 1).Breadth first search is implemented for uplink. 

 2).Colored connected dominant set is implemented for downlink. 

 

 

 

Fig 2.Packet transmission to center node 

 

A.SLEEP SCHEDULING  

It is introduced to minimize the energy consumption, making all nodes to sleep; sensor 

nodes are equipped with passive event detection capabilities that allow a node to detect an 

event even when its wireless communication module is in sleep mode. When sensor node 

detects the event the radio module is immediately woken up and is ready to send an alarm 

message. 

B. LOCAL MONITORING APPROACH 

Local monitoring is a collaborative detection strategy where a node monitors the control 

traffic going in and out of its neighbors. Many techniques have been introduced that use the 

framework of local monitoring to achieve specific tasks such as intrusion detection, building 



trust and reputation among nodes, protecting against control and data traffic attacks, and 

building secure routing protocols. Though local monitoring has been demonstrated as a 

powerful technique for enhancing security of WSNs, it results in a high energy cost since it 

requires the monitoring nodes to be constantly awake to oversee network activity.  

In local monitoring approach, sensor nodes are divided into number of groups based on 

some criteria. Each group consists of local monitoring nodes. All the nodes in the group 

belong to the local monitoring node. The local monitoring nodes are under the control of 

the center node. When a node in group detects a critical event, It is immediately 

transmitted to the local monitoring node from there the alarm message and event 

information is transmitted to the center node through one channel, Again the alarm 

message and event information is transmitted to all the other nodes in the network through 

other channel, This is known as level by level offset schedule.(i.e)the two possible traffic 

path is made. The node just needs to be awake for T time ,where T is the minimum time 

needed by a node to transmit alarm packet. 

The nodes are maintain in three states to establish Sleep wake scheduling which are  

Active state-Node in routing process 

Ideal state-Node which are in ready state 

         Sleeping state-Node which is in slow sleeping state by reducing its transmission range 

wake up once get the wake signal from authorized node 

C. WAKEUP PATTERNS 

After the nodes are initiated and the path is established, the wakeup patterns are required 

for sensor nodes to wakeup and receive alarm packet to achieve minimum delay for both of 

the two traffic paths. 

Two level by level offset schedules:- 

1).Sensor nodes use BFS wakeup level by level scheduling according to the distance to 

center node. 

2).Sensor nodes use CCDS wakeup level by level scheduling according to the distance to 

all other nodes. 

Hence, when an alarm packet is originated it is forwarded to the center node along a path in 

the BFS, then the center node immediately broadcasts it along the paths in the CCDS. 

Time slots should be arranged at different positions, so that two traffic paths can work 

separately. 

Time slot assignment:- 



1).All nodes obtain slots for uplink traffic according to hops and sequence number of duty 

cycle. 

2). All nodes obtain slots for downlink traffic according to hops and sequence number of 

duty cycle 

V. METHODOLOGY 

Distributed network has multiple nodes and services messages, and each node is a shared 

resource, many decisions must be made 

A. ROUTING   

There may be multiple paths from the source to the destination. Therefore, message routing 

is an important topic. The main performance measures affected by the routing scheme are 

throughput (quantity of service) and average packet delay (quality of service). Routing 

schemes should also be avoided for both deadlock and live lock. Routing methods can be 

fixed (i.e. pre-planned), adaptive, centralized, distributed, broadcast, etc. Perhaps the 

simplest routing scheme is the token ring. Here, a simple topology and a straightforward 

fixed protocol result in very good reliability and precomputable Quos. A token passes 

continuously around a ring topology. When a node desires to transmit, it captures the token 

and attaches the message. As the token passes, the destination reads the header, and 

captures the message. In some schemes, it attaches a ‘message received’ signal to the 

token, which is then received by the original source node. Then, the token is released and 

can accept further messages. The token ring is a completely decentralized scheme that 

effectively uses TDMA. Though this scheme is very reliable, one can see that it results in a 

waste of network capacity. The token must pass once around the ring for each message. 

Therefore, there are various modifications of this scheme, including using several tokens, 

etc.  

Fixed routing schemes often use Routing Tables that dictate the next node to be routed to, 

given the current message location and the destination node. Routing tables can be very 

large for large networks, and cannot take into account real-time effects such as failed links, 

nodes with backed up queues, or congested links.  

Adaptive routing schemes depend on the current network status and can take into account 

various performance measures, including cost of transmission over a given link, congestion 

of a given link, reliability of a path, and time of transmission. They can also account for link 

or node failures. 

B. SENSOR NETWORK SETUP  

To contribute to a more systematic understanding and treatment of sensor deployment 

issues, the existing literature on deployment experience and present a classification of 

common problems encountered during deployment of sensor networks. A wireless network 



that is temporarily installed alongside the actual sensor network during the deployment 

process.  

 Parameters considered during sensor network formation 

 Transmission range: nodes communication depends under transmission range which 
is placed nearly close to each other thus gets better link. 

 Local information system: Nodes must be grouped under specific feature like battery 
power, processing capability, bandwidth, memory etc. so according to those, nodes 
are partitioned using driver methods. 

 Mobility: Mobility refers the node movement procedure so need to consider the 
mobility options with limitation in maximum and minimum speed. 

According to the critical event monitoring process, sensor network formed under local 

information system with sleep wake scheduling mechanisms 

VI. ROUTING PROTOCOL DESIGN 

A routing protocol is a protocol that specifies how routers communicate with 

each other, disseminating information that enables them to select routes between any two 

nodes on a computer network, the choice of the route being done by routing algorithms. 

Each router has a prior knowledge only of networks attached to it directly. A routing 

protocol shares this information first among immediate neighbors, and then throughout the 

network. This way, routers gain knowledge of the topology of the network. Design a Routing 

protocol named as ELMP (Energy aware local monitoring protocol), which is going to 

implement in OSI layer that need to get and deliver the messages from other layers for that 

make some more changes in supported layers. The routing protocol is implemented in the 

layered architecture of the GloMoSim simulator. 

To configure some attributes which is supported to execute the routing protocols like 

Number of nodes, Mobility, Mac protocol, Simulation time, Band width, Transmission range 

etc… by setting these kinds of attributes the routing protocol can be executed with layers 

interaction. 

C. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS  

The following are the parameters for performance evaluations 

 Packet arrival rate: The ratio of the number of received data packets to the number 
of total data packets sent by the source. 

 Average end-to-end delay: The average time elapsed for delivering a data packet 
within a successful transmission. 

 Communication overhead: The average number of transmitted control bytes per 
second, including both the data packet header     and the control packets. 

 Energy consumption: The energy consumption for the entire network, including 
transmission energy consumption for both the data and control packets. 
 



D. SIMULATION 

GloMoSim is a scalable simulation library for wireless network Systems built using the 

Parsec simulation environment. GloMoSim has been designed and built with the primary 

goal of simulating very large network models that can scale up to a million nodes using 

parallel simulation to significantly reduce execution times of the simulation model. As most 

network systems adopt a layered approach similar to the OSI seven layer network 

architecture. Simple APIs are defined between different similar simulation layers. This 

allows the rapid integration of models developed at different layers by different people. 

GloMoSim is designed using a layered approach with standard APIs between layers. The 

layered design benefits from the features of modular development, such that the layers as 

well as the protocols and models at different layers are treated as independent modules 

and can be modified or replaced without affecting other layers. The modular design allows 

people to develop and implement new protocols at different layers such that the design 

conforms with the standard API used between the layers. 

 E. RESULTS 

  The proposed technique has been simulated and results are shown in the figure 3-5. 

 

 

 

Fig 3.Framework Structure for Routing 

Nodes connected each other (blue lines) in terms of neighbor extraction and initialization of 

center node (CN). The above screen describes about the framework structure for routing 

with respect to center node. Blue line presents the possible connectivity among the nodes 

towards the center nodes through neighbor nodes i.e. multichip routing. 

 



 

 

Fig 4. Routing structure of routing protocol 

Above figure describes about the routing structure of routing protocol. This structure 

explains about the nodes placement according to the center node monitoring area. So Red 

color line - Center node makes possible connection path with each nodes. Green color line – 

Path establishment through multiple normal nodes (Multichip routing path) towards the 

center node for forwarding alarm packet via the path. 

 

 

 

Fig 5.Energy Consumption 

 

This graph represents the energy consumption mega watt hour performance metric for 

routing protocol. Consider x axis as no of nodes and y axis as energy consumption according 

to the values plot the graph and at average energy consumption occur in range of 62.5.The 

less energy consumption with the comparison of nodes of multichip is the attractive of our 

proposed work by using the routing protocol. Thus we reduced the energy consumption. 



VII. CONCLUSION 

The proposed scheme could essentially decrease the delay of alarm broadcasting from any 

node in WSN. Presented the mechanisms of monitoring a wireless sensor networks, for the 

following reasons: topology control (connectivity and the coverage), and the security in 

wireless sensor networks. Theoretical analysis and conducted simulations will show that the 

broadcasting delay and the energy consumption of the proposed scheme is much lower 

than that of existing methods. Finally, it will demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach 

and algorithms with satisfactory results obtained through simulation. 
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Abstract: 

The Mn-substituted heteropolymolybdates K6[V
V
Mn

IV
Mo10PO40].3H2O (HPM1) and 

K7[Mn
IV 

Mo11PO40].4H2O (HPM2) were synthesized and characterized. The IR results 

confirm the framework of polyoxometalates. The EPR investigations indicate the 

delocalisation of the unpaired electron of Mn(IV) due to the substitution in HPM1 and 

HPM2. The optical absorption and Eg was extracted from DRS. 

Keywords: Heteropolymolybdates, Infrared spectra(IR),Electron paramagnetic 

Resonance(EPR), Diffused Reflectance Spectral(DRS). 

Introduction: 

The chemistry of Keggin type heteropolyanions of Molybdenum and Tungsten has received 

much attention because of the application of these compounds in several fields such as 

analytical chemistry
1
, catalysis

2,3
, material science

4
 and biochemistry

5,6
. Theyhave stimulated 

many current research activities because of their chemical properties such as redox potentials, 

acidities, and solubilities in various media can be finely tuned by choosing constituent 

elements and counter cations
7
. Particularly, the interest in the catalysis of metal-substituted 

polyoxometalates, which are synthesized by the substitution of metal cations into the vacant 

site(s) of lacunarypolyoxometalates as “structural motifs”, has been growing because of the 

rich diversity of lacunarypolyoxometalates, ranging from monovacant to hexavacant anions
7
. 

Polyoxometalates (POMs) of various classes are very interesting compounds with unusual 

behaviour: they are good catalysts, superionic proton conductors, compounds with 

photoconductive and magnetic characteristics and biochemical active species
8-

13
Polyoxometalates consist of a polyhedral cage structure or framework bearing negative 

charge, which is balanced by cations that are external to the cage, and may also contain 

centrally located heteroatom surrounded by the cage framework.  

Generally, suitable heteroatoms like phosphorus, antimony, silicon, and boron. The 

framework of polyoxometalates typically comprises a plurality of metal atoms (addenda), 

which can be the same or different, bonded to oxygen atoms. The framework metal is 
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generally limited to a few elements such as Tungsten, Molybdenum, Vanadium, Niobium and 

Tantalum.In this paper the preparation, spectral characterization of two manganese 

substituted heteropolymolybdates, namely K6[V
V
Mn

IV
Mo10PO40].3H2O and K7[Mn

IV 

Mo11PO40].4H2O have been discussed. 

 
Experimental: 
 

 All chemicals were of analar grade and were used as received. All reagents werepurchased  

from Merck. 

 

Synthesisof K6[V
V
Mn

IV
Mo10PO40].3H2O  : 

 

NaH2PO4.2H2O (0.22g,14mmol) was added to a solution of(NH4)6Mo7O24.4H2O (3.7g, 

30mmol) in H2O(3cm
3
), followed by the addition of MnSO4 (0.045g, 2.7mmol) and a pinch 

of K2S2O8. To the resulting mixture, NH4VO3(0.0315g, 2.7mmol) in H2O(1cm
3
) was added 

dropwise with stirring. The mixture was boiled under reflux for 20 min and filtered. To the 

clear filtrate, 1g of solid KCl was added with stirring. The solid which separated was 

collected and recyrstallized from hot water. (Found: V, 2.5; Mn, 2.71; Mo, 47.38; P, 1.53, 

H2O, 2.67; K6[V
V
Mn

IV
Mo10PO40].3H2O Calculated: V, 2.6; Mn, 2.83; Mo, 48.50; P, 

1.61,H2O, 2.79.) 

 

Synthesisof  K7[Mn
IV 

Mo11PO40].4H2O: 

 

NaH2PO4.2H2O (2.42g,14mmol) was added to a solution of (NH4)6Mo7O24.4H2O (4.07g, 

30mmol) in H2O (4.5cm
3
), followed by the addition of MnSO4 (0.22g, 2.7mmol) and a pinch 

of K2S2O8. The mixture was boiled under reflux for 20 min and filtered. To the clear filtrate, 

1.5g of solid KCl was added with stirring. The solid which separated was collected and 

recyrstallized from hot water. (Found: Mn, 2.54; Mo, 48.84; P, 1.43, H2O, 3.33;  K7[Mn
IV 

Mo11PO40].4H2OCalculated: Mn, 2.68; Mo, 49.30; P, 1.52, H2O, 3.41.)   

 

Analytical Measurements: 

                The Mo
VI

 was estimated by gravimetry after precipitating as the 

Oxinate
14

.Phosphorus was estimated by gravimetry after precipitating as magnesium 

pyrophosphate
14

. Vanadium was estimated by spectrophotometry as the citrate complex
15

.  

Infrared (IR)spectra were recorded on KBR pellets using a Bruker alpha model 

spectrophotometer. The powder EPR spectra were recorded at 300K with 100 kHz field 



modulation. The Diffused Reflectance Spectra (DRS) were recorded using Cary100 UV-

Visible spectrophotometer to estimate the band gap energy. 

 

Results and discussion: 

 

InfraredSpectral Studies: 

 

The vibrational spectra of Keggin type heteropolymolybdates are sensitive to the substitution 

of Molybdenum (VI) by lower oxidation state transition ions such as Vanadium (V), 

Manganese (IV) etc. Hence IR spectra are extensively used for characterization of 

heteropolymolybdates. For Keggin anion four characteristic modes ofvibrations are observed 

at 1067 cm
-1

, 975 cm
-1

, 870 cm-
1
 and 810 cm

-1
 which correspond to ʋ sym(M-Ot), ʋ asym(M-Ob-

M), ʋ sym (M-Oc-M) and ʋ asym(M-Oc-M). IR spectra confirm the presenceof (M-Ot), (M-Ob-

M), (M-Oc-M) (Where M = W or Mo). The terminal oxygen has double bond character and 

hence it gives peak at higherwave number region. hence it gives peak at higherwave 

numberregion. 

 The IR spectral dataof K6[V
V
Mn

IV
Mo10PO40].3H2O (HPM1) andK7[Mn

IV 

Mo11PO40].4H2O (HPM2) are given in table 1: 

 

Table 1: IR Spectral values of the samples 

 
HPM1 (cm

-1
)HPM2(cm

-1
)Tentative    Assignment 

 
       1460                           1411ʋ  (Mo-OH) 

       1038                         1033ʋ sym(Mo-Ot) 

         954                         937ʋ asym(Mo-Ob-Mo) 

         738                      722 ʋ sym (Mo-Oc-Mo) 

         616                        572ʋ asym(Mo-Oc-Mo) 



 

Fig 1. The IR spectrum of HPM1  Fig.2   The IR spectrum of HPM2 

 

 

EPR Spectral Studies: 

The powder EPR spectra of  samples were recorded at 300K with 100 kHz field 

modulation.The EPR spectra of K6[V
V
Mn

IV
Mo10PO40].3H2O HPM1)and K7[Mn

IV 

Mo11PO40].4H2O(HPM2)  are in the figure 4 and5. The g value derived from the spectra are 

given  in the table 2. 

Table 2: EPR Spectral values of the samples 

 

 

                 Compound   

 

                         g value 

 

     K6[V
V
Mn

IV
Mo10PO40].3H2O 

 

                         2.032   
 

 

      K7[Mn
IV

Mo11PO40].4H2O 

 

                         2.026        
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Fig 3. EPR spectrum of  HPM1                   Fig 4. EPR spectrum of HPM2 

 

 

Optical Spectral Studies: 

Diffused Reflectance Spectroscopy (DRS): 

Diffused Reflectance Spectroscopy (DRS) is a more convenient technique to characteriae the 

powder materials than UV-visible spectroscopy, since it takes advantage of the enhanced 

scattering   phenomenon in powder materials. Moreover the effects of light scattering in the 

absorption spectra of powder samples dispersed in liquid media can be avoided by using 

DRS
16

. 

Diffused Reflectance Spectral studies in the UV- visible region were carried out to 

investigate the band gap energy (Eg) of samples HPM1 and  HPM2. Thespectra are shown in 

figure 5 and 6. In order to assign the band gap with certainity, the diffused reflectance (R) of 

the sample were transformed using Kubelka-Munk function F(R). The defenition of Kubelka-

Munk function
17,18

is enumeratad as follows: 

 



F(R) =  (1-R
2
) 

2R 

Where R is the diffused reflectance factor. 

The Egof the sample was obtained by plotting of between [F(R)E]
2
versus energy of the 

incident light and extrapolating the linear region to the zero. The Egvalue of sample HPM1 is 

about 6.10 eV(203nm) and sample HPM2 is about 6.19 eV(200nm). In the UV range, the 

electronic spectra of HPAs having Keggin structure exhibit two intense absorption bands at 

about 200 and 260 nm, attributed to the transition  M-Ot, M-Oband M-Ocrespectively
19

. From 

this we conclude that for both the compounds HPM1 and HPM2, the two peak positions were 

considerably blue shifted. 
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Fig.5 DRS of HPM1 
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Fig 6. DRS of HPM2 

 Conclusion 

The Mn-substituted heteropolymolybdates HPM1 and HPM2  were  successfully synthesized. 

Diffused Reflectance Spectra indicated maximum absorption at 203nm (6.10eV) and 200 nm 

(6.19eV). The framework of synthesized HPM1 and HPM2 were characterized 

spectroscopically. 
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ABSTRACT 

 In the present work, a steady-state two-dimensional mixed convection in a vertical two-sided 

lid-driven differentially heated square cavity filled with water base nanofluid containing 

various volume fractions of Cu and Al2O3 is investigated numerically. The left and right 

moving walls are maintained at different constant temperatures while top and bottom walls 

are thermally insulated. Two cases are considered depending upon the direction of vertical 

moving walls. The numerical approach is based on the finite volume technique with a 

staggered grid arrangement. The SIMPLE algorithm is used for handling the pressure 

velocity coupling. Pertinent parameters such as Richardson number, Prandtl number, Grashof 

number and solid volume fraction are used to investigate the significance of fluid flow and 

heat transfer effects. Numerical results show the inclusion of nanoparticles in the base fluid 

has produced an augmentation of the heat transfer coefficient, which has been found to 

increase appreciably with an increase of particles volume concentration. Detailed results are 

presented in the form of streamlines, isotherms and average Nusselt numbers. 

Keywords: Nanofluid, Mixed convection, two-sided lid-driven, Finite volume method 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Nanofluids are created by dispersing nanometer-sized particles (<100 nm) in a base fluid 

such as water, ethylene glycol or propylene glycol. Use of high thermal conductivity metallic 

nanoparticles (e.g., copper, aluminum, silver and silicon) increases the thermal conductivity 

of such mixtures, thus enhancing their overall energy transport capability [1]. Nanofluids 

have attracted attention as a new generation of heat transfer fluids in building heating, in heat 

exchangers, in plants and in automotive cooling applications, because of their excellent 

thermal performance. Various benefits of the application of nanofluids include: improved 

heat transfer, heat transfer system size reduction, minimal clogging, micro channel cooling 

and miniaturization of systems [2]. Therefore, research is underway to apply nanofluids in 

environments where higher heat flux is encountered and the conventional fluid is not capable 

of achieving the desired heat transfer. Xuan et al. [3] have examined the transport properties 

of nanofluid and have expressed that thermal dispersion, which takes place due to the random 

movement of particles, takes a major role in increasing the heat transfer rate between the fluid 

and the wall. This requires a thermal dispersion coefficient, which is still unknown. Brownian 

motion of the particles, ballistic phonon transport through the particles and nanoparticles 

clustering can also be the possible reason for this enhancement [4]. Das et al. [5] has 

observed that the thermal conductivity for nanofluid increases with increasing temperature. 

They have also observed the stability of Al2O3–water and Cu–water nanofluid. Experiments 
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on heat transfer due to natural convection with nanofluid have been studied by Putra et al. [6] 

and Wen and Ding [7]. They have observed that heat transfer decreases with increase in 

concentration of nanoparticles. The viscosity of this nanofluid increases rapidly with the 

inclusion of nanoparticles as shear rate decreases.  

Khanafer et al. [8] numerically investigated the heat transfer behavior of nanofluids in a two 

dimensional horizontal enclosure. The nanofluids were assumed to be in single phase, in 

thermal equilibrium and without velocity slip between base fluid and particle. They found 

that the suspended nanoparticles substantially increase the heat transfer rate for any given 

Grashof number. More recently, Tiwari and Das [9] investigated numerically heat transfer 

augmentation in a lid-driven cavity filled with nanofluids. They found that the nanoparticles 

when immersed in a fluid are capable of increasing the heat transfer capacity of base fluid. As 

solid volume fraction increases, the effect is more pronounced. Koo and Kleinstreuer [10] 

discussed the effects of Brownian, thermo- phoretic and osmo-phoretic motions on the 

effective thermal conductivities. They found that the role of Brownian motion is much more 

important than the thermo-phoretic and osmo-phoretic motions. They suggested that a high-

Prandtl number base fluid and a high aspect ratio channel should be used for better heat 

transfer performance. Furthermore, the particle interaction can be neglected when the 

nanofluid concentration is low (< 0.5%). Maiga et al. [11] presented a mathematical 

formulation and numerical method to determine the forced convective heat transfer and wall 

shear stress for the laminar and turbulent regions of water-Al2O3 and ethylene glycol- Al2O3 

flowing inside a uniformly heated tube. The solid-liquid mixture takes a single-phase 

behaviour into account, so the slip velocity between the phases was neglected. Furthermore, 

the local thermal equilibrium of the mixture and symmetry in flow were considered. 

Recently, Jou and Tzeng [12] used Khanafer's model to analyze heat transfer performance of 

nanofluids inside an enclosure taking into account the solid particle dispersion. More 

applications and good understanding of the subject is given in the recent articles [13–21].  

As diverse industrials including microelectronics, transportation, and manufacturing become 

more advanced, cooling technology is one of the most important challenges. For example 

chemical vapor deposition instruments (CVD) [22], furnace engineering [23], solar energy 

collectors [24], phase change material [25], non-Newtonian chemical processes [26, 27], and 

domains are affected by electromagnetic fields [28, 29]. On the other hand, fluid flow and 

heat transfer in a cavity filled by pure fluid which is driven by buoyancy and shear have been 

studied extensively in literature [30–32]. The most usage of the mixed convection flow with 

lid-driven effect is to include the cooling of the electronic devices, lubrication technologies, 

drying technologies, etc.  

Motivated by the investigations mentioned above, the purpose of the present work is to 

investigate the mixed convection flows of Cu-water and Al2O3 – water nanofluid in a 

differentially heated square cavity in a vertical moving lid whose horizontal walls are kept 

adiabatic and stationary.  

 

2. MATHEMATICAL MODELING 

Consider a steady-state two-dimensional square cavity filled with nanofluid of height H as 

shown in Fig.1. It is assumed that the left wall is moving upward vertical direction at a 

constant speed uo and is maintained at constant temperature Tc. The right wall is maintained 



at constant temperature Th ( Th>Tc). Two different cases were considered as shown in Fig.1. 

In Case1, the right wall is moving upward and in Case2, the right wall is moving downward.  

 

The horizontal walls are considered to be adiabatic and stationary. The nanofluid in the 

enclosure is Newtonian, incompressible and laminar. The nanoparticles are assumed to have 

uniform shape and size. Also, it is assumed that both the fluid phase and nanoparticles are in 

thermal equilibrium state and they flow at the same velocity. The physical properties of the 

nanofluid are considered to be constant except the density variation in the body force term of 

the momentum equation which is satisfied by the Boussinesq‟s approximation. Under the 

above assumptions, the system of equations governing the two dimensional motion of the 

nanofluid is:  
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And the effective viscocity as given by Brinkman[33]  
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The effective density of fluid at reference temperature is  

        
(1 )nf f s     

                                                                                                            

(7) 



And the heat capacitance of the nanofluid is  

       
( ) (1 )( ) ( )nf f sCp Cp Cp      

                                                                                     

(8)     

As given by Xuan and Li [1]. The effective thermal conductivity of solid-liquid mixture was 

introduced by Wasap [34] and is given by
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(9) 

This equation is applicable for the two-phase mixture containing micro-sized particles. In the 

absence of any convenient formula, the calculation of effective thermal conductivity can be 

obtained from the above equation. Introducing the following dimensionless variables and 

parameters: 
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After dropping out the asterisks, the dimensionless governing equations can be written as 

follows 
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  The dimensionless boundary conditions, used to solve equations are given as: 

  U = 0, V = 0, ∂T/∂Y = 0 (Y = 0,1) 

  U = 0, V = 1, T = 0(X = 0) 

  U = 0, V = -1(Case1) and V = 1(Case 2), T = 0(X = 1) 

  The average Nusselt number can be expressed as 

  

1

0

nf

f

k T
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k y


  


                                                                                                                   

(14) 

3. SOLUTION METHODOLOGY 

Numerical solutions to the governing equations are secured by employing the finite volume 

computational procedure using staggered grid arrangement with the SIMPLE algorithm as 

given in Patankar [35]. The convective terms in the interior points are discretized by using the 

deferred QUICK scheme [36] and central difference scheme was used adjacent to the 

boundaries. The resulting algebraic equations are solved by using tridiagonal matrix (TDMA) 

algorithm. The pseudo-transient approach is followed for the numerical solution as it is useful 

for situation in which the governing equations give rise to stability problems, e.g., buoyant 

flows [37]. Euclidean norm of the residual is taken as convergence criteria for each 

dependent variable in the entire row field [38]. The iteration is carried out until the 

normalized residuals of the mass, momentum and temperature equation become less than 10
-

8
.

 4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Grid independence and code validation 

To test and access the grid independence solutions, numerical experiments were performed 

for various grid sizes viz. 41 × 41, 61 × 61, 91 × 91, and 131 × 131 choosing extreme values 



of Richardson number ( Ri=1), Grashof number ( Gr=10
4
) and volume fraction ( χ=0.1). The 

u-velocity in the horizontal mid-plane, v-velocity in the vertical mid-plane, and temperature 

in the horizontal mid-plane are shown in Fig.2, for all grid sizes. It is observed that the curves 

overlap with each other for all grid sizes. Hence, a grid size of 131 × 131 is chosen for further 

computations, considering both the accuracy and the computational time involved. 

 

(a) 

 

                                  (b) 

 
(c) 

Fig.2. Grid-independence study (a) horizontal velocity along vertical centre line, (b) vertical 

velocity along horizontal centre line and (c) temperature profile along vertical centre line for 

Ri=1, Gr=10
4 

and χ=0 % 

To validate the present code, computations were performed for natural convection in a square 

cavity for various Rayleigh numbers and the streamlines and isotherm patterns were depicted 

in Fig.3. These pattern bear very close resemblance with those obtained by De Vahl Davis 

[39] and Kalita et al.[40].  



    Ra = 10
3  

 Ra = 10
4  

  Ra = 10
5  

  Ra = 10
6  

Fig.3. Streamlines (left column) and isotherms (right column) for various Rayleigh numbers 

for natural convection in a square cavity 

 
The predicted average Nusselt number on the hot wall are compared with those given by De 

Vahl Davis[39] and Nithiarasu et al. [41] for various Rayleigh numbers (Table 1). The results 

of the present study agree well with those of earlier investigators over the entire range of 

Rayleigh numbers, thus leading credibility to the present code and numerical method. 

Table1. Comparison of average Nusselt number for different 

Rayleigh number 

 

Ra 

Average Nusselt Number 

De Vahl Davis 

[27] 

Nithiarasu et al. 

[29] 

Present 

Result 



10
3
  

10
4 

10
5 

10
6
                

      1.116 

      2.238 

      4.509 

      8.817 

         1.127 

         2.245 

         4.521 

         8.800 

        1.117 

        2.246 

        4.530 

        8.822 

Mixed convection flow in a two-sided lid-driven square cavity using Cu and Al2O3 

nanoparticles along with the water as the base fluid are examined. The governing parameters 

such as Richardson number and Grashof number are fixed to 1 and 10
4
 respectively, while the 

solid volume fraction (χ), which characterizes the relative importance of enhancement of heat 

transfer inside the cavity, is investigated for 0, 5 and 10%. The working fluids are chosen as 

water-Cu and water-Al2O3 nanofluid with Prandtl number (Pr) 7.01. The thermo-physical 

properties of the fluid and solid phase were given by Khanefer et al. [8]. Two-sided lid-

driven cavity is analyzed according to the direction of moving plate in two cases shown in 

Fig1. and the results are discussed in the subsequent sections. 

Case1 

In this case, the vertical left wall is moving upward and the vertical right wall is moving 

downward which is shown in the Fig.1 (a). It is to be noted that the sliding lids induce a 

clockwise fluid motion, whereas the buoyancy force tries to rotate the fluid in the counter-

clockwise direction.  Streamlines (on the left column) and isotherms (on the rights column) 

for Ri =1 and Gr=10
4
 for water-Cu and water-Al2O3 are shown in Fig. 4 & 5. As it is seen 

from Fig.4 & 5, the recirculation is clockwise and some perturbations are seen in streamlines 

in the upper right and lower left corners due to impingement of fluid to the horizontal wall. In 

case1, for water-Cu and water-Al2O3 nanofluids, the effect of nanoparticles on streamlines 

and isotherms is not much. Thus the streamlines and isotherms show a similar trend for the 

range of χ from 0% to 10%.  

Fig10(a, b) and 8(a, b). depicts the effects of solid volume fraction χ, on the vertical velocity 

component at the enclosure mid-section v (y=0.5) and local Nusselt number along the cold 

wall for water-Cu and water-Al2O3 nanofluid, respectively. The results show that, in general, 

the upward flow and downward flow are symmetric with respect to the centre of the cavity. 

Moreover for water-Cu nanofluid, as the solid volume fraction increases, the vertical velocity 

component increases, whereas, it takes an opposite behavior when the length along the x-

direction increases. But in case of water-Al2O3 nanofluid, not much change in the centerline 

vertical velocity component has been observed with the increment in solid volume fraction. 

Regarding the local Nusselt number along the cold wall, increasing the concentration of 

nanoparticles in the base fluid results in an increase in the rate of heat transfer along the cold 

all (Fig.8(a,B)) 



                             

(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 

Fig.4. Streamlines (on the left) and isotherm (on the right) patterns at Ri=1, Gr=10
4 

for Case 1 

for Cu nanoparticles (a) χ = 0%, (b) χ = 5% and (c) χ = 10% 



                  

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Fig.5. Streamlines (on the left) and isotherm (on the right) patterns at Ri=1, Gr=10
4 

for Case 1 

for Al2O3 nanoparticles (a) χ = 0%, (b) χ = 5% and (c) χ = 10% 

Case2  



In this case both vertical walls move upward in which both buoyancy force and force due to 

the sliding right wall rotates the fluid in the counter-clockwise direction and the left sliding 

wall tries to rotate the fluid in clockwise direction as shown in Fig.1. Therefore, we should 

expect that main circulation will be on the right side of the cavity. Streamlines (on the left 

column) and isotherms (on the right column) at Ri=1 and Gr=10
4
 using water-Cu and water-

Al2O3 nanofluids are presented in Fig.6 & 7, for various solid volume fractions. Since Ri =1, 

both buoyancy and shear force produce an equal impact in the flow and heat transfer pattern. 

However, at the right vertical plane, both natural convection and forced convection rotates 

the fluid in counter clockwise direction and at the left vertical plane only forced convection 

which rotates the fluid in clockwise direction. As a result, the vorticity generated on the right 

wall grows larger and occupy the cavity more than the vorticity generated on the left. In Fig.6 

& 7, the vorticity on the right grows further with its geometric centre shifting upwards. In this 

case (Case2) also, like in Case1, not much effect of solid volume fraction of nanoparticles on 

streamlines and isotherms is observed. Thus the streamlines and isotherms show a similar 

trend for the range of χ from 0% to 10%. 

Fig 10(c, d) and 8(c. d), displays the effects of solid volume fraction χ, on the vertical 

velocity component at the enclosure mid-section v (y=0.5) and local Nusselt number along 

the cold wall for water-Cu and water-Al2O3 nanofluid, respectively. The results show that, in 

general, the upward flow and the downward flow is not symmetric with respect to the centre 

of the cavity.  

 

(a) 

 



(b) 

 

(c) 

Fig.6. Streamlines (on the left) and isotherm (on the right) patterns at Ri=1, Gr=10
4 

for Case 2 

for Cu nanoparticles (a) χ = 0%, (b) χ = 5% and (c) χ = 10% 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 



 

(c) 

Fig.7. Streamlines (on the left) and isotherm (on the right) patterns at Ri=1, Gr=10
4 

for Case 2 

for Al2O3 nanoparticles (a) χ = 0%, (b) χ = 5% and (c) χ = 10% 

Moreover for water-Cu nanofluid, as the solid volume fraction increases, the vertical velocity 

component decreases, whereas, it takes an opposite behavior when the length along the x-

direction increases till x=0.8 and after that it again starts decreasing.  But in case of water-

Al2O3 nanofluid, not much change in the centerline vertical velocity component has been 

observed with the increment in solid volume fraction. The local Nusselt number along the 

cold wall, increasing the concentration of nanoparticles in the base fluid results in an increase 

in the rate of heat transfer along the cold wall (Fig. 8 (c, d)). 

Overall heat transfer 

Finally, the average Nusselt number for two cases and different solid volume fraction (χ), for 

water-Cu and water-Al2O3 nanofluids are calculated using Eq.14 and presented in Fig.9 and 

Table2. It is observed that large values of average Nusselt number is obtained by adding 

alumina (Al2O3) nanoparticles in Case1, whereas; by adding copper (Cu) nanoparticles this 

gives small values of average Nusselt numbers. But in Case2, the results obtained are 

different from Case1. In this case (Case2), the average Nusselt number values for copper (Cu) 

nanoparticles are higher than the Alumina (Al2O3) nanoparticles. In general, the average 

nusselt number values in case1 are higher than in Case2. On the other hand, the average 

Nusselt number increases by increasing solid volume fraction in both the cases. All these 

characteristics are presented in Fig.9 and Table2, with the referenced case Ri=1, Gr=10
4
 and 

Pr=7.01.  



       

(a)                                               (b) 

    

               (c)                                   (d) 

Fig.8. Variation of local Nusselt number (Nu) on the hot wall for various χ at Ri=1, Gr=10
4
 

for (a) Cu nanoparticles ( Case1), (b) Al2O3 nanoparticles ( Case1), (c) Cu nanoparticles ( 

Case2) and (d) Al2O3 nanoparticles ( Case2) 

 

 

 

  

(a) (b) 



Fig.9. Average Nusselt number variation for various solid volume fractions at Ri=1, Gr=10
4
 

(a) for Case1 and (b) for Case2 

 

 

   

(a)                                                       (b) 

Table2. Average Nusselt numbers for different volume fraction 

Nu-avg (Ri=1, Gr=10
4
 and Pr=7.01) 

       Volume  

     Fraction 

         (χ) 

Case 1 Case 2 

Copper 

(Cu) 

Alumina 

(Al2O3) 

Copper 

(Cu) 

Alumina 

(Al2O3) 

 

0.0 

 

 

0.05 

 

 

0.1 

 

 

18.664 

 

 

19.634 

 

 

20.625 

 

 

18.663 

 

 

19.702 

 

 

20.743 

 

7.028 

 

 

7.606 

 

 

8.137 

 

7.028 

 

 

7.504 

 

 

7.972 



     

                                   (c)                                                                        (d) 

Fig.10. Vertical velocity profile along horizontal centerline at Ri=1, Gr=10
4
 for (a) and (b) 

Case1,  (c) and (d) Case2 

Conclusion 

In the present paper, a numerical simulation of mixed convection flows in a differentially 

heated   square lid-driven cavity using water-Cu and water-Al2O3 was studied. The study has 

been performed for two different cases characterized by the direction of movement of vertical 

walls. The governing parameter is solid volume fraction of the nanoparticles, which 

characterizes the enhancement of heat transfer through mixed convection inside the cavity. 

Graphical and tabular results for various parametric conditions were presented and discussed. 

From this investigation, we can draw the following conclusions: 

I. Adding nanoparticles to the base fluid increases the thermal conductivity and hence 

the heat transfer.  

II. By adding alumina (Al2O3) nanoparticles to the base fluid, this gives large values of 

average Nusselt number. On the contrary, by adding copper (Cu) nanoparticles to the 

base fluid, this gives small values of average Nusselt number for Case1. But in Case2, 

average Nusselt number value obtained by the addition of Copper (Cu) nanoparticles 

to the base fluid is higher than that of alumina (Al2O3) nanoparticles. 

III. The heat transfer in the Case1 (when both vertical walls move in the opposite 

direction) is higher than the Case2 (when both vertical walls move upward). Hence 

the average Nusselt number is greater for Case1 than Case2. 

IV. Though the presence of nanoparticles in the fluid does not show appreciable effects 

on the flow field for both cases. However, there is an increase of average Nusselt 

number. 

V. Increasing in solid volume fraction leads to decrease both of activity of the fluid 

motion and fluid temperature however, it leads to increase the corresponding average 

Nusselt number.  



Nomenclature: Cp - Specific heat at constant pressure, KJ/kgK, H - Enclosure height, I- x-direction grid 

point, J- y-direction grid point, Nu -Local Nusselt number, Nu - Average Nusselt number, Pr- Prandtl number, 

Gr-Grashof number,p-pressure, Re-Reynolds number, Ri-Richardson number (Gr/Re
2
), k-thermal conductivity, 

T-dimensional temperature, Th-dimensional temperature of hot fluid, Tc- dimensional temperature of cold fluid, 

u-  horizontal wall velocity, v- vertical wall velocity, U, V-dimensionless velocity components along (x,y) axes, 

x, y   catresian co-ordinates, X, Y dimensionless cartesian co-ordinates, P- dimensionless pressure, g -

gravitational acceleration. 

Greek symbols: α-effective thermal diffusivity,  β - fluid thermal expansion coefficient, θ- dimensionless 

temperature, (T-Tc /Th-Tc), µ - effective dynamic viscocity, ν- effective kinematic viscocity (µ/ρ), ρ –density, k -    

permeability of the porous medium, χ - solid volume fraction 

Subscripts: nf- nanofluid, f -  fluid, s- solid 
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Abstract 

 In this paper, we present a Markov Regenerative approach to the       queueing system 

with server vacations under a gated discipline. We consider the case of a system with a finite 

population. We have obtained closed form analytical expressions for the local and global kernels of 

the system. Simple numerical examples have been given to illustrate the usefulness of the 

representation given.  

   Keywords: Markov Regenerative Process, Gated vacation scheme, Evaluation of performance 

measures. 

  

1   Introduction: 

 

Let us consider an industry where several types of products are manufactured. Each type of 

product goes through a quality testing process and then finally queues up at a counter where a final 

seal is affixed testifying to the quality of the product. After attending to the products of one 

particular type, the supervisor may turn his attention to the products of another type. As far as the 

first type of product is concerned, the server has proceeded on a vacation. When he returns back to 

the inspection of the products of the first type, he finds a certain number, say R units awaiting him. 

He only serves these R units before proceeding to the products of another type. Subsequent units 

which arrive when he is servicing these R units join the queue, but they are gated off. These units 

will have to wait until the server returns from a second so-called vacation. This is a typical example 

of a queueing system with a gated vacation scheme. 

 Queueing systems with server vacations are used in the study of production, manufacturing 

and communication and computer networks. Doshi[1] has provided a survey of the available results 

on vacation queueing systems and has also provided several examples of queueing situations with 

vacations. We have widely studied the different contexts in literature and refer the reader to Doshi 

[2], Takagi[6, 7] and Tian and Zhang [9] for details on various vacations systems and further 

references. Also, we have gone through Langaris et al.[3]and Zhang et al.[8]. 

The gated service scheme is a non exhaustive type of vacation scheme. Here, the server 

finds a random number, say R customers. Any further arrivals are gated off, i.e, they have to wait 



until the server goes back for his next vacation and returns. Such a vacation scheme has been fairly 

extensively discussed in the book by Takagi[5]. 

In this paper, we present a Markov Regenerative approach to the study of the          

queueing systems with server vacations under a gated scheme. The explicit closed form expressions 

provided for the local and global kernels can be efficiently utilized in deriving the transient and the 

steady state probabilities of the system. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we present the main features of 

the Markov Regenerative Processes.In section 3, we analyze the          queueing system using 

the theory of Markov Regenerative Processes. In section 4, we take up simple numerical examples to 

illustrate the usefulness of the theory developed in section 3. In section 5, we present a few 

concluding remarks. 

  

2  Markov Regenerative Processes 

 

A Regenerative Stochastic process has the characteristic property that there exists a 

sequence of regeneration time points at which the process probabilistically restarts. The essence of 

regeneration is that the evolution of the process between any two successive regeneration time 

points is a probabilistic replica of the process between any two other successive regeneration time 

points. In the presence of mild regularity conditions, the regenerative structure guarantees the 

existence of a limiting or a steady state distribution, provided that the expected time between 

regeneration time points is finite. The behavior of a regeneration process between any pair of 

successive regeneration time points helps to determine the limiting distribution of the process. 

Definition 1: A Markov Regeneration Process(MRGP) is a continuous time, discrete state 

stochastic process with an embedded sequence of Regeneration Time Points(RTPs)    at which the 

process enjoys the Markov property. 

Because of the memoryless property of the MRGP at the RTPs, the analysis of a MRGP can 

be split into independent subproblems, wherein, the subordinated process between any two 

consecutive RTPs is examined. The probability functions required for the analysis of a MRGP are 

commonly referred to as the global and local kernels. They are defined as follows. If * ( )    + is 

a MRGP with an embedded sequence of RTPs   and a state space, the global kernel is given by  

    ( )    * (   )          ( )   + (2.1) 

 

Here  (   ) refers to the state of the system immediately after the end of the first 

regeneration cycle at the time epoch   .  ( ) is the initial state at the beginning of the cycle and 

     .  

The local kernel is given by the expression  



    ( )    * ( )          ( )   + (2.2) 

 If    ( )    * ( )     ( )   +, then    ( ) is given by the renewal equation  

    ( )     ( )  ∑     ∫  
 

 
   (   )    ( )  (2.3) 

 

In order to obtain the steady state probabilities of the MRGP, we need to obtain the steady 

state probabilities of the embedded Markov chain(EMC) at the RTPs. These are obtained as the 

solution of 

    , where    ( )  

 ( )  is the matrix whose       entry is    ( ) . After calculating   (       )  we 

compute 

    ∫  
 

 
   ( )  . 

Define    ∑        . 

The steady state probabilities    of the MRGP are given by the  

            * ( )     ( )   +  
∑          

∑         
 (2.4) 

  

3  Markov Regenerative analysis of the M/G/1//N vacation 

queueing system under a gated vacation scheme 

In this section, we consider the analysis of a          queueing system with server 

vacations under a gated scheme. 

The arrivals to the system are in accordance with a Poisson process with a parameter  . The 

service times of the individual customers are assumed to be identically independently distributed 

random variables with a distribution function  ( ) . The Laplace Stieltjes transform of the 

distribution is given by  

 ( )  ∫  
 

 
      ( ),    Re ( )    

The expected service time of a customer in the system is given by  

    ( )    

 We assume that the system has a single service facility. Whenever the server returns back from a 

vacation, he decides to complete the service of only those customers who are present in the system 

at the time of his re-entry into the system. The customers who arrive during the course of the 

service of the customers already waiting, have to wait until the server goes away on a vacation again 



and comes back after that vacation. This type of vacation scheme is known as a gated vacation 

scheme. 

In this section, we consider the case where the source population of the system is finite, say 

N. We assume that initially, the system starts with the server not being available and with j 

customers in the system. After the completion of the j services the server proceeds on a vacation. 

The duration of the server vacation is assumed to be exponentially distributed with a parameter  . 

After the completion of the vacation, the server returns back to the system and finds a certain 

number of customers, say k customers awaiting service. He starts servicing them one by one. 

However, any customer who arrives after his return to the system is not serviced. These customers 

will have to wait while the server goes back for a vacation for a second time. The state of the system 

at any instant of time can be represented by the vector ( ( )  ( )  ( )) where  

  ( )                                                                                  

           ( )          {
                                       

                                       
 

  ( )                                                                           

  ( )                                             

                                                                         

 When the server goes back for the next vocation  ( ) becomes 0. At this instant of time we transfer 

the value of Y(t) to X(t) and put Y(t)=0. 

Therefore ,  ( )    whenever  ( )   . So, the state space of this system is therefore 

given by  

  *(     )      +  *(     )              + 

The stochastic process ( ( )  ( )  ( )) can be made into a Markov Regenerative Process 

by defining the regeneration time points    as follows:   

    1.  Define     . 

 

    2.  If, at the     regeneration point   , the process is in the state (0,r,0), the server is not 

available for service in the system. The next regeneration time point      is defined as the instant of 

time at which the next state change occurs. This could be due to the arrival of a fresh customer to 

the system or due to the return of the server back from his vacation. 

 

    3.  If at the     regeneration point   , the process is in the state (     ) with       

and        , the server is available for service. The next regeneration time point      is 

therefore defined as the instant of time at which a service completion occurs. 



In this case, the process in between the two regeneration time points         is a Markov 

process with a state space  

  

  (     )  *(      )         + 

The infinitesimal generator of this subordinated process is a square matrix   ,   - of order 

       . Its entries are as follows. 

For            

                            

       ,  (       )-  

        ,  (       )-  

 The           row is a zero row. 

Arranging the states of the system in a lexicographic order, we can take the state space  as 

follows: 

 

   *      
(   )(   )

 
+ 

where the state (     ) corresponds to        
       

 
 with              . 

In order to obtain the transient and steady state solution of the queueing system, we have 

to obtained the expressions for the local and global kernels of the Markov Regenerative process.  

The behavior of a subordinated process inside a regeneration cycle beginning in one of the 

states i with       is characterized by the following theorem. 

 Theorem.1: In an          queueing system with vacations under a gated scheme, the 

subordinated process inside a regeneration cycle beginning in the state          
       

 
 

for some       and some        , is a pure birth process with a state space  

 

  ( )  *                              + 

 

If     = probability of the process being in the state j having started in the state i, then  

 

    ( )    (  (   ))   (3.1) 



    ( )  
(  (   ))(  (     )) (  (      ))

(    ) 
 

   (  (   ))  (     )     (3.2) 

 

Proof: When the regeneration cycle begins in the state          
       

 
, the 

server is available for service,  ( )   ,  ( )   . 

Here       and        . The cycle ends with the completion of one service. 

Thus, the only state changes inside a regeneration cycle are due to the arrival of new customers for 

service. These customers will not however be served until the server goes away for his next vacation 

and returns. Thus, the only state changes can be due to an increase in the value of  ( ) from s upto 

a maximum of    . The arrival process has been assumed to be a Poisson process with a 

parameter  . Therefore, the subordinated process inside the regeneration cycle can only be a pure 

birth process. The probabilities are given by equation (3.1) and (3.2). 

The above theorem allows us to determine the local and global kernels of the system. 

 Theorem.2: The expressions for the local kernel    ( ) of the          queueing system 

with a gated vacation scheme are given by the following expressions. 

(a) When the regeneration cycle begins in the state   with        ,  

 

    ( )        (3.3) 

    ( )    ,(  (   ))   -  (3.4) 

 

  (b) When the regeneration cycle begins in one of the states 

          
       

 
 with      ,          

 

    ( )                                           (3.5) 

    ( )    ,  (   )-  (   ( )) (3.6) 

 For          with            

    ( )  
(  (   ))(  (     )) (  (      ))

(    ) 
 

   ,  (   )-  (     )    (   ( )) (3.7) 

 



Proof: 

a) When the regeneration cycle begins in the state i with 1 i  N+1 there are i - 1 

customers awaiting service and the service cannot be performed because of the absence of the 

server from the system. The cycle therefore ends with the next change of state. Hence there are no 

state changes inside the regeneration cycle.Therefore, equation(3.3) follows. 

The next change of state could be either due to an arrival of a customer into the system or 

due to the return of the server back from his vacation. 

The arrival process has been assumed to be a Poisson process with a parameter   and the 

duration of the server vacation is exponentially distributed with a parameter  . Therefore equation 

(3.4) follows. 

(b) When the regeneration cycle begins in a state          
       

 
 with       

and         

 ( )   ,   ( )   ,    ( )   . 

The regeneration cycle ends with the completion of a service. 

The only state changes inside the regeneration cycle could be due to the arrival of customers 

into the system. There arrivals will increase the value of Y(t).Thus the state i can change to a state 

         where           Therefore equation(3.5) as follows. 

For          with           

   ( )     ( )(   ( )) 

Therefore equations (3.6) and (3.7) follows 

The expressions for the global kernel of the system are given by the following theorem. 

Theorem.3: The global kernel of the M/G/1//N queueing system with a gated vacation 

scheme are as given below. 

(a)When the regeneration cycle begins in one of the states i with  

         

 

    ( )                    (   )  
       

 
 (3.8) 

       ( )  
(  (   )) 

(     )   
,    ,(     )   - - (3.9) 

          (   )  
       

 
 

    ( )  
 

(     )   
,    ,(     )   - - (3.10) 



 

(b) When the regeneration cycle begins in one of the states          
       

 
 with 

      and          

 

     ( )                                                 (3.11) 

 For                with           

 

    ( )  
(  (   ))(  (     )) (  (      ))

(    ) 
 

 ∫  
 

 
(     )      (  (   ))    ( ) (3.12) 

 For            

    ( )  ∫  
 

 
  (  (   ))    ( ) (3.13) 

 

 Proof: (a) When the regeneration cycle begins in the state i with          the server 

is not available in the system. The regeneration cycle ends with the next change of state. If this 

occurs because of an arrival into the system the state i becomes i+1. If the server returns back from 

his vacation, the state i changes to (   )    
(   )   (   )  

 
 (   )  

       

 
 

Therefore equations (3.8),(3.9),(3.10) follow. 

(b) When the regeneration cycle begins in the state          
       

 
 with 

              , then  ( )     ( )     ( )     

The regeneration cycle ends with the completion of a service. Let us assume that this service 

completion occurs at an instant of time lying between   and      where      . Let us assume 

that at the epoch of service completion, the state of the system has changed because of the arrival 

of      customers into the system. After the service completion, there will be     customers 

who have to be necessarily served before the server proceeds on his next vacation. The number of 

gated customers will increase to s'. The system will therefore be in the state (   )       
(   )   (   )  

 
              

Therefore equation(3.11) follows. 

For          ,    ( )  ∫  
 

 
   ( )  ( )  

Therefore equation(3.12) follows. 

For                with          



   ( )  ∫  
 

 
           ( ). Therefore equation(3.13) as follows. 

 The expressions of the local and global kernels can be used to obtain the transient 

probabilities. The formula given in equation(2.4) can be used to determine the steady state 

probabilities   ,     
(   )(   )

 
 of the system. Since we assume that the system has a finite 

population, it can be assumed to be ergodic. Some useful performance measures which have been 

derived for numerical examples in section 4 are as follows.  

                                   

                                                  

   [∑     
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   ∑     
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 In the next section, we will take up simple examples to illustrate the applicability of the results given 

in this section.   

 

 



4   Numerical Examples 

 

In this section, we present two numerical examples to illustrate as to how the theory 

developed in the previous section can be used to obtain useful performance measures for the 

vacation queueing system considered in section 3. 

  Example 1: 

In this example, we take up the case of the         queueing system. In this model, the 

server takes vacations under a gated vacation scheme. The state space of the process 

( ( )  ( )  ( )) consists of the following ten elements. 

   (     ), for            

   (       ), for        . 

   (       ), for       

   (     ) 

We shall use the letter i to denote the state   .  

In table 1, we give the values of the steady state probabilities. We have used a deterministic 

service time distribution with an expected service time   . For these values of   and  , the minimum 

probability corresponds to the state    and the maximum probability corresponds to the state   . 

  Table 1:   Steady state probabilities for the         queueing systems with the gated 

service discipline  

      

 

  

    
  

 

 
 

      =1.5          

 0   0.000596   0.000426  

1   0.016275   0.014005  

2   0.102630   0.099131  

3   0.307891   0.297394  

4   0.017084   0.015038  



5   0.104288   0.104163  

6   0.092025   0.099748  

7   0.106307   0.105489  

8   0.098953   0.105991  

9  0.153945   0.158610 

  

  

 

  Example 2: 

In this example, we have calculated some performance measures of the queueing system 

considered in example 1. We have considered 3 types of service time distributions namely, the 

deterministic distribution, the three phase Erlang distribution and the hyper exponential 

distribution. In all the three cases, we have taken the same value for the expected service time   of 

the server. Table 2 gives the values of the performance measures of the system. We have taken 

      and      .  

  Table 2:   Performance measures of the         vacation queueing systems with the 

gated service discipline    

  

  Type Distribution           

   Deterministic  7.54143  0.14246   3.43563  

       Three Phase 

Erlang  

7.85325  0.14338   3.41908  

  Hyper 

Exponential 

8.55134   0.14545   3.38175  

   Deterministic 7.78066   0.136986   3.53425  

        Three Phase 

Erlang  

8.10507  0.13789  3.51790  

   Hyper 

exponential 

8.83110  0.13995  3.51790  

   Deterministic 8.02507  0.13191  3.62553  

        Three Phase 8.36062  0.13280  3.62553  



Erlang  

   Hyper 

exponential 

9.11274  0.13484  3.60949  

  

  

 

From table 2, we see that the mean response time is minimum for the deterministic 

distribution and a maximum for the hyper exponential distribution for the same value of  . The 

expected busy period of the server    therefore maximum for the deterministic distribution and 

minimum for the hyper exponential distribution. In all the three cases, it is seen that as the expected 

service time   increases, the mean response time    and the expected busy period of the server    

both increase. 

  

5  Concluding Remarks  

 

In this paper, we have used the theory of Markov Regenerative Processes to analyse the 

        queueing system with server vacations under a gated vacation scheme. We have taken up 

a system with a finite population. However, not many results are available for models with a finite 

system population. Also, a lot of work remains to be done regarding the transient behaviour of such 

queueing systems. 

In our future work, we hope to use our approach to the queueing systems to obtain the 

stochastic decomposition of these models. We also hope to derive analytical expressions for the 

waiting time distribution of a customer in the system and expressions for the busy period of the 

server. 
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Abstract— Cloud computing is an emerging  paradigm in IT and data processing organizations. User 

can store and access data at remote locations using clouds. Challenges faced by cloud service 

providers is to  maintain huge quantities of heterogenous data for providing efficient information 

retrieval. Solutions are  to implement scalability and  enhance query efficiency. In cloud computing 

semantic web technologies are used to present data in standardized way so that data can be 

retrieved and understood by both human and machine. Prominent standard includes Resource 

Description Framework (RDF) and SPARQL protocol and RDF Query language(SPARQL). RDF is the 

standard for storing & representing data and SPARQL is a query language to retrieve data from RDF 

store. But the drawbacks in this system is that we cannot achieve scalability as well as the response 

time is also  slow. A distributed system can be built to overcome scalability and performance 

problems using distributed databases which uses relational schema for storing RDF data. 

Disadvantage is that  they may not perform well for RDF data since they are sets of triples. 

 So we go for a new system architecture which consists of 2 components :  Data preprocessing 

component and query processing component. Data processing component convert the RDF/XML to 

N-Triples using N-Triple converter. Predicate Split(PS) component takes the N- Triples data and splits 

into predicate files which are then fed to Predicate Object  Split(POS) component which splits 

predicate files into smaller files based on type of objects. Map reduce framework takes the SPARQL 

query from the user and passes it to Input Selector & Plan Generator. It selects the input files by 

using the proposed algorithm which performs the needed  map reduce jobs  and passes information 

to Join Executer Component. The proposed system will improve the scalability and better  query 

efficiency than any other methodologies that are used for retrieving RDF data. The proposed system 

will perform the above said functions with optimal time and cost bounds which is beneficial for cloud 

service providers to provide better facility to their users. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Semantic web and Cloud computing is an emerging paradigm in the IT and data processing 

communities. Enterprises utilize cloud computing service to outsource data maintenance, which can 

result in significant financial benefits. Businesses store and access data at remote locations in the 

“cloud.” As the popularity of cloud computing grows, the service providers face ever increasing 

challenges. They have to maintain huge quantities of heterogenous data while providing efficient 

information retrieval. Thus, the key emphasis for cloud computing solutions is scalability and query 

efficiency.  Semantic web technologies are being developed to present data in standardized way 

such that such data can be retrieved and understood by both human and machine. Historically, 

webpages are published in plain html files which are not suitable for reasoning. Instead, the machine 

treats these html files as a bag of keywords. Researchers are developing Semantic web technologies 

that have been standardized to address such inadequacies. The most prominent standards are 



Resource Description Framework1 (RDF) and SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language2  (SPARQL). 

RDF is the standard for storing and representing data and SPARQL is a query language to retrieve 

data from an RDF store. Cloud Computing systems can utilize the power of these Semantic web 

technologies to provide the user with capability to efficiently store and retrieve data for data 

intensive applications. Semantic web technologies could be especially useful for maintaining data in 

the cloud. Semantic web technologies provide the ability to specify and query heterogenous data in 

a standardized manner. Moreover, via Web Ontology Language (OWL) ontologies, different schemas, 

classes, data types, and relationships can be specified without sacrificing the standard RDF/SPARQL 

interface.  

Our contributions are as follows:  

1. We design a storage scheme to store RDF data in Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS). 

2. We propose an algorithm that is guaranteed to provide a query plan whose cost is bounded by the 

log of the total number of variables in the given SPARQL query. It uses summary statistics for 

estimating join selectivity to break ties. 

3. We build a framework which is highly scalable and fault tolerant and supports data intensive 

query processing. 

4. We demonstrate that our approach performs better than Jena for all queries and BigOWLIM and 

RDF-3X for complex queries having large result sets. The remainder of this paper is organized as 

follows: in Section 2, we investigate related work. In Section 3, we discuss our system architecture. 

In Section 4, we discuss how we answer an SPARQL query. In Section 5, we present the results of our 

experiments. Finally, in Section 6, we draw some conclusions and discuss areas we have identified 

for improvement in the future. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

MapReduce, though a programming paradigm, is rapidly being adopted by researchers. This 

technology is becoming increasingly popular in the community which handles large amounts of data. 

It is the most promising technology to solve the performance issues researchers are facing in Cloud 

Computing. In [1], Abadi discusses how MapReduce can satisfy most of the requirements to build an 

ideal Cloud DBMS. Researchers and enterprises are using MapReduce technology for web indexing, 

searches, and data mining. In this section, we will first investigate research related to MapReduce. 

Next, we will discuss works related to the semantic web. Google uses MapReduce for web indexing, 

data storage, and social networking. Yahoo! uses MapReduce extensively in its data analysis tasks. 

IBM has successfully experimented with a scale-up scale-out search framework using MapReduce 

technology. In a recent work, they have reported how they integrated Hadoop and System R. 

Teradata did a similar work by integrating Hadoop with a parallel DBMS. Researchers have used 

MapReduce to scale up classifiers for mining petabytes of data. They have worked on data 

distribution and partitioning for data mining, and have applied three data mining algorithms to test 

the performance. Data mining algorithms are being rewritten in different forms to take advantage of 

MapReduce technology.Researchers rewrite well-known machine learning algorithms to take 

advantage of multicore machines by leveraging MapReduce programming paradigm. Another area 



where this technology is successfully being used is simulation. In [4], researchers reported an 

interesting idea of combining MapReduce with existing relational database techniques. These works 

differ from our research in that we use MapReduce for semantic web technologies. Our focus is on 

developing a scalable solution for storing RDF data and retrieving them by SPARQL queries. 

In the semantic web arena, there has not been much work done with MapReduce technology. We 

have found two related projects: BioMANTA11 project and Scalable, High-Performance, Robust and 

Distributed (SHARD).12 BioMANTA proposes extensions to RDF Molecules and implements a 

MapReduce-based Molecule store. They use MapReduce to answer the queries. They have queried a 

maximum of four million triples. Our work differs in the following ways: first, we have queried one 

billion triples. Second, we have devised a storage schema  which is tailored to improve query 

execution performance for RDF data. We store RDF triples in files based on the predicate of the 

triple and the type of the object. Finally, we also have an algorithm to determine a query processing 

plan whose cost is bounded by the log of the total number of variables in the given SPARQL query. 

By using this, we can determine the input files of a job and the order in which they should be run. To 

the best of our knowledge, we are the first ones to come up with a storage schema for RDF data 

using flat files in HDFS, and a MapReduce job determination algorithm to answer an SPARQL query. 

As our experiments show it does not perform well when there is no bound object in a query. 

However, the performance of our framework is not affected in such a case. RDF-3X is considered the 

fastest existing semantic web repository. In other words, it has the fastest query times. RDF-3X uses 

histograms, summary statistics, and query optimization to enable high performance semantic web 

queries. As a result, RDF-3X is generally able to  outperform any other solution for queries with 

bound objects and aggregate queries. However, RDF-3X’s performance degrades exponentially for 

unbound queries, and queries with even simple joins if the selectivity factor is low. This becomes 

increasingly relevant for inference queries, which generally require unions of subqueries with 

unbound objects. Our experiments show that RDF-3X is not only slower for such queries, it often 

aborts and cannot complete the query. For example, consider the simple query “Select all students.” 

This query in LUBM requires us to select all graduate students, select all undergraduate students, 

and union the results together. However, there are a very large number of results in this union. 

While both subqueries complete easily, the union will abort in RDF-3X for LUBM (30,000) with 3.3 

billion triples. RDF Knowledge Base (RDFKB) is a semantic web repository using a relational database 

schema built upon bit vectors. RDFKB achieves better query performance than RDF-3X or vertical 

partitioning. However, RDFKB aims to provide knowledge base functions such as inference forward 

chaining, uncertainty reasoning, and ontology alignment. RDFKB prioritizes these goals ahead of 

scalability. RDFKB is 

not able to load LUBM (30,000) with three billion triples, so it 

cannot compete with our solution for scalability. Hexastore  and BitMat [5] are main memory data 

structures optimized for RDF indexing. These solutions may achieve exceptional performance on hot 

runs, but they are not optimized for cold runs from persistent storage. Furthermore, their scalability 

is directly associated with the quantity of main memory RAM available. These products are not 

available for testing and evaluation. In our previous works we proposed a greedy and an exhaustive 

search algorithm to generate a query processing plan. However, the exhaustive search algorithm 

was expensive and the greedy one was not bounded and its theoretical complexity was not defined. 

In this paper, we present a new greedy algorithm with an upper bound. Also, we did observe 



scenarios in which our old greedy algorithm failed to generate the optimal plan. The new algorithm 

is able to obtain the optimal plan in each of these cases. Furthermore, in our prior research, we were 

limited to text files with minimal partitioning and indexing. We now utilize dictionary encoding to 

increase performance. We have also now done comparison evaluation with more alternative 

repositories. 

 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM  ARCHITECTURE 

Our architecture consists of two components. The upper part of Fig. 1 depicts the data preprocessing 

component and the lower part shows the query answering one. We have three subcomponents for 

data generation and preprocessing. We convert RDF/XML13 to N-Triples14 serialization format using 

our N-Triples Converter component. The Predicate Split (PS) component takes the Ntriples data and 

splits it into predicate files. The predicate files are then fed into the Predicate Object Split (POS) 

component which splits the predicate files into smaller files based on the type of objects. These 

steps are described in Sections 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4. Our MapReduce framework has three 

subcomponents in it. It takes the SPARQL query from the user and passes it to the Input Selector 

(see Section 4.1) and Plan Generator. This component selects the input files, by using our algorithm 

described in Section 4.3, decides how many MapReduce jobs are needed, and passes the 

information to the Join Executer component which runs the jobs using MapReduce framework. It 

then relays the query answer from Hadoop to the user.  

For our experiments, we use the LUBM [2] data set. It is a benchmark data set designed to enable 

researchers to evaluate a semantic web repository’s performance [4]. The LUBM data generator 

generates data in RDF/XML serialization format. This format is not suitable for our purpose because 

we store data in HDFS as flat files and so to retrieve even a single triple, we would need to parse the 

entire file. 

 

 



 

Fig 1. The System Architecture 

 

 

3.1 Data Generation and Storage  

Therefore, we convert the data to N-Triples to store the data, because with that format, we have a 

complete RDF triple (Subject, Predicate, and Object) in one line of a file, which is very convenient to 

use with MapReduce jobs. The processing steps to go through to get the data into our intended 

format are described in following sections. 

 

3.2 File Organization 

We do not store the data in a single file because, in Hadoop and MapReduce Framework, a file is the 

smallest unit of input to a MapReduce job and, in the absence of caching, a file is always read from 

the disk. If we have all the data in one file, the whole file will be input to jobs for each query. Instead, 

we divide the data into multiple smaller files. The splitting is done in two steps which we discuss in 

the following sections. 

 

3.3 Predicate Split 

In the first step, we divide the data according to the predicates. This division immediately enables us 

to cut down the search space for any SPARQL query which does not have a variable15 predicate. For 

such a query, we can just pick a file for each predicate and run the query on those files only. For 

simplicity, we name the files with predicates, e.g., all the  riples containing a predicate p1:pred go 

into a file named p1-pred. However, in case we have a variable predicate in a triple pattern16 and if 

we cannot determine the type of the object, we have to consider all files. If we can determine the 

type of the object, thenweconsider all files having that type of object. We discuss more on this in 

Section 4.1. In real-world RDF data sets, the number of distinct predicates is in general not a large 

number [3]. However, there are data sets having many predicates. Our system performance does 

not vary in such a case because we just select files related to the predicates specified in a SPARQL 

query. 

 

3.4 Predicate Object Split 

In the next step, we work with the explicit type information in the rdf_type file. The predicate 

rdf:type is used in RDF to denote that a resource is an instance of a class. The rdf_type file is first 

divided into as many files as the number of distinct objects the rdf:type predicate has. Then it is 

splitted to objects. 



 

4. MAPREDUCE FRAMEWORK 

In this section, we discuss how we answer SPARQL queries in our MapReduce framework 

component. Section 4.1 discusses our algorithm to select input files for answering the query. Section 

4.2 talks about cost estimation needed to generate a plan to answer an SPARQL query. It introduces 

few terms which we use in the following discussions. Section 4.2.1 discusses the ideal model we 

should follow to estimate the cost of a plan. Section 4.2.2 introduces the heuristics-based model we 

use in practice. Section 4.3 presents our heuristics-based greedy algorithm to generate a query plan 

which uses the cost model introduced in Section 4.2.2. We face tie situations in order to generate a 

plan in some cases and Section 4.4 talks about how we handle these special cases. Section 4.5 shows 

how we implement a join in a Hadoop MapReduce job by working through an example query. 

 

4.1 Input Files Selection 

Before determining the jobs, we select the files that need to be inputted to the jobs. We have some 

query rewriting capability which we apply at this step of query processing. We take the query 

submitted by the user and iterate over the triple patterns. We may encounter the following cases:  

1. In a triple pattern, if the predicate is variable, we select all the files as input to the jobs and 

terminate the iteration. 

2. If the predicate is rdf:type and the object is concrete, we select the type file having that particular 

type. For example, for LUBM query 9 (Listing 1), we could select file type_Student as part of the 

input set. However, this brings up an interesting scenario. In our data set, there is actually no file 

named type_ Student because Student class is not a leaf in the 

ontology tree. In this case, we consult the LUBM ontology,17 part of which is shown in Fig. 2, to 

determine the correct set of input files. We add the files type_GraduateStudent, 

type_UndergraduateStudent, and type_ResearchAssistant as GraduateStudent, 

UndergraduateStudent, and ResearchAssistant are the leaves of the subtree rooted at node Student. 

3. If the predicate is rdf:type and the object is variable, then if the type of the variable is defined by 

another triple pattern, we select the type file having that particular type. Otherwise, we select all 

type files. 

4. If the predicate is not rdf:type and the object is variable, then we need to determine if the type of 

the object is specified by another triple pattern in the query. In this case, we can rewrite the query 

eliminate some joins. For example, in LUBM Query 9 (Listing 1), the type of Y is specified as Faculty 

and Z as Course and these variables are used as objects in last three triple patterns. If we choose files 

advisor_ Lecturer, advisor_PostDoc, advisor_FullProfessor, advisor_ AssociateProfessor, 

advisor_AssistantProfessor, and advisor_ VisitingProfessor as part of the input set, then the triple 

pattern in line 2 becomes unnecessary. Similarly, triple pattern in line 3 becomes unnecessary if files 

takesCourse_Course and takesCourse_GraduateCourse are chosen. Hence, we get the rewritten 

query shown in Listing 2. However, if the type of the 



object is not specified, then we select all files for that predicate. 

5. If the predicate is not rdf:type and the object is concrete, then we select all files for that predicate 

 

Fig 2. Partial LUBM ontology 

 

4.5 MapReduce Join Execution 

In this section, we discuss how we implement the joins needed to answer SPARQL queries using 

MapReduce framework of Hadoop. Algorithm 1 determines the number of jobs required to answer a 

query. It returns an ordered set of jobs. Each job has associated input information. The Job Handler 

component of our MapReduce framework runs the jobs in the sequence they appear in the ordered 

set. The output file of one job is the input of the next. The output file of the last job has the answer 

to the query. Listing 7 shows LUBM Query 2, which we will use to illustrate the way we do a join 

using map and reduce methods. The query has six triple patterns and nine joins between them on 

the variables X, Y , and Z. Our input selection algorithm selects files type_GraduateStudent, type_ 

University, type_Department, all files having the prefix memberOf, all files having the prefix 

subOrganizationOf, and all files having the prefix underGraduateDegreeFrom as the input to the jobs 

needed to answer the query. 

Listing 7. LUBM Query 2 

SELECT ?X, ?Y, ?Z WHERE { 

?X rdf:type ub:GraduateStudent. 

?Y rdf:type ub:University. 

?Z rdf:type ub:Department. 

?X ub:memberOf ?Z. 

?Z ub:subOrganizationOf ?Y. 

?X ub:undergraduateDegreeFrom ?Y} 



The query plan has two jobs. In job 1, triple patterns of lines 2, 5, and 7 are joined on X and triple 

patterns of lines 3 and 6 are joined on Y . In job 2, triple pattern of line 4 is joined with the outputs of 

previous two joins on Z and also the join outputs of job 1 are joined on Y . The input files of job 1 are 

type_GraduateStudent, type_ University, all files having the prefix memberOf, all files having the 

prefix subOrganizationOf, and all files having the prefix underGraduateDegreeFrom. In the map 

phase, we first tokenize the input value which is actually a line of the input file. Then, we check the 

input file name and, if input is from type_GraduateStudent, we output a key-value pair having the 

subject URI prefixed with X# the key and a flag string GS# as the value. The value serves as a flag to 

indicate that the key is of type GraduateStudent. The subject URI is the first token returned by the 

tokenizer. Similarly, for input from file type_University output a key-value pair having the subject 

URI prefixed with Y# the key and a flag string U# as the value. If the input from any file has the prefix 

memberOf, we retrieve the subject and object from the input line by the tokenizer and output a key-

value pair having the subject URI prefixed with X# the key and the object value prefixed with MO# as 

the value. For input from files having the prefix subOrganizationOf, we output key-value pairs 

making the object prefixed with Y# the key and the subject prefixed with SO# the value. For input 

from files having the prefix underGraduateDegreeFrom, we output key-value pairs making 

the subject URI prefixed with X# the key and the object value prefixed with UDF# the value. Hence, 

we make either the subject or the object a map output key based on which we are joining. This is the 

reason why the object is made the key for the triples from files having the prefix subOrganizationOf 

because the joining variable Y is an object in the triple pattern in line 6. For all other inputs, the 

subject is made the key because the joining variables X and Y are subjects in the triple patterns in 

lines 2, 3, 5, and 7. In the reduce phase, Hadoop groups all the values for a single key and for each 

key provides the key and an iterator to the values collection. Looking at the prefix, we can 

immediately tell if it is a value for X or Y because of the prefixes we used. In either case, we output a 

key-value pair using the same key and concatenating all the values to make a string value. So, after 

this reduce phase, join on X is complete and on Y is partially complete. The input files of job 2 are 

type_Department file and the output file of job 1, job1.out. Like the map phase of job 1, in the map 

phase of job 2, we also tokenize the input value which is actually a line of the input file. Then, we 

check the input file name and, if input is from type_Department, we output a key-value pair having 

the subject URI 

prefixed with Z# the key and a flag string D# as the value. If the input is from job1.out, we find the 

value having the prefix Z#. We make this value the output key and concatenate rest of the values to 

make a string and make it the output value. Basically, we make the Z# values the keys to join on Z. In 

the reduce phase, we know that the key is the value for Z. The values collection has two types of 

strings. One has X values, which are URIs for graduate students and also Y values from which they 

got their undergraduate degree. The Z value, i.e., the key, may or may not be a subOrganizationOf 

the Y value. The other types of strings have only Y values which are universities and of which the Z 

value is a suborganization. We iterate over the values collection and then join the two types of 

tuples on Y values. From the join output, we find the result tuples which have values for X, Y , and Z. 

 

5 RESULTS 



In this section, we first present the benchmark data sets with which we experimented. Next, we 

present the alternative repositories we evaluated for comparison. Then, we detail our experimental 

setup. Finally, we present our evaluation results. 

 

5.1 Data Sets 

In our experiments with SPARQL query processing, we use two synthetic data sets: LUBM  and SP2B. 

The LUBM data set generates data about universities by using an ontology.20 It has 14 standard 

queries. Some of the queries require inference to answer. The LUBM data set is very good for both 

inference and scalability testing. For all LUBM data sets, we used the default seed. The SP2B data set 

is good for scalability testing with complex queries and data access patterns. It has 16 queries most 

of which have complex structures. 

 

5.2 Baseline Frameworks 

We compared our framework with RDF-3X [29], Jena,21 and BigOWLIM.22 RDF-3X is considered the 

fastest semantic web framework with persistent storage. Jena is an open source framework for 

semantic web data. It has several models which can be used to store and retrieve RDF data. We 

chose Jena’s in-memory and SDB models to compare our framework with. As the name suggests, the 

in-memory model stores the data in main memory and does not persist data. The SDB model is a 

persistent model and can use many off-the-shelf database management systems. We used MySQL 

database as SDB’s backend in our experiments. BigOWLIM is a proprietary framework which is the 

state-of-the-art significantly fast framework for semantic web data. It can act both as a persistent 

and nonpersistent storage. All of these frameworks run in a single machine setup. 

5.3 Experimental Setup 

 

5.3.1 Hardware 

We have a 10-node Hadoop cluster which we use for our framework. Each of the nodes has the 

following configuration: Pentium IV 2.80 GHz processor, 4 GB main memory, and 640 GB disk space. 

We ran Jena, RDF-3X, and BigOWLIM frameworks on a powerful single machine having 2.80 GHz 

quad core processor, 8 GB main memory, and 1 TB disk space. 

 

5.3.2 Software 

We used hadoop-0.20.1 for our framework. We compared our framework with Jena-2.5.7 which used 

MySQL 14.12 for its SDB model. We used BigOWLIM version 3.2.6. For RDF- 3X, we utilized 

version 0.3.5 of the source code. 

Table 1. Comparison with RDF -3x 



 

Fig 3. Response time of LUBM query 

 

 

6 CONCLUSIONS and FUTURE WORKS 

We have presented a framework capable of handling enormous amount of RDF data.. The 

framework is highly scalable. To increase capacity of our system, all that needs to be done is to add 

new nodes to the Hadoop cluster.We have proposed a schema to store RDF data, an algorithm to 

determine a query processing plan, whose worst case is bounded, to answer an SPARQL query and a 

simplified cost model to be used by the algorithm. Our experiments demonstrate that our system is 

highly scalable. If we increase the data volume, the delay introduced to answer a query does not 

increase proportionally. The results indicate that for very large data sets (over one billion triples), 

HadoopRDF is preferable and more efficient if the query includes low selectivity joins or significant 

inference. Other solutions may be more efficient if the query includes bound objects which produce 

high selectivity. In the future, we would like to extend the work in few directions. First, we will 

investigate more sophisticated query model. We will cache statistics for the most frequent queries 

and use dynamic programming to exploit the statistics. Second, we will evaluate the impact of the 

number of reducers, the only parameter of a Hadoop job specifiable by user, on the query runtimes. 

Third, we will investigate indexing opportunities and further usage of 

binary formats. Finally, we will handle more complex SPARQL patterns, e.g., queries having 

OPTIONAL blocks. 
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ABSTRACT  

Water is extremely important for developing nations, such as India. Water is a basic resource 

which supports economic growth and maintains daily life. India has only four percent of the 

world's fresh water to meet the demands of 17 per cent of the world's people. Tamil Nadu is 

the third and the most urbanized state in the country. Chennai city, one of the major 

metropolises of India, is situated at the northern coastal edge of the State of Tamil Nadu. 

Urban Residential area is a land use in which housing predominates, as opposed to industrial 

and commercial areas. Housing may vary significantly between, and through, residential 

areas. These include single family housing, multi-family residential, or mobile homes. Henry 

h. Zhang, David f. Brown (2004) in their empirical study on urban residential water use 

provides first-hand information regarding urban household water use and consumption 

patterns, household amenities and facilities household water use habits and behavior, 

household water perception, household environmental attitudes, and household capacity and 

willingness to respond to water conservation policy in the Chinese context. This study aims at 

describing the residential water usage in urban area; descriptive research design was used in 

this study. Researcher collected the data through non probability purposive sampling method 

from four different residential areas in Chennai namely Anna Nagar, Besant Nagar, 

Kodambakkam, and Villivakkam. The findings of the study are; more than (76.7%) of the 

respondents are unaware of their household water usage. It is surprising to understand that 

none the respondents are aware of have the water measurement system in their household in 

urban areas.  

 

Key Words:  Residential Water, Consumption, Urban, Urban Residential area and water usage 
 

Introduction 



Little is known about residential water use in developing economy, especially that in 

Indian context. One reason may be that most of the developing economy is in the transition 

states. Swiftly changed demand pattern usually makes the study very difficult. Water is the 

elixir of life, a precious gift of nature to mankind and millions of other species living on the 

earth.  Water resources comprising of surface water (river and lakes), ground water and 

marine and coastal waters, support all living things including human beings. Though water is 

available in the universe in huge quantity in the order of 1400 x 10 km, only 3 per cent of the 

water in the universe is fresh water. Among the fresh waters, only about 5 per cent of them or 

0.15 per cent of the total world waters are readily available for beneficial use. The total water 

resources available in India are 1850 km, which is roughly 4 per cent of the world's fresh 

water resources. Large numbers of households in cities around the developing world do not 

have access to one of the most basic of human needs – a safe and reliable supply of drinking 

water.  

 According to the UN estimates, the total amount of water on earth is about 1400 

million cubic kilometer which is enough to cover the earth with a layer of 3000 meters depth. 

However the fresh water constitutes a very small proportion of this enormous quantity. About 

2.7 per cent of the total water available on the earth is fresh water of which about 75.2 per 

cent lies frozen in Polar Regions and another 22.6 per cent is present as ground water. The 

rest is available in lakes, rivers, atmosphere, moisture, soil and vegetation. What is effectively 

available for consumption and other uses is a small proportion of the quantity available in 

rivers, lakes and ground water. 

  The crisis about water resources development and management thus arises because 

most of the water is not available for use and secondly it is characterized by its highly uneven 

spatial distribution. Accordingly, the importance of water has been recognized and greater 

emphasis is being laid on its economic use and better management. Water also regulates the 

temperature of the planet and cycles essential nutrients through the land, air, and all living 

things. The flow of water through the atmosphere, biosphere, lithosphere, and hydrosphere is 

called the hydrologic, or water, cycle. Thus, water is both the most abundant natural resource 

on our planet and a fundamental element of life whose preciousness requires diligent 

management. 

Water is extremely important for developing nations, such as India. Water is a basic 

resource which supports economic growth and maintains daily life. India has only seven 

percent of the world's fresh water to meet the demands of 17 per cent of the world's people. 



(Pacific Institute, 2011). India needs to be able to use water in a sustainable way and this 

presents the country with a big challenge. Tamil Nadu is the third and the most urbanized 

state in the country. Chennai city, one of the major metropolises of India, is situated at the 

northern coastal edge of the State of Tamil Nadu. The water  requirement for the chennai area 

have been assumed at the rate of 90 lpcd, when most of the growth takes place, both the 

quality and quantity of water are already under pressure and the increase in population may 

push the resources to scarcity. Water resource management in India is going to be vitally 

important to sustain the needs of one billion population of India. 

Human needs are growing rapidly and the need for water is also growing. The main 

source of water supply is no doubt rainfall, but the rainfall in Tamil nadu the rainfall is not 

uniform either spatially or temporally. Availability of water determines the location of human 

activities. All agricultural operations need water. Tamil Nadu accounts for 4 percent of the 

land area and 6 per cent of the population, but only 3 per cent of the water resources of the 

country. Most of Tamil Nadu is located in the rain shadow region of the Western Ghats and 

hence receives limited rainfall from the south-west monsoon.  Although population growth 

has slowed down, Tamil Nadu is urbanizing rapidly. Consequently, the domestic water 

requirements are projected to increase by more than 50 per Cent. Water quality is also 

becoming a serious concern due to pollution by industrial effluents, sewage, etc. and also due 

to naturally occurring phenomena. The Government of Tamil Nadu has indicated that water 

security, i.e. provision of drinking water to the people will be the highest priority of the 

government. 

Background of the Study 

 

Chennai is a particularly water-scarce city. In fact, it has the lowest water availability 

per capita of any large metropolitan area in India. Ensuring an adequate water supply isn‟t 

only an issue for large urban centers.  It‟s also a vital concern of the growing populations of 

cities.  The main sources of public water supply in the city are the three reservoirs - Poondi, 

Redhills and Cholavaram - with an aggregate storage capacity of 175 MCM. Even when the 

reservoirs are not full, they get inflows from intermittent rains, which are then drawn. On the 

other hand, losses due to evaporation from the reservoirs result in the effective availability 

being lower than the storage. The other major resource is groundwater from the well fields in 

the Araniar-Kortaliyar basin and the southern coastal aquifer, and a large number of wells 

and tube wells spread all across the city. Groundwater levels within the city also fell and 



brackish water began to appear even in localities which earlier had good quality groundwater 

sources. 

During dry periods, the public utility can provide residents of the city with only 100 

liters of water a day, or less .In Chennai there is a public water delivery system, but during 

dry periods running water may be available only a couple of hours a day, or not at all, and for 

many people that means filling buckets or pans from an outside water tap or pump, and 

carrying it home.  Other options include drawing water from private wells, which can be poor 

quality and can also go dry during drought, or purchasing water from tanker trucks.  People 

who are able to install storage tanks and sump pumps are able to weather the dry spells with 

less inconvenience. The cost and benefit factors that go into people‟s decisions on how to 

acquire the water they need, and the prospects for different methods of provision.  This, 

combined with forecasting water availability through 2025 based on past conditions, 

Residential Water Usage 

It is estimated that 8 per cent of worldwide water use is for household purposes. These 

include drinking water, bathing, cooking, sanitation, and gardening. Basic household water 

requirements have been estimated that around 50 liters per person per day, excluding water 

for gardens. Drinking water is water that is of sufficiently high quality so that it can be 

consumed or used without risk of immediate or long term harm. Such water is commonly 

called potable water. In most developed countries, the water supplied to households, 

commerce and industry is all of drinking water standard even though only a very small 

proportion is actually consumed or used in food preparation. There is growing concern 

regarding the increasing stress on water resources caused by population growth, 

unsustainable consumption patterns and uncontrolled uses, both in urban and rural areas. 

Although despite the broad recognition of the central role of water in sustainable 

development, including in efforts to eradicate poverty, addressing the water needs of the poor 

through concerted global action has not been given enough priority. Provision of safe 

drinking water and sanitation services remains one of the most critical challenges humanity is 

facing today. 

Urban Residential area is a land use in which housing predominates, as opposed to 

industrial and commercial areas. Housing may vary significantly between, and through, 

residential areas. These include single family housing, multi-family residential, or mobile 



homes. Zoning for residential use may permit some services or work opportunities or may 

totally exclude business and industry. It may permit high density land use or only permit low 

density uses. Residential zoning usually includes a smaller FAR (floor area ratio) than 

business, commercial or industrial/manufacturing zoning. The area may be large or small. 

The urban areas in cities and metropolitans are experiencing unbridled growth of 

population even at a rate of 40-50 per cent in a decade, outpacing the required rate of growth 

in infrastructure development in terms of housing, roads, transportation, Communication, 

power supply, water supply & sewerage systems, sanitation etc. to accommodate the 

population in a healthy environment. As a result, the backlog of providing adequate services 

is mounting, not to speak of the expected level of satisfaction, which could be a distant 

dream. To tide over the crisis, quantity of water supplied by the municipal bodies is reduced; 

and in extreme cases, water is supplied at alternate days or even at reduced frequency. Severe 

doses of disinfectants, like chlorine, used to protect/maintain the quality of water from 

bacteriological contamination during its journey from the water treatment site to the farthest 

consumer end, make the pipes and sanitary fittings vulnerable to corrosion and also 

contamination from their metallic constituents. 

Urban Water Use 

Even though the rate of urbanization in India is among the lowest in the world, the 

nation has more than 250 million city-dwellers. Experts predict that this number will rise 

even further, and by 2020, about 50 per cent of India's population will be living in cities. This 

is going to put further pressure on the already strained centralized water supply systems of 

urban areas. Urban water use is generally determined by population, its geographic location, 

and the percentage of water used in a community by residences, industry, government, and 

commercial enterprises. It also includes water that cannot be accounted for because of 

distribution system losses, fire protection, or unauthorized uses.  

 

Urban water usage is unique in its fragmentation, in terms of both physical utilization 

of the resource and the institutional structures that govern its use. Municipal uses usually 

include residential plus industrial, commercial, and institutional (ICI). Each end use has 

distinct quality requirements, usage processes, disposal methods, and jurisdictional oversight 

and responsibilities. As a result, there is no cohesive approach to planning and policy that can 

formulate consistent and effective responses to urban water issues, in particular protracted 



droughts. Increased urbanization, population growth and living standards have been major 

drivers in the increase of urban water use in the past century. The amount of urban water use 

depends on climate, level and efficiency of public supply services, patterns and habits of 

water use by the population, technological changes (for example, water saving technologies 

and use of alternative sources) and socioeconomic instruments. The connection of 

populations to water supply systems has also increased over recent decades, especially in 

southern countries. Urban water use is not evenly distributed over time as households and 

services tend to demand more water in hot and dry periods. Thus, gross urban water demands 

continue to grow because of significant population increases and the establishment of urban 

centers. Even with the implementation of aggressive water conservation programs, urban 

water demand is expected to grow in conjunction with increases in population. 

 

Urban Residential Water Consumption 

Man and water are closely related in a dualistic manner: on one hand water has great 

influence on man's welfare and social development, on the other man‟s activities greatly 

affects water as such. Comparing the present and future water needs with water availability, 

some world regions should be considered as truly water scarce at least during the next 

generation. Man's activities create water problems which tend to change with time and exhibit 

a regional pattern. Many problems can be avoided if advance impact studies were made more 

regularly for planned water-related activities and projects. The author ends by stressing that 

differences in climate, hydrology, culture and dominating water problems tend to complicate 

the important process of transfer of knowledge between temperate and tropical countries. 

At the beginning of the 21st century many people face formidable challenges to meet 

increasing demand for water. However, there are significant pressures that make it difficult to 

meet these demands including inefficient agriculture, expanding urban areas, water pollution, 

and international conflict. The situation has led many in the international development 

community to point to a “global water crises.” The urban water supply and sanitation sector 

in the country is suffering from inadequate levels of service, an increasing demand-supply 

gap, poor sanitary conditions and deteriorating financial and technical performance. 

According to Central Public Health Engineering Organization (CPHEEO) estimates, as on 31 

March 2011, 76 per cent of urban population has access to a potable water supply. But this 

supply is highly erratic and unreliable. Transmission and distribution networks are old and 

poorly maintained, and generally of a poor quality. Consequently physical losses are typically 



high, ranging from 25 to over 50 per cent. Low pressures and intermittent supplies allow back 

siphoning, which results in contamination of water in the distribution network. Water is 

typically available for only 2-8 hours a day in most Indian cities. The situation is even worse 

in summer when water is available only for a few minutes, sometimes not at all. 

Human actions bring about water scarcity in three ways: through population growth, 

misuse and inequitable access. Population growth contributes to scarcity simply because the 

available water supply must be divided among more and more people. Every country has a 

more or less fixed amount of internal water resources, defined as the average annual flow of 

rivers and aquifers generated from precipitation. Overtime, this internal renewable supply 

must be divided among more and more people, eventually resulting in water scarcity. Thus 

the study will focus on the usage of water in Urban Residential areas which is the growing 

user of the scarce resource. 

Significance of the Study 

This paper aims at focusing on the how the socio-economic status and the housing 

environment are related to the consumption of water, analyze the relationship between water 

use and the socio-economic status of the people living in a particular area, focus on how the 

people in the particular area of study collects water and the source of water available for the 

people, the house hold behavior of using water as well as calculate the ways by which the 

people waste water and understand the pattern and the knowledge between water availability 

and the water usage and how the youth practice the water measuring in the urban youth 

households of Chennai  

Literature Review 

Residential water is used for household purposes, such as drinking, food preparation, 

bathing, washing clothes, flushing toilets, and watering lawns and gardens. In the guidelines 

for Drinking Water Quality, WHO defines residential water as being „water used for all usual 

domestic purposes including consumption, bathing and food preparation (WHO, 1993). 

Residential water use standards vary with climatic conditions, life style, culture, 

technology and economy. There is no fixed data to estimate the amount of water  

needed to maintain acceptable of minimum living standard (Zhang, 1999). A water  

use standard was identified about thirty years ago. In 1977, the United Nations  

determined the concept of a water use standard to meet people‟s basic need for water.  



… All people, whatever their stage of development and their social and economic Conditions, 

have the right to have access to drinking water in quantities and of a quality equal to their 

basic needs.( United Nations 1977)  

This concept was further developed in the 1992 Earth Summit and in the 1997 UN General 

Assembly.  

In developing and using water resources, priority has to be given to the satisfaction of basic needs 

and safeguarding of ecosystems. (United Nations 1992) 

… it is essential for water planning to secure basic human and environmental needs for 

water… develop sustainable water strategies that address basic human needs, as well as the 

preservation of ecosystem.( United Nations 1997) 

The new concept is more towards the environment and sustainable development. 

Water comes from the natural environment. So the usage of water needs to be planned  to  make  

sure  that  there  is  enough  for  current  needs  without  damaging  the environment. The 

U.S Agency for International Development, the World Bank and the World Health 

Organization recommend the „basic water requirement BWR (include drinking and sanitation 

needs) in the range from 20 to 40 l/p/c/d (Zhang, 1999). Gleick in 1996 estimated the 

basic water requirement at 50 l/p/c/d for meeting four household basic needs: drinking, 

sanitation, bathing and cooking. The basic water requirement is enough to keep our alive and 

healthy. Now many of people choose to purchase some liquid drinking water as bottled water, 

juices, milk, and soft drinks. Although many of us purchase the bottled drinking water, 

the household water consumption is till greater than the basic water requirement 

 

Henry h. Zhang, David f. Brown (2004) in their empirical study on urban residential water 

use provides first-hand information regarding urban household water use and consumption 

patterns, household amenities and facilities household water use habits and behavior, 

household water perception, household environmental attitudes, and household capacity and 

willingness to respond to water conservation policy in the Chinese context. In a transition 

economy with a planned and highly regulated tradition, urban residential water use and 

consumption in Beijing and Tianjin shows certain variation from prior studies in both the 

developed and developing economies. Many important variables identified in prior studies, 

such as water price or income, do not have the expected impact on household water use and 



consumption. A new set of variables has been found to be important in explaining the 

variation of household water use and consumption in Beijing and Tianjin. Rapid urbanization, 

along with improved housing and standards of living, has transformed domestic water use in 

Beijing and Tianjin. 

Ajzen and Fishbein‟s (1980) theory of reasoned action is probably the best-known 

attitude-behaviour model. The theory of reasoned action builds on expectancy value theory to 

incorporate normative social influences on behavioural intention. It conceptualizes the 

linkages between beliefs, attitudes, perceived social norms and behaviours (see Figure 1). 

Kantola et al. (1982) and Kantola et al. (1983) used theFishbein and Ajzen (1975) 

predecessor of the theory of reasoned action as a predictive model of human behaviour 

related to the environment.  Kantola et al. (1982) found the Fishbein and Ajzen model useful 

for explaining intentions to conserve water; they found that most influence on intentions to 

conserve water was explained by subjective normative feelings (perceived peer pressure) and 

the exogenous variable age. The ability of evaluative beliefs to predict evaluative attitudes 

was low. A later study on the ability of persuasive communications with differing levels of 

intensity (severity) to influence water conservation did not support the dominant mediation 

role for subjective norms and evaluative attitude for predicting behavioural intention to 

conserve water (Kantola et al., 1983). Syme and Nancarrow (1992) tested aspects of the 

ability of Ajzen and Fishbein‟s model to explain the extent to participation in urban water 

planning. More recently, CSIRO‟s Australian Research Centre for Water in Society has 

improved the predictive ability of modified Ajzen and Fishbein type models specifically 

refined for predicting consumer responses to water supply systems and to aquifer recharge 

using recycled water (Porter et al., 2005; Po et al., 2005; Leviston et al. 2006). These models 

have been particularly useful for predicting behaviour when taking account of risks and other 

social elements associated with delivery of potable water 

Social cognitive theory identifies human behaviour as a dynamic interaction of 

personal factors, behaviour, and the environment (Bandura 1986). Social cognitive theory 

accords a central role to cognitive, self-regulatory, and self-reflective processes in human 

adaptation and change. People are viewed as self-organizing, proactive, self-reflecting and 

self-regulating rather than as reactive organisms shaped by external forces (Pajares, 2002). As 

a consequence Social cognitive theory suggests that behaviour change is affected by 



environmental influences, personal factors and attributes of the behaviour itself (Grizzell, 

2005). 

 It is clear from this review that behavioural models describing voluntary behavioural 

change are, by their nature, complicated.  This is because human behaviour is usually 

complicated and the consequence of the multiple factors influencing it, with many factors not 

easily controlled.  It should also be clear that the multiple models contesting to be explicators of 

human behaviour reflect differential focus on different factors influencing conservation 

behaviour and reflect the fact that any one model is rarely a satisfactory, universal predictor of 

human behaviour. No single method works to facilitate behaviour change to reduce water 

consumption in all contexts internal and external to the individual.  As a consequence, simplified 

approaches and simplifying assumptions are usually taken in seeking behavioural change to 

reduce water consumption.  The focus is on relevant or key aspects of influence that can be used 

to influence behavioural change in household water consumption.  Often, we focus on refining 

the elements of good communication strategies rather than attempting to respond to the more 

complex, deeper behavioural factors and influences that might be relevant to water use. 
 

Objective of the Study 

To study the demographic profile, socioeconomic status and housing environment of the 

respondents, to study the methods and ways and means of water collecting process in urban 

areas, to understand the pattern of water usage practices among urban residences and to study 

the knowledge of respondents about the water usage and water measurement system. The 

present study aims at describing the urban residential water usage; descriptive research design 

was used in this study. Researcher collected the data through non probability purposive 

sampling method from four different residential areas in Chennai namely Anna Nagar, Besant 

Nagar, Kodambakkam, and Villivakkam. The researcher conducted interviews from the 

heads of the family, in the above mentioned areas with the inclusion and exclusion criteria 

such  as respondents should have been residing in the area for more than two years and 

people residing for less than a year were not included in the study. The respondent must be 

married and be living with family. Respondent must be within the age group of below 25 – above 

65.  After going through the Chennai Corporation list of households‟ researcher selected the 

sample of 138 from 1328 residences in four areas. Among the 1328 of households, researcher 

selected 138 respondents by using non probability purposive sampling method. A semi 



structured Interview schedule was used for obtaining responses to a set of questions from the 

respondents or informants. 

 

 

Analysis and Discussion 

 
 Majority of the respondent (64.5%) belongs to the age category of 41 to 50 years. 

 Majority (73%) of the respondents were Male and More than One fourth of the 

respondents were (27%) Female.  

 More than one third (38.4%) of the respondents are dwelling in Single story 

independent house. One fifth (20.7%) of the respondents are dwelling in High rise 

buildings, one third (33 %) of the respondents are dwelling in the infill housing which 

is less than seven storied high rise buildings and eight per cent of them stayed in the 

courtyard. 

 Less than half (41.7%) of the housing is owned by the respondents themselves and 

others live in rented house. 

 Majority (82.3%) of the building condition is good and A vast Majority (80.0%) of 

the respondents have building which doesn‟t include Private Garden 

 Majority (88.3%) of the respondents are having indoor tap water supply in their 

household. Others use either well or shared water supply for household water supply. 

 Majority (88%) of the respondents collect water from indoor tap water supply for 

their all household purpose. 

 Majority (88%) of the respondents do not drink tap water directly. 

 Majority (63.3%) of the respondents use water supply from government and private 

sources for all the household use. 

 Sixty four per cent of the respondents do not use the tap water for drinking purposes 

even though they consider the water purity to be good. Twenty eight per cent of the 

respondents have rated the purity of water as poor. 

 Around two third of the respondents (64.2%) have rated the color of the water is good 

and they do not use it for drinking purposes. Only thirty per cent of the respondents feel 

that the color of the public water supply is poor. 

 Fifty eight per cent respondents as rated the water taste as good but they do not use it for 

drinking purposes, one third (34 per cent) of the respondents have rated the colour of the 

water as poor. 



 Little more than two fifth of the respondents (43.4%) have mentioned that the pressure is 

good but they do not use it for drinking purposes. 28.6% has rated the pressure as poor 

but they use it for drinking purpose. 

 Sixty nine percent of the respondents use washing machines to laundry, twenty one 

percent uses both machine and hand to wash clothes  and ten per cent washes by hand on 

daily and weekly basis. Seventy eight per cent of the respondents perform laundry with 

less than 15 items every day. 

 Majority of the respondents (75.9%) maintain their water resources properly and their 

toilet cistern does not leak. Majority of the respondents (76.9%) maintain water 

resources properly and their taps do not have brown running water. Nearly two third 

(63.30%) of the respondents most frequently use shower for their personal hygiene. 

 More than one third (33.3%) of the respondent spend Rs. 200 - 400 for water, every 

month and around one tenth (13.3%) of the respondent are unaware about their monthly 

expense for water. 

 Almost all (100%) the respondents use water for drinking, cooking, laundering, 

bathing, toilet flushing purposes. One fifth (20%) of the respondents use water for 

watering plants, and little less than (32%) of the respondents use water for washing 

their cars. 

 More than (76.7%) of the respondents are unaware of their household water 

usage. 

 Majority (72.7%) of the respondents who live in a family size of more than five 

are unaware of their household drinking water consuming level.  

 More than half (53.1%) of the respondents who live in a family size of less than 

five are unaware of their household drinking water consuming level. 

 One third of the respondents do not know how much they pay for their water but their 

monthly expense on water falls under the category of Rs.201-400. 

 With regard to the water pricing, two third (66.7%) of the respondents said that 

the water price is normal. One fifth (20.0%) of the respondents said that the 

pricing of water is too high and more than One tenth (13.3%) of the respondents 

are unaware of the current water rate. 

 It is surprising to understand that none the respondents are aware of have the water 

measurement system in their household. 

 Almost all (95%) of the respondents do not use the water saving measures in their 

house hold. 



 Nearly half (48.3%) of the respondents wants to improve their water quality and nearly 

one eighth (12%) of the respondents want to improve their water maintenance of the 

household. 

 Majority (80%) of the respondents not aware of any water conservation 

programmes. 

 More than half (76.7%) of the respondents are willing to participate in the existing 

water system improvement program and little less than one fourth (23%) of the 

respondents are not willing to participate in programs to improve the existing water 

system. 

 

Suggestion  

 

Many of the respondents are not aware or they have not come across any water 

conservation programs by any organization. As most of the respondents are willing to 

participate and follow systems to improve water, the government and NGOs can train people 

on effective and simple water management practices. Through the Professionals working in 

Water and Professionally Qualified Social Workers can be utilized for Water budgeting 

system in the residential areas, which is being used now around the world. This water 

budgeting system can be extended to individual households of Chennai. This will enhance the 

civic responsibility of the consumers. None of the respondents have water management 

system in their household, the corporation and NGOs can train and introduce metering 

systems in households, where water users will know how much water is consumed by them 

usefully and how much water is wasted. The opinion of the public water supply is poor, 

though accepted by many of respondents that color and pressure of the water through public 

water supply is good. The image of the government service delivery should be enhanced so 

that many of them start using the public water supply. 

 

Conclusion 

 

India is fast becoming urbanized. Tamil nadu has already exceeded fifty percent of 

urbanization and is now an urban state. With urbanization, people have better access to 

education and other services and infrastructure. This also means we have exploited and 

become unaware of natural resources particularly, water. This study emphasizes the need to 

manage water as even the urban educated are not fully aware about water shortage and water 

management practices. 
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Abstract 

 

This study was designed to find the work motivation of the teachers working in 

primary schools. A random sample of 250 teachers working in Primary schools were 

selected. Work Motivation Questionnaire was used to collect the required information. The 

results of the study reveals that the teachers in general posses work motivation “to a great 

extent.” Further, there is a significant relationship exists between most of the dimensions of 

work motivation of teachers. 

Key Words:  Work motivation, Dependence, Organisational orientation, Work Group 

  Relations, Psychological Work Incentives, Material Incentives, Job situation. 

 

Work Motivation 

Motivation is an umbrella term having a wide variety of meaning.  It is the process 

which leads the individual to attempt to satisfy some need. Motivation is broadly considered 

as the process of arousing, sustaining, and regulating activity, a concept limited to some 

aspect such as the energetic of behavior or purposive regulation. 

Miller(1978) defined motivation as “ an inner state of mind that energizes, activates a moves 

and that which directs or channels behaviour towards goals”. 

Motivation   X   Skill  = Ability 

Situation X Attitude =  Motivation 

Ability  X Motivation = Human performance 

Human Performance X Physical effort =  Teaching Performance 

Teachers work motivation 

 Teaching is the noblest profession in the world.  The teacher is nowadays considered 

as the powerful agent that can inculcate the democratic ideals of nationhood in children, 

future citizen of the nation.  The teacher is the managers as well as director of the entire 

teaching-learning process.  High achievements of the students, better school performance, 

molding the children into good citizens and exposing them in the arena of growing 

campervan are some of the major issues lying at the hand of the teacher.  However, present 



day teachers are themselves absorbed in innumerable   pressures, tensions, worries about their 

own status and proper work conditions.  So they are often diverted from their real aim and 

work mechanically and receive salaries. The teaching community is dissatisfied with the 

working conditions in schools, which has a significant bearing on the quality of teaching and 

the students‟ performance. (Waseem Ahmad khan,2007) 

Need and importance of the study 

 Teacher occupy a key position in the whole gamut of education.  Recent technological 

advancement  have further enhanced the role of teachers in the lives of children.  The 

teachers plays a crucial role in the learning process of the pupil.  The terms „motivation‟ and 

„behaviour‟ are found to be closely associated as most behavior occurs as a result of 

motivation.  Motivation seems apparently one of the important determinants of behavior.  For 

an educational institution to be more effective, the motivational problems of stimulating both 

the decision to participate and the decision  to produce at work need to be paid much 

attention.  To put in a nutshell, an effective educational system can influence motivation by 

designing jobs in ways that consider teacher‟s need. To wed human action to achievement of 

educational objectives, we need to understand the concepts of motivation and behavior that 

are indeed important keys to manage people. These are all the rationale behind the 

investigator to study the work motivation of the teachers.  

Objectives of the study 

 The following are the objectives of the study 

1. To study the work motivation among the teachers working in primary schools. 

2. To find if there is any significant difference between the male and female teachers 

attitude towards the following six dimensions of work motivation 

a) Dependence 

b) Organizational orientation 

c) Work group relations 

d) Psychological work incentives 

e)  Material incentives and  

f) Job situation 

3. To find if there is any significant difference between the rural and urban teachers 

attitude towards the six dimensions of work motivation. 

4. To find if there is any significant difference between the married and unmarried 

teachers attitude towards the six dimensions of work motivation. 



5. To find if there is any significant difference between the teachers of below 30 years 

and above 30 years of age attitude towards the six dimensions of work motivation. 

6. To find if there is any significant difference among the teachers having the 

educational qualifications of D.T.Ed, Undergraduate, and Post graduate attitude 

towards the six dimensions of work motivation. 

7. To find if there is any significant relationship exists in the teachers attitude between 

the six dimensions of work motivation. 

Hypotheses of the study: 

Based on the objectives of the study necessary hypotheses were formulated. 

Method and Material: 

Method: 

 Normative survey method was used for the present study. 

Sample: 

A random sample of 250 teachers working in 52 primary schools located in Cuddalore  

District of Tamilnadu was selected. 

Instrument used: 

 Work Motivation Questionnaire (1988)-Constructed by Dr. K.G.Aggarwal was used 

to find the work motivation of the teachers. The Questionnaire consists of 26 items. These 

items have been categorized into six dimensions. The maximum score is 130 and the 

minimum  score is 26. 

Table 1 

Sl. 

No. 

Name of the Dimensions Number of Corresponding items 

1 Dependence 15, 16, 17, 18, 21, 22 

2 Organizational Orientation 1, 8, 11, 12, 13 

3 Work Group Relations 6, 14, 19, 20 

4 Psychological Work incentives 23, 24, 25, 26 

5 Material Incentives 2, 3, 4, 5 

6 Job Situation 7, 9, 10 

Statistical techniques applied: 



 Mean, Standard deviation, „t‟ test, „F‟ test and Pearson product moment co-efficient 

correlation were used to analyze the collected data.  

Descriptive Analysis: 

Table -  2 

Mean scores of the work motivation of teachers in each dimension 

Sl. No. Dimension N Mean SD 

1 Dependence 250 22.72 3028 

2 Organizational Orientation 250 19.36 2.40 

3 Work Group Relation 250 16.46 2.53 

4 Psychological Work incentives 250 14.48 2.81 

5 Material Incentives 250 10.55 2.28 

6 Job Situation 250 12.27 2.08 

 Over all work motivation 250 96.30 10.66 

 

The obtained mean score on overall work motivation is 96.30. This can be interpreted 

as the teachers were having work motivation „to a great extent‟. The results of the table also 

reveals that the teachers were having work motivation „to mostly great extent‟  of the 

Dependence, Organizational Orientation, Work Group Relations and Psychological Work 

Incentives dimensions. The teachers having work motivation „to a some extent‟ and „to a 

great extent‟ of Material Incentive and Job Situation dimensions respectively. 



Differential Analysis 

Table -3 

Mean Difference of Teachers Work Motivation with respect to their Gender, Locality, Marital Status and their age group 

Variables Sub 

Samples 

Dimensions 

Dependence Organisational 

Orientation 

Work Group 

Relations 

Psychological Work 

Incentives 

Material Incentives Job Situation 

M SD t M SD t M SD t M SD t M SD t M SD t 

 

Gender 

Male 22.71 3.22 
 

0.23
# 

19.54 2.33 
 

1.33
#
 

16.63 2.55 
 

1.06
# 

15.03 2.82 
 

0.28
# 

 

10.35 2.10 
 

1.32
# 

12.47 1.99 
 

1.32
#
 

Female 22.72 3.35 14.13 2.45 16.29 2.51 14.93 2.82 10.73 2.43 12.07 2.16 

 

Location 

Urban 21.00 3.62 
 

6.01** 

18.65 2.59 
 

3.15** 

15.44 2.88 
 

4.43** 

14.24 2.99 
 

2.90** 

10.18 2.01 
 

2.98** 

11.61 2.28 
 

3.48** 
Rural 23.58 2.73 19.67 2.23 16.96 2.17 15.34 2.66 10.73 2.38 12.59 1.90 

 

Martial 

Status 

Married 23.24 3.18 
 

3.30** 

19.50 2.24 
 

1.29
#
 

16.79 2.50 
 

2.82** 

14.78 2.97 
 

1.30
# 

10.31 2.41 
 

2.17* 

12.42 2.04 
 

1.64
#
 

Unmarrie

d 

21.83 3.29 19.09 2.31 15.87 2.49 15.25 2.50 10.94 2.00 11.97 2.13 

 

Age 

Group 

Below 30 

years 

22.25 3.41 
 

4.85** 

19.22 2.44 
 

1.27
# 

16.22 2.57 
 

 

2.80** 

14.88 2.89 
 

0.93
# 

10.64 2.30 
 

1.37
#
 

12.04 2.15 
 

3.35** 

Above 30 

years 

24.30 2.16 19.67 2.24 17.26 2.24 15.26 2.51 10.17 2.20 13.01 1.65 

# Not Significant 

* Significant at 0.05 level 

** Significant at 0.01 level 



A close look at table 3, the male and female teachers do not differ significantly in all 

the dimensions of work motivation. The table also indicates that the urban and rural teachers 

differ significantly in all the dimensions of work motivation. Further, the married and 

unmarried teachers differ significantly in the Dependence, Work Group Relations, and 

material Incentives dimensions, but they do not differ significantly in the organizational 

orientation, Psychological work incentives and Job situation dimensions of work motivation. 

The table also indicates that the teachers of below 30 years and above 30 years of age groups 

differ significantly in the Dependence, Work Group Relations and Job situation dimensions 

and do not differ significantly in the organizational orientation, Psychological Work 

Incentives and Material Incentives dimensions of work motivation. 

Table -4 

ANOVA for Various Dimension of Work Motivation of the Teachers Based on 

Their Educational Qualification 

Dimensions Source 

of variance 

Variance 

Sum of 

square 

df Mean 

square 

'F' 

value 

Level of 

Significance 

 

Dependence 

 

 

 

Between groups 99.47 2 49.73  

4.75 

 

 

 

 

0.01 

 

 

 

Within groups 2584.48 247 10.46 

Total 2683.95 249  

 

Organizational 

Orientation 

 

 

 

Between groups 15.41 2 7.70  

1.33 

 

 

 

 

N.S. 

 

 

 

Within groups 1424.36 247 5.76 

Total 1439.77 249  

 

Work Groups 

Relations 

 

 

 

Between groups 54.56 2 27.28  

4.36 

 

 

 

 

0.01 

 

 

 

Within groups 1545.53 247 6.25 
Total 1600.10 249  

Psychological 

Work 

Incentives 

 

 

 

Between groups 99.25 2 49.62  

6.52 

 

 

 

 

0.01 

 

 

 

Within groups 1877.64 247 7.60 

Total 1976.90 249  

 

Material 

Incentives 

 

 

 

Between groups 49.09 2 24.54  

4.85 

 

 

 

 

0.01 

 

 

 

Within groups 1248.73 247 5.05 

Total 1297.82 249  

 

Job Situation 

 

 

 

Between groups 31.99 2 15.99  

3.74 

 

 

 

 

0.05 

 

 

 

Within groups 1055.50 247 4.27 

Total 1087.50 249  

 

The results of table 4 indicates that the teachers of D.T.Ed., Graduate, and Post 

graduate qualification differ significantly in all the dimensions of work motivation except the 

dimension of Organizational Orientation. 



Correlation Analysis 

Table – 5 

Relationship between the Different Dimensions of Work Motivation of the Teachers 

Dimensions Depen

dence 

Organizational 

Orientation 

Work 

group 

relation 

Psycho-

logical 

work 

incentives 

Material 

incentives 

Job 

situation 

Dependence - 0.43 0.56 0.50 0.04 0.56 

Organizational 

Orientation 
- - 0.53 0.43 0.09 0.49 

Work Group 

Relation 
- - - 0.45 0.02 0.58 

Psychological - - - - 0.14 0.50 

Material - - - - - 0.04 

Job Situation - - - - - - 

  

The results of the table reveals that there is a significant relationship between the 

Dependence and Organizational Orientations, Dependence and Work Group Relations, 

Dependence and Psychological Work Incentives, Dependence and Job Situations, 

Organizational Orientations and Work Group Relations, Organizational Orientation and 

Psychological work Incentives, organizational Orientations and Job Situation, Work Group 

relations and Psychological Work Incentives, Work Group Relations and Job situations, 

Psychological Work Incentives and Job situations, Dimensions of Work Motivation. 

Findings of the study: 

 The teachers working in primary schools of Cuddlore district in general posses work 

motivation „to a great extent‟. 

 The male and female teachers do not differ significantly in all the dimensions of work 

motivation. 

 The teachers working in rural and urban primary schools differ significantly in all the 

dimensions of work motivation. 

 The married and unmarried teachers differ significantly in the Dependences, Work 

Group Relations and Material Incentive Dimensions of work motivation. They do not 

differ significantly in the Organizational Orientation, Psychological Work Incentives 

and Job Situation Dimensions of work motivations. 



 The teachers of below 30 years and above 30 years of age groups differ significantly 

in the Dependence, Work Group Relations, and Job Situation Dimensions of work 

motivation. They do not differ in the Organizational Orientation, Psychological Work 

Incentives and Material Incentive Dimensions of work motivation. 

 Teachers having D.T.Ed., Graduate, and Post-graduate qualifications differ 

significantly in all the dimensions expect the Organizational Orientation dimension of 

work motivation. 

 There is a significant relationship exists between most of the dimensions of work 

motivation of teachers. 

Conclusion: 

The results of the study reveals that the teachers working in Primary schools posses 

work motivation “to a great extent”. The male and female teachers do not differ significantly 

in all the dimensions of work motivation. However, there is significant relationship exists 

between most of the dimensions of work motivation of teachers. 

Educational Implications: 

 The teachers having work motivation “to a some extent” and “a great extent” of 

material incentive and job situation dimensions. In order to develop and retain excellent 

teachers, we will need to continue to adjust and redesign the organizational climate of our 

schools in such a way that both extrinsic and intrinsic teacher motivation is strengthened. To 

enhance the motivation, some novel approaches like micro-teaching techniques, workshops, 

seminars and discussions and so on may be adopted. Orientation and Refresher courses may 

be organized for capacity building of the teachers. Financial rewards may be given to the 

outstanding teachers. 
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கைப்பொனலம் பணய்ப்பொனலம் : பொனள்பதிற் ிரிடல் 
அடிப்கதில் என பிபொடம் 

 
ைி.ொர்த்டிொொ 

டணிழ் னதுைக ணற்றும் ஆய்வுத்துக, தூத பஞ்சக் ைல்லூரி, டினப்த்தூர். 
 

னடொை… 

ணிட கு பொற்ில் பசொத்துககணதின் தடொற்த்டிினந்தட உைநொபித அநபில்  பொனநிதல் 
சிந்டக உனபொக்ைம் பற்து. டணிழ்ச் சனெைத்கடப் பொறுத்டபக இக்குழு பொழ்க்கைதின் ங்ைீட்டு 
உண்டனக, பொனநிதல் குபிப்னக்கு இணநிக்ைொணததத இனந்டது. இக்குழு பொழ்க்கைதின் அனிவும் 
தசு உனபொக்ைத்டின் தடொற்னம் பைொக, னைழ் னடொ பிழுணிதங்ைகநக் ைட்டி ழுப்ி. ைஞ 
பொழ்க்கை சிிது சிிடொைச் சிகடவுற்றுத் டிச் பசொத்துககண பொழ்க்கை – அடொபது குடும் பொழ்க்கை – 
தடொற்ம் பற்து. 

பொனள் ன்து இக்ைொைட்த்டில் னதுப்பொனள் பறுைிது. னந்டணிழ் இக்ைிதங்ைநொ சங்ை 
இக்ைிதங்ைகநப் பொறுத்டபக, டணினரின் பொனநிதல் சிந்டகைலக்கு அைன் இம் பைொடுத்ட 
இக்ைிதப் ப்ன ல் பொனத்டணொகும்.  

பொனள் ன் ைனத்துனபொக்ைத்தடொடு னடித சிந்டக ணனம் உககணக் ைனத்டிதலும் இகஞவு 
பறுைின். அனள் பொனள் ன் டிர் னண் ைட்கணக்ைப்டும் அதட தபகநதில் இண்கனேம் 
இகஞவுடுத்தும் னதற்சினேம், பொனகநத் தடடுபடிலும் ொர்க்ை, அனகநத் தடடுடத சிந்டது ன் 
ைண்தஞொட்த்கட உனபொக்கும் னதற்சினேம் படொர்ச்சிதொை கபறுைிது. 

ஆொலும் உககணச் சனெைம் பொனள் இன்ி இதங்ை னடிதொது. உற்த்டி – பஞிைம் – தைர்டல் ன் 
அநபில் சனெை அகசபிதக்ைம் கபற்ொை தபண்டும். சனெைத்டின் பொதுிகதிர் பொனநின் ணீடொ 
ஆகச பைொள்பதும் அவ்பொகச ணிகுபதும் சனெைத்டின் உககண பர்க்ைத்டொகத் படொந்டவுடுத்தும் 
என்ொகும். அடொபது உகனக்கும் பர்க்ைத்டொர் உககணதின் ணீது ஆகச பைொள்பது ன்து ‘உககண 

பர்க்ைத்டொரின் இனப்னக்ைொ சபொொகும். தப பொனள் ற்ித ைட்டுணொங்ைகநனேம் பிடிைகநனேம் 
உககண பர்க்ைம் உனபொக்ைி, அகடப்ப்வும் ிக ிறுத்டவும் னதலும். நித குடிைள் பொனள் உற்த்டி 
– பஞிைம் – தைர்வு ஆைிதபற்கக் ைட்டுப்டுத்தும் உதர்குடி, அவ்பநவுதைொிகத் டங்ைலக்கு 
இட்டுக்பைொள்ந பினம்ொது. அவ்பநவுதைொல்ைள் அபர்ைலக்குப் பொனந்டவும் பொனந்டொது. ல்க அைற்சி, 
டிரிதின் பநத்கடச் சூகதொடுடல், உற்த்டிக் ைட்டுணொங்ைகந ிர்ணொஞித்து ிகத்ட குடிதிொை 
ணக்ைகந ணொற்றுடல் ஆைிதகப உககணச் சனெைத்டிற்கு அபசிதணொ என்ொைதப இனக்ைிது. 

தப பொனநிதல் குித்ட சிந்டகதில் என டிர் னகஞக் ைட்கணத்து அபற்றுக்ைிகதத என 
டத்துபொர்த்ட ஊொட்த்கட ிைழ்த்துபதும் அடன்தணல் இக்ைிதங்ைகந உனபொக்குபதும் இக்ைிதக் 
தைொட்ொடுைகந உனபொக்குபதும் உககணச் சனெைத்டின் இதல்ொைிபிடுைிது. 

பொனள் குித்ட சிந்டகைள்: 



பொனள் ிகதில்ொடது ன்றும் தப பொனகநத் தடடுபடில் பொழ்க்கைகத இனக்ை தபண்ொம் 
ன்தும் அை இக்ைிதங்ைநில் டகபகச் பசபழுங்குபிக்ை னதற்சிக்கும் தடொனி பற்னறுத்டிக் 
கூறுபது ஆகும். டகபிகதத் தடற் பனம் தடொனி, ‘னைகன பினம்னபனுகத பொனள் தொ உன் 
சக அனினேம்’ (குறு.143) ன்ைிொள். டணக்பை ீண்ைொம் பொனகநப் ொதுைொத்டில்க ன்று 
னம் (163) தசுைிது. ‘உண்டும் டின்றும் இப்தொர்க் ைீந்தும் \ ணைிழ்ை பம்தணொ ணப்தொ தொதத…’ 
(னம்.384) ன்து பொனகந அனித்துத் டீ தபண்டித ைட்ொதத்கடக் குிப்ிடுைிது. அவ்பொின்ிப் 
ொதுைொக்ைப்டும் பொனள் ிகத்டினத்டல் இல்க ன்து பப்டும். 

பொனநின் னக்ைிதத்துபத்கட பினேறுத்டல்: 

பொனள் ன்து ிகதில்ொடது ன் ைனத்துனபம் னன்கபக்ைப்டும் அதட தபகநதில், பொனநின் 
அபசிதனம் பற்னறுத்டப்டுபகடச் சங்ை இக்ைிதங்ைநில் ைொஞனடிைிது. 

‘இனள்டு பஞ்சத்து இடும்க டீர்க்கும் 

அனள்ன்கு உகதர் ஆதினும், ஈடல் 

பொனள்இல் தொர்க்கு அஃது இகத தொதுஆகுடல் 

தொனும் அிபபன் ணன்த…. ‘ (அைம்.335) 

அனள் உள்நத்கட உகதொதினும் பொனள் இல்ொடொர்க்கு ஈடல் இதொது ன் உண்கணதிக 
தணற்குித்ட பரிைள் பபநிப்டுத்துைின். 

‘ஈடலும் துய்த்டலும் இல்தொர்க்கு இல்பச் பசய்பிக கைம்ணிை ண்டடி’ (குறுந்.63) ன் 
குறுந்படொகைப் ொலும் பொனள் இல்தொர், ஈடகனேம் ஈடொல் பனம் இன்த்கடனேம் அகத னடிதொது 
ன்று குிப்ிடுைிது. தப பொனள் ன்து அத்கடனேம் இன்த்கடனேம் அகதகபக்கும் இகஞப்னப் 
ொணொை இனக்ைிது ன் ைனத்து பற்னறுத்டப்டுபகடக் ைொஞனடிைிது. 

பொனகநத் தடொடபர்க்குப் னைழ், இன்ம், பைொக ஆைித னென்றும் இல்க ன்று குிப்ிடுைிது என 
ற்ிகஞப் ொல் (214). த்கட எனத்டி, இபர்க்கு ஈதொச் பசல்பம் னைனொைப் பி பபநிப்ொடது 
தொ, ன் ன் பனந்துை’ (அைம்.276) ன்று பஞ்சிம் கூறுபகட அைொனூற்ில் ைொஞனடிைிது. 

தப பொனநின் இன்ிதகணதொகண ல்தபறு ிகைநில் சங்ை இக்ைிதங்ைநில் பற்னறுத்டப்டுபது 
தொக்ைத் டக்ைது. 

பொனநின் தன்: 

‘அன் ைகப்ொஅ பொழ்க்கைனேம் ின் ைகச் பசொஅச் பசல்பனம் இண்டும் பொனநின் ஆகும்’ 
(அைம்.155) ன்து பொனநின் டககணகத பினேறுத்டிச் பசொல்லும் குல் ஆகும்.  

‘அம்டகப் ிரிதொது எழுைலும், சிந்ட 

தைநிர் தைடு ஊன்லும், ொலம் 



பனந்டொ உள்நபணொடு இனந்தடொர்க்கு இல்’ (அைம்.173) ன் ொில் பொனள் சுற்த்டொரின் துதர் 
துகத்டல் குிப்ிப்டுைிது.  

‘பசறுதபொர் பசம்ணல் பொட்லும், தசர்ந்தடொர்க்கு 

உறும்இத்து உபக்கும் உடபி ஆண்கணனேம் 

இல்இனந்து அகணதபொர்க்கு இல்’ ன்று (அைம்.231) டகபன் பொனள் தடடிச் பசன்டொைக் 
குிப்ிப்டுைிது. கைபரின் பசனக்ைிக அக்குபது பொனள் ன் ைனத்து இங்குக் ைனத்தூன்ி 
தொக்ைத்டக்ைது. 

‘இப்தொர் ந்துகை ிகத, னப்தொர் னம்னஇல் உள்நபணொடு னதுபடந்து உபக்கும் அனம் பொனள் 
தபட்ம்’ (அைம்.389) ன்று இப்தொர்க்கு உடவுடற்குப் பொனள் தன்டுடகனேம், ண்ர்ைலக்குச் 
பசல்பம் பனைவும் டகபிதின் தடொள்ைள் ல் அஞிைன்ைகநப் னஞவும் (ற்.286) பொனள் உடவும் 
ன்று குிப்ிப்டுைிது. அனள், கைதனித்டல், னஞர்ச்சி பல் இகப தொவும் பொனநொல் பொம் 
ன்று ைித்படொகை (11) குிப்ிடுைிது. 

தப பொனநின் தன் அத்கடப் பறுபது, பைொக, னைழ், னஞர்ச்சி ஆைித இன்த்கடப் பறுபது 
ன்டொை அகணபது சுட்டிக்ைொட்ப்ட்டுப் பொனள் தடடும் தபட்கை ணிகுபிக்ைப்டுைிது. 

பொனள் தடடும் தொக்ைம்: 

பொனள் தடடுபடற்ைொ தொக்ைங்ைள் சங்ை இக்ைிதங்ைநில் ணிைவும் உதர்பொைதப 
டுத்துகக்ைப்டுைின். பொனநடீ்டும் னதற்சி பபற்ொைப் பொனள் தசைரித்டல், பநம் பறுடல், டன் 
குடும்த்டிற்கு ஊட்ணநித்டல் ன் அநபில் ணட்டும் அகணபடன்று ன்தும் அம்னதற்சிக்கு என 
சனெைிகப்ட் ின்ஞி பனங்ைப்டுபதும் ைனடத்டக்ைது. அடொபது பொனநடீ்டும் னதற்சிக்கு என 
பொதுகண தொக்ைம் ைற்ிக்ைப்டுைிது. சங்ை இக்ைிதங்ைகநப் பொறுத்டபக பொனநடீ்டுபது ன்து 
இனிபொ என்ல்; ணொொை சனெைத்டின் பொதுக்ைட்டுணொங்ைலக்கு உடவுபடொகும். 

தப என பகைதொ டத்துப ிகப்ட் ிககதப் பொனநடீ்டும் னதற்சிக்குத் ட இக்ைிதங்ைள் 
னதன்றுள்நகண பபநிப்டுைின்து. 

‘ினக்கு  னதலும் தனள் பஞ்சம்’ (ற்.186) ன்று  பொனள் தடடும் உள்நம் 
னைழ்ந்துகக்ைப்டுைிது. ினக்கு ஈடல் தபண்டிதத பொனள் தடப்டுைிது ன்றுகக்ைிது ஏர் 
அைொனூற்றுப் ொல்(53). ‘ஈடல் இன்ம் பபஃைி தணபச் \ பசய்பொனள் டிபொைி’ (அைம்.69) ன்றும் 
ஈதொகண இனிவு (ைி.1) ன்றும் குிப்ிப்டுைிது. 

‘பொனள் ன்து ல்ொக் ைொத்டிலும் ணடிப்னகதடொை இனப்ினும், அடக அம் சொர்ந்டடொைக் கூறும் 
ைனத்து சங்ை இக்ைிதத்டொற் பப்டும். ….. பொனகந ஈட்டுடல், பசவு பசய்டல் ஆைித ல்ொச் 
பசதல்ைநிலும் அ தொக்ைதண இனந்டது’ ன்ைிொர் கு.பப.ொசுப்ிணஞிதன் (சங்ை இக்ைிதத்டில் சனெை 
அகணப்னைள்:.120). 



தப சங்ைப் பொனநிதல் சிந்டக ன்து அத்டிற்கு உட்ட் என்ொைவும் அம் ன் 
ைட்டுணொத்டின் தணததத உனபொக்ைப்டுபடொைவும் சித்டரிக்ைப்டுபது குிப்ித்டக்ைத் டத்துபொர்த்ட 
அடிப்ககத பனங்குைிது ொம். 

பொனள் டிட்ல்: 

பிகதத ஆபர்க்கு உதித ன்று ணிக்ைிதங்ைள் பற்னறுத்டிொலும் உற்த்டிதிினந்து அல்து உல் 
உகனப்ிினந்து பண்ைள் பிக்ைி கபக்ைப்ட்பர்ைள் அல்ர். ‘ைண்டக்குத் படரிதொட உகனப்ன’ ன்த 
அபர்ைநின் உகனப்ன சணைொத்டில் ொர்க்ைப்டுைிது. ‘பொனநடீ்ல்’ ன் பிகதில் ஈடுடும் ஆண்ைகந 
பி, அடிைணொ அநவு உல் உகனப்கச் சிந்தும் சனெைப் ிரிபிொைப் பண்ைதந இனக்ைிொர்ைள். 

சங்ை ைொப் குடிதில் பண்ைள் ல்ொக் ைொங்ைகநனேம் தொதப பொனலற்த்டி, பொஞிைம் னடொ 
அடிப்கைநில் பொனநடீ்டுபொைவும் உள்நர். உணஞப் பண்டிர் உப்ன பிற்றுப் பொனநடீ்டிதகணகத 
அைொனூறு சுட்டிக் ைொட்டுைிது. 

‘பல்லும் உப்னம் தத; ஊரீர்! 

பைொள்ந ீதொபபச் தசரிபடொறும் தபலும் 

அவ்பொங்கு உந்டி, அகணத்தடொ நொய்!’ (அைம்.390) 

‘உப்ன பொக பல்ின் னெல் பபண் தசொறு 

அதிக துனந்ட அம்னநிச் பசொரிந்து, 

பைொழுணீன் டிபதொடு குறுணைள் பைொடுக்கும்’ (அைம்.60) 

தொன்கப உணஞர் பண்டிர் உப்ன பிற்கணக்குச் சொன்றுைள் ஆகும். இகப ணட்டுணின்ிச் சங்ை 
இக்ைிதப் ப்ில் பிரிபொ குிப்னைள் உள்ந. 

னல்க ிப் பண்ைள் ொல்பிகப் தன்ைள் பிற்றுப் பொனநொடொப் தன் ய்டிதகண சங்ை 
இக்ைிதத்டில் ணிகுடிதொ இங்ைநில் டிவு பசய்தப்ட்டுள்நது.  

‘………………………………… ஆய்ணைள் 

டதிர் பைொடு பந்ட டசும்னம், ிகத 

ரின் பொழ்ர் தர் இல் அரிகபதர் 

குநக் ைீழ் பிகநந்ட ைநக் பைொள் பபண்பஞல்  

ணிைந்டர் பைொடுப்…………………’ (னம்.33) 

-தப பண்ைள் உப்னபிற்றும் ொல்,தணொர்,டதிர்,பய் பிற்றும் பொனநடீ்டிர் ன்து னப்டுைிது.  

உஞவு தசைரித்டல், தபட்கதொடுடல் ன்டிினந்து உஞவு உற்த்டி பசய்டல் ன்று பநர்ந்டது ணிை 
னக்ைிதணொ பொனலற்த்டிச் பசதல்ொடு ஆகும். இக்குழு பொழ்க்கைதில் பண்ைள் கைதில் இனந்ட 



பிபசொத உற்த்டி ன்தும் ிற்ைொத்டில் அசு உனபொக்ைக் ைொத்டில் னடித டன்கணைகந ட்டிதது. 
ொசக் ைட்டுணொங்ைள், னடித உற்த்டி னககணைள்  அகப பிரிபகந்ட. 

டிச்பசொத்து, குடும்ம் ஆைித ைட்டுணொங்ைள் ஆண் டககணதிக ற்றுக் பைொள்படொதி. ஆண்கண 
பண்கண ன் இனகண டிர்வுைநில் ‘பனகணனேம் உனும் ஆடூஉ தண’ (படொல். ) ன்று தச தபண்டித 
அபசிதம் ற்டுைிது. தப பொனள் தடடுடல் உனுகத னதற்சிதொை னன்கபக்ைப்டுபது குிப்ித் 
டக்ைது. 

பொனள் தடடுடில் பண்ைள்: 

‘னந்ீர் பனக்ைம் ணைடூஉதபொடில்க’ (படொல்.அைம்.34) ன்று படொல்ைொப்ிதம் குிப்ிடுைிது. டகணைன் 
டன் டகபிததொடு ைத்டிதிக் ைல் டொண்டிச் பசல்படில்க ன்து அடன் பசய்டி. ஆொல் இடற்குச் 
சிர் பொனள் பைொள்லம் னககணதிக டுத்துக்ைொட்டி ணறுத்துகக்ைிொர் டி.சு.ொசுந்டொர். 
அடொபது, ‘டகணைன் டன் டகபிததொடு ைத்டிதிக் ைல் டொண்டிச் பசல்படில்க; ஆதினும் 
ைொிதி ொட்டிகதத பசல்பதுண்டு’ ன்று டணக்கு தபண்டித பகைதொய்ப் பொனந்டொப் பொனலகத்துப் 
‘பொனள் பொனட்டுத் டகபன் டகபிததொடு பசல்லும் பனக்ைம் ண்டு ிைழ்டலுண்டு’ ன்று 
உண்கணகதத் டிரித்துக் கூறுபொனனநர்’ (ொசுந்டொர்.டி.சு; ண்கத் டணினர் இன்ிதல் பொழ்க்கை: 
.149) ன்ைிொர். தணற்குித்ட ைனத்துக்கு இக்ைிதச் சொன்று துணினப்கட டுத்துக்ைொட்டும் 
ச்சிொர்க்ைிிதர் அடகத் டிட்பட்ணொை ணறுத்துகக்ைிொர். 

டகபன் டன் டகபிகதனேம் உன் கூட்டிக் பைொண்டு டன்னூர் ந்து பசல்பபடல்ொம், அபலன் 
தொறுங் குநனும் டிந்ட ீர் பிகநதொடினேம், குன்றும் பொனிலுந் டங்ைிப் ன பிகநதொடினேம் அங்பைல்ொம் 
ைொஞப்டும் னது ணைிழ்ச்சிதிக தைர்ந்துகடற்தைதொ பணன்று, 

‘தொறுங் குநனுங் ைொவும் ஆடிப் 

டிதிைந்து தைர்டலும் உரித பபன்’ (படொல்.ைற்ன.50) 

ன்று ைற்ிதற்ைண் என தற்ொ இதற்ி ிறுத்துைின்ொர் ‘ ன்ைிொர் அபர். (.149)  

தப பொனள் ொடி தபற்று ொட்டிற்குச் பசல்லும் டகணைன் டன் டகபிகதனேம் உன் கூட்டிச் 
பசல்ல் ண்கத் டணிழ் பனக்ைன்பன்த படற்ப உஞல் தபண்டும் ன்ொர் அபர். தப 
பண்ைள் பொனள் தடடிப் னம் பதர்டில்க ன்தடொடு, பொனள்தடடிச் பசல்லும் டகபனுன் 
தசர்ந்து தஞப்டுடல் இல்க ொம். அவ்பொறு இனப்ின் ‘பொனள் பதிற் ிரிடல்’ ன் இக்ைித 
உத்டிதத பொனநற்றுப் தொகும் ன்து பப்டுைிது. 

பொனள் தடடுடல் ஆபர் இதல்பல்: 

பசய்பொனட்கு அைல்பது ன்து ஆபர் ண்ன; அப்ிரிகப ணைநிர் பொறுத்டினத்டல் ைகண ன்று 
தசுைிது ற்ிகஞப்ொல் (24) என்று. ‘பசதல்டு ணத்டர் பசய்பொனட் ைைல்பர் ஆபதுபடன் 
ண்த’ ன்ைிது அது. தப ‘பிகதத ஆபர்க்கு உதித’ ன்கடதத ண்கத இக்ைிதங்ைள் 



ல்தபறு பகைைநில் பற்னறுத்துபகடக் ைொஞனடிைிது. ‘உத்டிததொைம் னன ட்சஞம்’ ன்னும் டற்ைொச் 
பசொபககத ிகவுறுத்டிக் பைொள்நொம். 

பொனள் னதற்சி பகைைலம் ிரிவும்: 

உைத்டில் பொனள் தடடும் பனிைநொனேள்ந படொனில்ைபநல்ொம் அிவு னதற்சினேம் உல் னதற்சினேம்  
இன பகைப்டும் ன்ொர் டி.சு.ொசுந்டொர் (:155). அிவு னதற்சி ன்து னபர், அகணச்சர், ைஞக்ைர் 
னடிததொர் டங்ைள் அிவுத் டித்டொலும் னகணத் டித்டொலும் பொனநடீ்டுபடொகும். உல்னதற்சி ன்து 
இகப டபிர்ந்ட உற்த்டி, பொஞிைம், தொர் னடிதகப ஆகும். 

அிவு னதற்சிக்ைொ ிரிவு ன்து டிங்ைள் ொட் ைஞக்ைிததத அகணந்டினக்ை தபண்டும். பன்ொல் 
அகப குறுைித ைொ னதற்சிதத ஆகும். ஆொல் உல் னதற்சி ன்து பனம்ொலும் டிங்ைள், னப 
(இனது)க் ைஞக்ைிததத இனந்டினக்ை தபண்டும்.  

‘ிரிபின் ீட்ம் ிம்பதர்ந் துகதபொர்க் 

குரித டன்த தொண்டுபக தறுத்டல்’ (இகதொைப்பொனள்) 

ன்று குிப்ிப்டுபதும் ிற்ைொ பனக்கு ொம். 

ிரிவுக் ைொம்: 

டணிழ் ணில் டுத்துகக்ைப்ட் ிரிவுைள் அறுபகைப்டும். 

அகப, 1. உதர்ைல்பி, 2. ொடு ைொத்டல், 3. தொர் னரிடல், 4. பொனநடீ்ல், 5. அசனுக்கு உடபி, 6. 
த்கடதர் ிணித்டம் ிரிடல். 

பொனள் பதிற் ிரிடல் ன்து பொனள் பதிற் ிரினேம் டகணைன் ஏொண்டுக்குள் டினம்னபொன் ன்து 
இநம்னஞர் ைனத்டொகும் (190). 

க்ைொத்டில் ிரிவு?: 

இக்ைஞிைநொல் அகதொநப்டுத்டப்ட் ஆறு பனம்பொழுதுைநில் ிரிடற்குரித பொழுது தபில் 
னபணொகும். ‘டகபன் டகபிதர்க்குட் ிரிவு ிைழ்பபடல்ொம் டகபன் ொடிகதிட்டுங் 
ைொடிகதிட்டும் பபநிதத பசன்று ைனடித படொனிக னதன்று னடித்டற்தை தொடின், அங்ஙபணொன 
தொர்ச்பசதல் னடொ பனஞ்பசதல்ைகந தணற்பைொண்டு னதன்று னடித்டற்கு உரித ைொம் அபற்கு 
தபிற் னபதணதொகும்’ (டி.சு.ொசுந்டொர்;159) ன்ர். கத னபங்ைபநல்ொம் ைனடித தபககத 
னடித்டற்கு ணகனதொலும் ிதொலும் இகனைறு தப்பொகும்.  

‘உைத்டில் ிைழும் ன னதற்சிைபநல்ொம் பனம்ொலும் தபிற் னபத்டிததத ிக்ழ்டலும், 
ைொர்ப்னபத்தட ிறுத்டப்டுடலுங் ைண்கூொகும். தப என பசதகபதடுத்து னதன்று ஆற்தபண்டுந் 
டகணைன் அது பசய்டற்குரித தபிற்னபத்தட ிரிந்து, அச்பசதன் னதற்சி ைொர்ைொந் படொங்ைிதவுன் 
ிைனணொட்ொகணதின் அக்ைொர்ைொத் படொக்ைத்தட அம்னதற்சிகத னடித்துக் பைொண்தொ அல்டடக 
ிறுத்டிக் பைொண்தொ ணீள்பபன்து ன்கு பப்டும்’ (டி.சு.ொசுந்டொர்;.159) ன்ர். 



ஆைதபடொன், ‘டுவுிகத் டிகஞதத ண்ைல் தபிபொடு…’ (படொல்.அை.9) ன்று ொகத்டிகஞக்குரித 
பனம்பொழுகடக் குிப்ிடுைிது படொல்ைொப்ிதம். இனத்டக உரிப்பொனநொைக் பைொண் 
னல்கத்டிகஞக்கு, ‘ைொனம் ணொகனேம் னல்க’ (படொல்.அைம்.6) ன்ைிது. 

பொனள் தடடும் னதற்சிக்கு பறுகண ைொஞணொ? 

அை இக்ைிதங்ைநில் குிப்ிப்டும் டகபன் பநகண குன்ிதபொைக் ைொட்ப்பபில்க. ‘ொடு 
ைினதபொன், குன்று ைினதபொன்’ ன்று பநகண ணிகுந்டபொைதப சிந்டரிக்ைப்டுைிொன். அவ்பொொதின் 
அபன் டது னெடொகடதர்ைநொல் தசைரித்து கபக்ைப்ட் பொனநிதல் பநம் உகதபொைதப 
படன்டுைிொன். 

படொல்ைொப்ிதப் பொனநடிைொத்டில் இநம்னஞர், எனபனுகத பொனள் பவு பி ன்று ொன்கு 
னகதிகக் குிப்ிடுைிொர் (217). 

1. டொதத்டொன் ய்துப 
2. எனபன் பைொடுப் எனபன் பறுப 
3. உனவு னடித பிகதொன் பனப 
4. கைபரிணினந்து பறுப 

டொதத்டொல் ய்டித பொனநிதல் பநத்கட உகதபொைத் டகபன் இனப்ின் அபற்க கபத்து 
இல்த்கட இிது த்டிச் பசல்ொணல் டகபிகதப் ிரிந்து துன்னற்றுப் பொனநடீ்டும் னதற்சிதில் 
டகபன் ன் ஈடு தபண்டும் ன் பிொபபழுைிது.  

‘னன்தொர் தடடி கபத்ட பொனகநச் பசவு பசய்தொணல், டன் னதற்சிதொல் பொனள்தடடிச் பசவு 
பசய்டல் குடும்த் டகபனுக்கு உரித ைகணதொை இனந்டது’ ன்று டது ஏபச் பசய்டிதில் 
குிப்ிடுைிொர் ன.ப. 

பொனள்பதிற் ிரிடபன்து ல்குவு ைொஞணொைபன்று ன்று டுத்துகக்ைிொர் க்ைீர். இகதொர் 
ைநபிதல் உகதில் (36) ின்பனணொறு குிப்ிடுைிொர். 

‘இிப் பொனள்பதிற் ிரினேதண பதின் னன்ர்ப் பொனநிொதிொொம், ஆைதப ள்நர்ப் ஞித்டலும் 
இந்தடொர்க் ைீடலும் ன்னும் இகபபதல்ொம் பொனட்குகொடுகதொர்க்கு ிைனொகணதின் 
இக்குகொடுைபநல்ொம் உகதொம்; அகப னேகதொது பொனபிப்ன ன்கததொ பபன்து…. பொனட் 
ிஞிபதன்து பொனநிொய்ப் ிரினேபணன்டன்று, டன் னதுகுபொற் கக்ைப்ட் ல்தபறு பகைப்ட் 
பொனபநல்ொங் ைிந்டதுணன், அது பைொடு துய்ப்து ஆண்கணத் டன்கண தன்பத் டது டொநொற்ொற் 
கத்ட பொனள் பைொண்டு பனங்ைி பொழ்படற்குப் ிரினேபணன்து’ ன்று குிப்ிடுைிொர். 

தப னன்தொர் பொனகநத் துய்த்டல் ன்து டொநொண்கணக்கு அனைொைொடடொலும் அம்னன்தொரின் 
பனஞ்பசல்பம் டன் ைொத்டில் டக்கு உடபிதது தொதப பனங்ைொத் டது சந்டடிக்கு உடப 
தபண்டும் ன் அடிப்கதிலும் பொனத்டணற்து ஆகும். ‘அம்னன்தொர் ஞபணன்து டகபனுக்குப் 
பொனள் தடடும் னபனம் ஆற்லும் பனந்துகஞனேம் உடபிதொய் ிற்ற்குரிததடதன்ி அடற்கு தணலும் 
அபற்கு அஃது உடபிதொக் ைன்ொணொடொலும் டகபன் டொன் தணற்பைொண் இல்பொழ்க்கைதிக 
த்துடற்குத் டொத னதன்று பொனள் தடடுடக பினம்ிொன்’ (டி.சு.ொசுந்டொர்:.154) ன்ர். 



டினணஞத்துக்குனன்ன்பொனள்தடபில்க? 
டகபிகதத் டகபன் பகந்து பைொள்லடற்கு னன்ர்ப் பொனள் தடடிச் பசல்லுடல் பனபனக்ைில்க. 
சிொர் னபத்டிினந்து பநர்ந்து இகநஜொைத் டகபன் உனணொித ைொத்டிததத டகபிதின் ணீடொ 
ைொடல் ற்டுைிது. தப அக்ைொைட்த்டில் பொனகநத் தடடுடல் உரித பசதன்று. டகபன் 
டினணஞம் பசய்து பைொள்லபடற்கு னன்ர்ப் பொனள் தடடிததுண்டு ன்றும் அது டகபிகத பகடற் 
பொனட்த ன்றும் டி.சு.ொசுந்டொர் குிப்ிடுபொர் (ண்கத் டணினர் இன்ிதல் பொழ்க்கை;.153). 
டினணஞத்டிற்ைொ பொனகநத் டகபன் ஈட்டிொத டபி, டினணஞத்துக்குப் ிந்கடத குடும்த்டிற்ைொ 
பொனகந ஈட்பில்க. தப டகபிகத அபன் ணஞம் பசய்ட ிகு பொனள் தடடிச் பசல் 
தபண்டித ைட்ொதம் உனபொைிது ொம். 

‘டினணஞத்துக்கு னன்ொல் பொனள் தடடும் ஆண்கணப் னபதண அபன் பப்பற்ிொடொலும் 
பகடலுக்குப் ின்ொல் ிைனபினக்கும் இல்பொழ்க்கைதின் பொனட்டு அபன் னன்தணதத பொனள் 
படொகுத்துக் பைொள்லடற்கு இணில்க. தப டினணஞஞ் பசய்துபைொண்டன் ின்ர்த்டொன் டகபன் 
டது இல்பொழ்க்கைக்கு தபண்ப்டும் பொனகநத் தடடுடற்கு இம் பற்ொன்’ ன்ர் (:154). 

தப டினணஞத்டிற்குப் ிதை பொனள் தடடும் னதற்சி டீபிம் பறுைிது ன்து ைபத்டிற் பைொள்நத் 
டக்ைது. 

அிபித்துப் ிரிடல்: 

இகதொர் அைப்பொனள் ிரிடக அிபித்துப் ிரிடல், அிபிதொணல் ிரிடல் ன்று இனபகைதொைப் 
குக்ைிது. ஆொல், டகபன் டகபிகதப் ிரிடக அிபித்துப் ிரிடத சிப்ன ன்றும் 
குிப்ிடுைிது அது. தப டகபன் டகபிகதப் பொனள்பதிற் ிரிதப்தொைிதன் ன்று அிபிப்டன் 
ைொஞணொைதப ிரிபடற்ைொ சூனலும் இக்ைிதத் டநனம் ைிகக்ைிது ொம். 

பொனநொ? னஞர்பொ?: 

அத்கடனேம் பொனகநனேம், அத்கடனேம் இன்த்கடனேம் டிர் னஞொைச் சித்டரிக்கும் ணன சங்ை 
இக்ைிதக்ைொத்டிததத தடொற்ம் பற்றுபிட்படினும் அபற்க இகஞவுடுத்தும் னதற்சிைலம் 
அக்ைொைட்த்டிததத பபநிப்ட்கணகதக் ைொஞனடிைிது. தணற்குித்ட டிர்வு பிடந்தடொடப்ட் 
இக்ைிதக்ைொைட்ணொைப் க்டி இக்ைிதங்ைள் இனக்ைின். பொனள் ணற்றும் னஞர்வு குித்ட டத்துப 
பிபொடம் சங்ை அை இக்ைிங்ைநில் பொனள்பதிற் ிரிபின் ிணித்டம் தணற்பைொள்நப்ட்டினக்ைிது.  

‘னஞரின் னஞொது பொனதந பொனள்பதின் 

ிரிதின் னஞொது னஞர்தப…’ (ற்.16)  

னஞர்ச்சி இன்த்டிலீடுட்டுப் பொனள்பதிற் ிரிதொடினப்ின் பொனள் னஞொது ன்தும் பொனள்பதிற் 
ிரிந்து பசன்ொல் டகபிதின் னஞர்கபப் பறுடல் இதொது ன்துணொ னண் டர்க்ைம் தட்ணொைச் 
பசொல்ப்ட்டுள்நது.  

டகபிகதப் ிரிடல் ன்து உைிதொர் பனங்கும் அபிகதப் னக்ைஞித்டடொகும் ன்று 
ற்ிகஞதில் (337) தடொனி தசுைிொள். ஆொலும் தடொனிக்ைொ டிர்க்குலும் அை இக்ைிதங்ைநில் 



இல்ொணல் இல்க. ‘அன் ைகப்ொ பொழ்க்கைகதப் பொனள் டனபடொல் டகபர் ிரிடல் சரிதொதட’ 
(அைம்.155) ன்று டகபன் கூிதடொைத் டகபி கூறுபதும் ைபத்டிற்குரிதது. தப பொனள், னஞர்வு 
குித்ட பிபொடம் அை இக்ைிதப் பொனள் பதிற் ிரிபில் தட்ணொை கபறுபது குிப்ித்டக்ைது. 

பொனள் தடடுடகப் னித்துகத்டல்: 

பொனநின் இன்ிதகணதொகண பற்னறுத்டப்டினும் அைபொழ்க்கை அடக ற்ல் நிடில்க. தப 
பொனள் தடடும் னதற்சிகதப் னித்டலும் பொனள் தடடும் டகபகப் னித்டலுணொ பசதல்ொடுைள் 
டிர்ப்தப பசய்ைின். தபடொன் பொனள் தடடிச் பசல்லும் டகபக ‘அனள் இல்ொடபன்’ 
ன்றும் ‘இங்ைொடபன்’ ன்றும் (அைம் 75) குிப்ிடுைின்ர் பண்டிர். ‘பொனகநதத ம்ணினும் 
பினம்ிொர் டகபர்’ (அைம்.53) ன்றும் ைடிந்துகக்ைின்ர். ைித்படொகை 13 ஆம் ொில் ‘பொனள் 
தடடுடக தபண்ொ னதற்சி க் கூபந்ட தடொனினேம், டன்கதிதொது, ைொடர் பொழ்வுக்குப் பொனள் 
தபண்டுபணன்கடனேம், அது பசந்பிதொற் பசய்தப் தபண்டுபணன்கடனேம் கூிொள்’ 
(கு.பப.ொசுப்ிணஞிதன்:.120) ன்ர். 

அை இக்ைிதங்ைநில் பொனள் தடடும் னதற்சிைள் டடுத்து ிறுத்டப்ட் தொத் தடொன்ினும் அகப 
பசபழுங்ைததன்ிச் பசவு டபிர்டல் இல்க’ ன்ொர் கு.பப.ொசுப்ிஞிதன் (:120-121). 

ிரிபின் பிகநவுைள்: 

ிரிவுச் பசய்டி தைட்டுத் டகபி டுக்குறுடலும் அகடக்ைண்டு டகபன் குடலும் ைித்படொகைதில் 
கூப்டுைிது (ைி.13). ிரிபிொல் டகபிதின் னில் பைடும் (அைம்.81), பகந பைிழும் (ற்.26), 
தணி சப்னறும் (குறுந்.33), ைபின் பைடும் (ங்.310), தொனேறும் (ைி.2) ன்பல்ொம் ிரிபின் 
பிகநவுைள் குிப்ிப்டுைின்.  

இடன் உச்சணொை ‘சி ொட்ைநில் டினம்ி பனபடொைச் பசொல்லும் டகபத, ீ பனம் பகதில் இபள் 
உதிர் பொனொள் ன்கட ன்ைிந்ட ின் பசல்ை!’ (ற்.19) ன்று தடொனி குிப்ிடுபது ைபத்டிற்குரிதது. 
‘இன்னுதிர் டனடலும் ஆற்றுதணொ’ (ைி.7) ன்றும் குிப்ிப்டுைிது.  

டகபி, டகபின் ிரிகப ற்றுப் தசும் னரிந்துஞர்வு அம்சங்ைலம் சங்ை இக்ைிதப் ொல்ைநில் 
உந (ற்.214). தப பொனள்பதிற் ிரிடல் ன்கடப் னித்டலும் பிகநவு கூலும் டகபின் 
அன்க ணிகுபிக்ைதப ொம். 

இக்ைிதத்டின் படொனிற்ொடு: 

பொனநின் இன்ிதகணதொகண குித்துப் னொனூறு னடொ பொது இக்ைித தல்ைநில் தொடிக்ைப்டும் 
அவுகைகந பி, தணற்குித்ட அை இக்ைிதங்ைதந பொசிப்ொநின் ணத்டில் தண்ஞித டொக்ைங்ைகந 
ற்டுத்துைின். இக்ைிதத்டின் பிதத்டகு படொனிற்ொடும் அதுடொன். ைனத்டிதல்ைகந ிகிறுத்ட 
இக்ைிதங்ைள் உற்த்டி பசய்தப்டுைின் ன் ணொர்க்ின் கூற்று இங்கு ிகவுகூத்டக்ைது. 

பொனள்பதிற் ிரிடல், பசபழுங்குபித்டல், ஆற்ிதினத்டல் ன்கப தொவுதண பொனநடீ்ல் அடற்ைொ 
பொது ற்னிககத உனபொக்குடல் ன் அடிப்கதிினந்தட உனபொக்ைப்ட்டுள்ந ொம்.  



னடிபொை… 

உககணச் சனெைத்டில் ஆண்ைள் டககணதிம் பற்டன் ின்ஞிதில் பொனள் தடடுடலும் அபற்றுக்கு 
என பொதுிகப்ட் தொக்ைத்கட பனங்குபதும் அடற்ைொ பொதுச் சனெைத்டின் ற்கக் தைொனபதுதண 
பொனள்பதிற் ிரிவு குித்ட இக்ைிதச் பசதல்ொட்டின் அடிப்கதொைின்.  

பொனநின் இன்ிதகணதொகண, ிகதொகண ன் டிர் னண்ைலம் பொனநிொல் பிகநனேம் தன்ைள், 
இனப்கப ற்ித டிர்வுைலம் ிறுப பினம்னபது பொனநின் ற்கத்டொன்.  

கைப்பொனகந பணய்ப்பொனநொக்கும் டத்துபொர்த்ட னதற்சிதில் அை இக்ைிதங்ைள் பனம்ங்கு 
பைித்டினக்ைின் ொம். 

 

னடன்கணச் சொன்ொடொங்ைள்: 

1. அைொனூறு 
2. குறுந்படொகை 
3. னொனூறு 
4. ற்ிகஞ 
5. ைித்படொகை (அகத்து தல்ைலம் ன்.சி.ி.ச் பபநிதீடுைள், டிப்ொசிரிதர்ைள்: அ.ணொ.ரிணஞம், 

கு.பப.ொசுப்ிணஞிதன்; ப்.2004) 
6. படொல்ைொப்ிதம் (ணர்த ஸ்.ொம் டிப்ன) 

 
     துகஞகணச் சொன்ொடொங்ைள்: 
1. ------------- ‘இகதொர் ைநபிதலுக’; டினபல்தபி கசபசித்டொந்ட தற்டிப்னக் ைனைம்; 1963. 
2. ொசுப்ிணஞிதன் கு.பப; ‘சங்ை இக்ைிதத்டில் சனெை அகணப்னைள்’; டணிழ்ப்ல்ைகக் ைனைம், 

டஞ்சொவூர்;டிசம்ர் 1994. 
3. ொசுந்டொர் டி.சு; ‘ண்கத் டணினர் இன்ிதல் பொழ்க்கை’; டினபல்தபி கசபசித்டொந்ட 

தற்டிப்னக் ைனைம்; 1960. 
4. படொசொர்.ன; ‘ஏபச் பசய்டி’; ொரிிகதம், பசன்க;1980. 

 

  



 

T.ï£èó£ü¡ -& ñ£ŸÁ å¿‚è•¬î º¡¬õ•î è¬ôë¡ 

 

².Þó«ñw, 

îI›•¶¬ø, Þ‣¶‚ è™ÖK, ð†ì£Hó£‥, ªê¡¬ù& 72 

 

 ¹¶¬ñ․H•îQ™ ªî£ìƒAò ïiù•¶õ è¬îªê£™½‥ ñó¹, ªî£ì˜‣¶ ð™«õÁ 

è¬îë˜èO¡ ºòŸCèO¡ áì£è Üî¡ Ýö•¬î»‥ MK¬õ»‥ «î ðòí․ð†ì¶. 

åšªõ£¼ è£ôè†ì•F½‥ «î£¡Á‥ è¬îò£CKò¡ î¡ ðƒè£è ã«î£ å¼ «ê£î¬ù 

ºòŸC¬ò• î‥ ð¬ì․H¡ õNò£è• «î´Aø£¡. Ü•«î´î™ å¼ ºŸÁªðø£î º¬õ 

«ï£‚A Üõ¬ù ïè˜•F„ ªê™Aø¶. Þšõ£ø£è ºŸÁªðø£î ñ£ŸÁ å¿‚è•F¡ «îì¬ô 

«ï£‚A î‥ ¹¬ùè¬îè¬÷„ ªê½•Fò ñè•î£ù è¬ôë¡î£¡ T.ï£èó£ü¡. 

 

 T.ï£èó£ü¡, 1929&Ý‥ Ý‡´ ªê․ì‥ð˜ 1&Ý‥ «îF ñ¶¬óJ™ Hø‣î£˜. î‣¬î 

ªðò˜ è«íê Ü…ò˜; ðöQJ™ õö‚èPë˜ ªî£N¬ô «ñŸªè£‡´ õ‣î£˜. T.ï£èó£üQ¡ 

ï£¡è£õ¶ õòF™ Üõó¶ î£ò£˜ âF˜ð£ó£îMîñ£è å¼ Hóêõ•F¡«ð£¶ Þø‣¶M†ì£˜. 

T.ï£èó£üÂ‚° Þó‡´ ê«è£îKèœ, æ˜ Ü‡í¡, å¼ î‥H âù Þ¼‣îù˜. 

T.ï£èó£üQ¡ Hœ¬÷․ð¼õ‥ Üõó¶ î£…õN․ð£† i†™ èN‣î¶. ï£¡è£‥ 

õ°․¹õ¬ó ñ¶¬ó F¼ñƒèô•F™ ð•î£˜. Þ÷¬ñJ«ô«ò T.ï£èó£ü¡ îI›, ÝƒAô‥ 

ÝAò ªñ£NèO™ ¹ô¬ñ I‚èõó£è M÷ƒAù£˜. ÞõK¡ ÝƒAô à„êK․¬ð‚ è‡´ 

ðô¼‥ Mò‣îù˜. Þõ¼‚°․ H•î ð£ì‥ èEîñ£è Þ¼‣î¶. Côè£ô‥ T.ï£èó£üQ¡ 

î‣¬î è«íê ä…ò˜ Üõ¬ó․ ðœO‚° ÜÂ․ð£ñ™ î£«ñ ð£ìƒè¬÷„ ªê£™L‚ 

ªè£´•î£˜. Ýù£™, â†´ ñŸÁ‥ å¡ðî£‥ õ°․¹è¬÷ e‡´‥ ñ£ñ£ i†™ îƒA 

F¼ñƒèô‥ H.«è.ï£ì£˜ àò˜G¬ô․ðœOJ½‥ ð•¶, ðFªù£¡ø£‥ õ°․¹è¬÷• 

î‣¬î»ì¡ îƒA ðöQ â‥.ªý„.ðœOJ½‥ ðJ¡ø£˜. Þ¡ì˜ eò†¬ì ñ¶¬ó‚ 

è™ÖKJ™ ð•¶, Cø․ð£ù º¬øJ™ «îPù£˜. Ü․«ð£¶ èEî•F™ ËŸÁ‚° ËÁ 

ñF․ªð‡èœ ªðŸøîŸè£è ÜPMò™ ÜPë˜ C.M.ó£ñQìI¼‣¶ T.ï£èó£ü¡ îƒè․ 

ðî‚è‥ ªðŸø£˜ â¡ð¶ °P․Hì•î‚è¶. 

 

 è™ÖK․ ð․¬ð º•î T.ï£èó£ü¡, è£¬ó‚° è™ÖKJ™ å¼ õ¼ì‥ 

Î†ìó£è ðEò£ŸPù£˜. ªî£ì˜‣¶, ªê¡¬ù Ü‚è¾‡ì‡† ªüùó™ Ü½õôè•F™ 

«ê˜‣¶ å¼ õ¼ì‥ ðE¹K‣î£˜. Þò™ð£è«õ èŸH‚°‥ ðEJ™ Ü÷Mô£î ß´ð£´ 

ªè£‡¼‣î T.ï£èó£ü¡, ÜƒA¼‣¶ MôA ñ¶¬ó ÜªñK‚è¡ è™ÖKJ™ 

MK¾¬óò£÷ó£è„ «ê˜‣î£˜. ÜªñK‚è¡ è™ÖKJ™ ðEò£ŸPò è£ôè†ì•F™î£¡ 

Üõ¼‚°‚ è‥ÎQú Þò‚è•«î£´‥ Þô‚Aò•«î£´‥ ªî£ì˜¹ ãŸð†ì¶. H¡ù£†èO™, 

‧â¡ àì‥HL¼‣¶ àJ˜ HKõ¶ õ¬ó ï£¡ è‥ÎQv†î£¡  â¡Á Üõ¼¬ìò ï‡ð¼‥ 

â¿•î£÷¼ñ£ù ²‣îó ó£ñê£IJì‥ ÃÁ‥ Ü÷¾‚° T.ï£èó£üÂ¬ìò è‥ÎQú․ ðŸÁ 

Þ¼‣F¼‚Aø¶. 

  

 T.ï£èó£ü¡ èEî‥ èŸH․ðF™ Iè„Cø‣îõ£è Ü‚è£ô•F™ Þ¼‣F¼‚Aø£˜. 

ÜPõ£Ÿø½‥ èŸH‚°‥ FøÂ‥ ñ£íõ˜èO¬ì«ò»‥ êè ÝCKò˜èO¬ì«ò»‥ 

G˜õ£è•Fìº‥ Üõ¼‚° I°‣î ñKò£¬î¬ò․ ªðŸÁ•î‣îù. è‥dóñ£ù «î£Ÿøº‥ 

ªð£L¾‥Ãò õYèóñ£ù «î£Ÿø‥ T.ï£èó£üÂ¬ìò¶. ªõ‡¬ñGø «õ†»‥ 

T․ð£¾‥î£¡ ÜõK¡ Ü¬ìò£÷‥. ‧è‥dóº‥ ªð£L¾‥Ã ºòƒAò õYèó• «î£Ÿø‥. 

àì™ ðJŸCèOù£™ F‡ñ‥ ªðŸø àì™õ£°. î¡ù‥H‚¬è IO¼‥ ºè‥. åšªõ£¼ 



Ü¬êM½‥ Üµ°º¬øJ½‥ ð£‣îñ£è ªõO․ð´‥ ôò‥. Üõ¬ó․«ð£™ Ýè«õ‡´‥ 

â¡Á â¡ ô†Cò ñQîù£è Üõ¬ó vièK•F¼‣«î¡. ï£½ ºö Üèô‚ è¬ó «õ†J½‥ 

ªõœ¬÷ T․ð£M½‥ ð´ ²•îñ£è â․«ð£¶‥ «î£ŸøñO․ð£˜  (ï¬ìõN‚ °P․¹èœ, 

ð‚.61) â¡Á T.ï£èó£üQì‥ èEî‥ ðJ¡ø â¿•î£÷˜ C.«ñ£è¡ ðF¾ªê…Aø£˜. 

 

ñ£íõ˜èÀ‚° ð£ì‥ ïì•¶‥ Fø¬ñ¬ò‚ è‡ì ÜªñK‚è‚ è™ÖK G˜õ£è‥, 

T.ï£èó£ü¬ù ÜªñK‚è£¾‚° ÜÂ․ð¾‥ º¾ ªê…F¼‣î¶. Ýù£™, è‥ÎQú 

Þò‚è•«î£´ ªè£‡¼‣î ªî£ì˜¹ è£óíñ£è G˜õ£è‥ Þõ¬ó «õ¬ô c‚è‥ ªê…î¶. 

H¡ù˜ õ‣î ï£†èO™ T.ï£èó£ü¡ è†C․ ðEèO™ ß´ð†ìð«ò ñ£íõ˜èÀ‚°• 

îQò£è․ ð£ì‥ èŸH•¶‚ A¬ì•î õ¼ñ£ù•¬î‚ ªè£‡´ ï£†è¬÷ ïè˜•Fù£˜. H¡ù˜, 

è†C• «î£öó£ù êƒèó ï£ó£òí¡ ïì•Fò îQ․ðJŸC‚ è™ÖKJ™ «ê˜‣¶, 1956 ºî™ 

1970&Ý‥ õ¬ó  ðEò£ŸPù£˜. ‧T.ï£èó£ü¡ âƒèœ è™ÖKJ™ õ°․¹ â´‚Aø£˜  â¡Á 

F¬óòóƒ°èO™ M÷‥ðó v¬ô´ è£†´‥ Ü÷MŸ° Þõó¶ èŸH‚°‥ Fø¡ 

Þ¼‣F¼‚Aø¶.  

 

 1959&Ý‥ Ý‡´ T.ï£èó£ü¡ Ýù‣F â¡ø ªð‡¬í• F¼ñí‥ 

ªê…¶ªè£‡ì£˜. Ýù£™, ¶óF˜wìõêñ£è ñíñ£ù ï£¡è£õ¶ ñ£î•F™ Üõó¶ ñ¬ùM 

vìš ªõ•¶ ñóíñ¬ì‣î£˜. Í¡ø£‡´ Þ¬ìªõO‚°․ H¡ù˜, 1962&Ý‥ Ý‡´ 

T.ï£èó£ü¡ ðœO ÝCK¬òò£è․ ðEò£ŸPõ‣î ï£èô†²I¬ò Þó‡ì£‣î£óñ£è 

ñí‣¶ªè£‡ì£˜. Þõ˜èÀ‚° Ýù‣F, è‡í¡ âù Þ¼ °ö‣¬îèœ Hø‣îù˜. 

 

 1957&Ý‥ Ý‡´ ü¨¡ ñ£î‥ ‧Üµ»è‥  â¡ø ºî™CÁè¬î üùê‚F õ£óñôK™ 

Hó²óñ£ù¶. Þ‚è¬îJL¼‣¶î£¡ T.ï£èó£üQ¡ ð¬ì․¹ôè‥ ªî£ìƒ°Aø¶. êóvõF, 

ê£‣F, üùê‚F, Þ¼‥¹•F¬ó, ë£ùóî‥, è‡íî£ê¡, è¬íò£N, êîƒ¬è, 

Þ™ôv«ó†ì† i‚L Ý․ Þ‣Fò£ «ð£¡ø Þî›èO™ ï£èó£üQ¡ â¿•¶‚èœ ªî£ì˜‣¶ 

ªõOõ‣îù. ÝƒAô•F½‥ Cô CÁè¬îèœ â¿FJ¼‚Aø£˜. With Fate Conspires â¡ªø£¼ 

ÝƒAô ï£õ½‥ ÞõK¡ ð¬ì․¹èO™ Üìƒ°‥. CÁè¬î, ï£õ™, è†´¬ó îMó 

¹ŸÁ‚°․ ¹ôõ˜ â¡ø ªðòK™ ‧ë£ùóî‥  ÞîN™ Í¡Á èM¬îè¬÷»‥ â¿FJ¼‚Aø£˜. 

Þõ¼¬ìò ªñ£•î․ ð¬ì․¹è¬÷»‥ ó£üñ£˜•î£‡ì¡ ªî£°•¶ ‧T.ï£èó£ü¡ Ý‚èƒèœ  

â¡ø ªðòK™ è£ô„²õ´ ðF․ðè‥ Íôñ£è ªõOJ†´œ÷£˜. 

 

 T.ï£èó£üQ¡ ºî™ ¹•îèñ£è ªõOõ‣î¶ ‧°ø•F º´‚°  â¡ø °Áï£õ™î£¡. 

‧H•î¡ ð†ì¬ø  â¡ø ðF․ðèªñ£¡¬ø Ýó‥H•¶ 1963&Ý‥ Ý‡´ T.ï£èó£ü«ù 

Þî¬ù․ ¹•îèñ£è‚ ªè£‡´ õ‣î£˜. Ü‚è£ô è†ì•F™ º¬øò£è èõQ‚è․ðì£î 

â¿•î£÷ó£è«õ T.ï£èó£ü¡ Þ¼‣F¼‚Aø£˜. Þõ«ó 1971&Ý‥ Ý‡´, Ü¶õ¬ó î£‥ 

â¿Fò è¬îèOL¼‣¶ 14 è¬îè¬÷• «î˜‣ªî´•¶ ‧è‡ì¶‥ «è†ì¶‥  â¡ø ªðòK™ 

å¼ ªî£°․¬ð‚ ªè£‡´ õ‣î£˜. 1973&Ý‥ Ý‡´ üùõKJL¼‣¶ ê‥ð˜ õ¬ó 

‧ë£ùóî‥  ÞîN™ Þõ¼¬ìò ñŸªø£¼ ï£õô£ù, ‧ï£¬÷ ñŸÁªñ£¼ ï£«÷  ªî£ìó£è 

ªõOõ‣î¶. Þî¬ù»‥ ‧H•î¡ ð†ì¬ø  ªõOfì£è 1974&Ý‥ Ý‡´ T.ï£èó£ü«ù 

¹•îèñ£è‚ ªè£‡´ õ‣î£˜. 

 

 T.ï£èó£ü¡ Þ‣î àôA™ õ£›‣î è£ô‥ ä‥ð•Fó‡´ Ý‡´èœî£¡. ÞF™ Üõ˜ 

à¼õ£‚Aò․ ð¬ì․¹èœ Iè‚°¬ø«õ. Ýù£½‥ â‚è£ô•F½‥ «ðê‚Ãò ð‚èƒè¬÷• 



ªî£†´„ ªê¡øõ˜. T.ï£èó£üQ¡ è¬î àôè‥ Þ¶õ¬ó îI›„Åö™ è‡ó£î å¡Á. 

êÍè•î£™ ÜƒWèK‚è․ðì£î MO‥¹G¬ô ñ‚è÷£ù ð£Lò™ ªî£Nô£Oè¬÷․ ðŸP â¿F 

ïiù Þô‚Aò•F¡ ð‚èƒè¬÷ MKõ£‚Aòõ˜. ÞF™ ªüòè£‣îQ¡ ðƒ¬è»‥ ñÁ‚è 

ºò£¶. Ýù£½‥ ªüòè£‣îQL¼‣¶ ºŸP½‥ «õÁ F¬êJ™ ðòE•îõ˜ T.ï£èó£ü¡. 

ªð£Á‚Aè¬÷»‥ àFKè¬÷»‥ î‥ ð¬ì․¹èO™ Ìóí•¶õ‥ ªðø„ ªê…îõ˜ 

T.ï£èó£ü¡. Þì¶ê£Kè«÷£´ ªè£‡ì ªî£ì˜¹‥ MO‥¹G¬ô ñ‚è«÷£´ Üõ¼‚A¼‣î 

ªï¼‚èº‥ Üõ¼¬ìò ð¬ì․¬ð º¿¬ñªðø„ ªê…îù. î£¡ â¿Fò ‧°ø•F º´‚°  

â¡ø °Áï£õL¡ ºî™ð‚è•F™ T.ï£èó£ü¡ Þšõ£Á â¿¶Aø£˜: ‧‧ï£†™ ïì․ð¬î„ 

ªê£™LJ¼‚A«ø¡. ÞF™ àƒèÀ‚°․ H‚è£î¶ Þ¼‣î£™ ‧Þ․ðªò™ô£‥ ã¡ 

ïì‚Aø¶?  â¡Á «õ‡´ñ£ù£™ «èÀƒèœ ‧Þ¬îªò™ô£‥ ã¡ â¿î «õ‡´‥?  â¡Á 

«è†´• î․H•¶‚ªè£œ÷․ ð£˜‚è£b˜èœ. à‡¬ñ¬ò„ ªê£™õªî¡ø£™ º¿¬ñ»‣î£¡ 

ªê£™Lò£è «õ‡´‥. ï£¡ M¼‥¹‥ Ü÷¾‚°„ ªê£™ô ºòM™¬ô«ò â¡ð¶î£¡ â¡ 

õ¼•î‥   â¡Á î¡ õ¼•î•¬î‚ °P․H´Aø£˜. T.ï£èó£üQ¡ è¬î àôè‥ â¡ð¶ 

êÍè•î£™ è‡´ªè£œ÷․ðì£î î°‣î ÜƒWè£óI™ô£î ïèó•F¡ Þ´‚°èO™ õ£¿‥ 

MO‥¹G¬ô ñ‚èœ ê£˜‣î¶. îI›․ ¹¬ù¾èœ Ü¶õ¬ó‚ è‡ó£î æ˜ àôè•¬î î‥ 

è¬îèO¡ õ£Nô£è‚ è†ì¬ñ•î£˜. Üõ˜ è¬îèO™ õ¼‥ èî£ð£•Fóƒèœ «ð£ô«õ Hø˜ 

î¼‥ ñF․¹‚°‥ ñKò£¬î‚°‥ º‚Aò•¶õ‥ ªè£´‚è£î å¼ ïðó£è«õ ÞÁFõ¬ó 

T.ï£èó£ü¡ õ£›‣F¼‚Aø£˜.  

 

 î£¡ æ˜ â¿•î£÷¡ â¡ø H‥ð•¬î T.ï£èóü¡  â․«ð£¶‥ ªè£‡¼‚èM™¬ô. 

î¡¬ù å¼ è‥ÎQvì£è è‥ÎQv† è†C¬ò„ ê£˜‣îõ˜è«÷ ñF‚èM™¬ô â¡ð¬î»‥ 

Üõ˜ àí˜‣F¼‣î£˜. Ü¶ °P•¶‥ Üõ˜ èõ¬ô․ð†ìî£è• ªîKòM™¬ô. ð£Lò™ 

ªî£Nô£OèÀìù£ù Üõó¶ Þò™ð£ù ðö‚è‥ Üõó¶ ï‡ð˜èÀ‚°‥ àø¾èÀ‚°‥ 

ªð¼‥ êƒèì•¬î»‥ ñù„«ê£˜¬õ»‥ ãŸð´•Fò¶. ðô â¿•î£÷ ï‡ð˜èœ Þõ¼ì¡ 

ðö°õ¬î«ò îM˜•F¼‚Aø£˜èœ. Þ¼‣¶‥ Üõ˜èÀì¡ ðö°õ¬î å¼ °Ÿø¾í˜õ£è 

T.ï£èó£ü¡ ð£˜•îî£è• ªîKòM™¬ô. ÞÁFï£œ õ¬ó î¡ Ü¬ìò£÷•¬î 

ñ£ŸP‚ªè£œ÷£îõó£è«õ Þ¼‣F¼‚Aø£˜. ‧Üõ˜ ªê…õ¶ °P•î °Ÿø àí˜«õ£, Üõó¶ 

ñ¬ùMð´‥ ¶¡ð‥ ðŸPò ð„ê£î£ð«ñ£ ÜõKì‥ å¼ ¶OÃì Þ¼‣î¶ A¬ìò£¶  

(ð‚.25) â¡Á T.ï£èó£ü¡ °P•î G¬ù«õ£¬ìJ™ ²‣îó ó£ñê£I °P․H´Aø£˜. 

 

 î¡ «î£Ÿø•F¡ Íôñ£è«õ ðôó£½‥ Ü¬ìò£÷‥ è£í․ð†ì T.ï£èó£ü¡, å¼ 

è†ìF™ AN‣¶«ð£ù Ý¬ìè¬÷ ÜEò Ýó‥H•î£˜; ñN‚è£î ºè•«î£´ ªõÁ¬ñ 

ðì˜‣¶ è£í․ð†ì£˜. è…ê£¬õ Cèªó†™ èô‣¶ H‚°‥ ðö‚è•FL¼‣¶ M´ðì 

ºò£ñ™ îM˜•î£˜. Üõ˜ Þø․ðîŸ° º‣¬îò ï£œÃì Cèªó†™ è…ê£¬õ‚ èô‣¶․ 

ðò¡ð´•î M¼‥Hòî£è Þø‚°‥ î¼õ£J™ Üõ¼ìQ¼‣î C.«ñ£è¡ °P․H´Aø£˜. 

Üõ¼‚° ãŸð†ì Cô îõø£ù ðö‚èƒèO¡ è£óíñ£è è´¬ñò£ù «ï£…èÀ‚° î¡ 

àì¬ô à‡í‚ ªè£´•¶M†ì£˜. ‧ï£èó£ü¡ î¡¬ù ÜN•¶‚ªè£œ÷ M¼‥H Ü․ð„ 

ªêò™ð†´ õ¼Aø£˜. Ýù£™ Ü․ð• î¡¬ù ÜN•¶‚ªè£œ÷ M¼‥ð£îõ˜è¬÷„ 

êƒèì•FŸ°œ÷£‚°õîŸ° Üõ¼‚° â‣î àK¬ñ»‥ A¬ìò£¶. Ýù£™ Ü¶ ðŸP Üõ˜ 

èõ¬ô․ð†ì«î Þ™¬ô  (ð‚.73) â¡Á ².ó£. «ñ½‥ î‥ ËL™ °P․H´Aø£˜. 

 

 ‧ê£¾‥ Ü¬î âF˜ªè£œ÷ ñQî¡ î¡¬ù• îò£˜ð´•F‚ ªè£œÀ‥«ð£«î õ¼‥  

â¡Á ÃPò T.ï£èó£ü¡, 1981&Ý‥ Ý‡´ H․óõK ñ£î‥ 19&Ý‥ «îF ïœOóM™ ñ¶¬ó 

Üó² ñ¼•¶õñ¬ùJ™ è£․ð£Ÿø èFòŸÁ ãø‚°¬øò Üï£¬îò£è Þø‣¶«ð£ù£˜. îŸ«ð£¶ 

T.ï£èó£üQ¡ °´‥ð‥ ªê¡¬ùJ™ õC•¶ õ¼Aø¶. 



 

 Þ¶è£Á‥ ï‥ð․ð†´ õ‣î å¿‚è•¬î»‥ Üî¡ MFè¬÷»‥ Üî¡ â™¬ôõ¬ó„ 

ªê¡Á î¡ è¬îèO¡ Íôñ£è• îè˜•ªîK‣îõ˜ T.ï£èó£ü¡. è‣î¡ â¡ø «êK ñQîQ¡ 

å¼ï£œ ÜÂðõ•¬î ‧ï£¬÷ ñŸªø£¼ ï£«÷  â¡ø °Áï£õL¡ Íôñ£è ªõO․ð´•Fù£˜. 

ñó¹è¬÷ ñÁ ñF․d´ ªê…»‥ Þ‣ï£õ™ ãŸð´•¶‥ ÜF˜¾èœ Ü¶õ¬ó îI›„Åö™ 

è‡ó£î å¡Á. T.ï£èó£ü¬ù å¼ Iè„Cø‣î ð¬ì․ð£Oò£è ÜPºè․ð´•Fò ï£õ™ 

ï£¬÷ ñŸªø£¼ ï£«÷. Þ‣ï£õ¬ô• îM˜•î T.ï£èó£ü¡ ê£î£óí å¼ ð¬ì․ð£Oò£è«õ 

Ü¬ìò£÷‥ è£í․ð†¼․ð£˜. Þ‣ï£õL™ Üõ˜ ªõO․ð´•¶‥ Üƒèî‥ ÜðKIîñ£ù¶. 

 

 ñQî êÍè•F¡ Þù‚°¿ Ü¬ìò£÷•¬î• î¡ ‧°ø•F º´‚°  â¡ø ï£õL¡ 

Íôñ£è e†ìõ˜. ¹¶¬ñ․H•î¡ î¡Â¬ìò ‧ªð£¡ùèó‥  è¬îJ¡ Íôñ£è èŸ¹ °P•î 

å¼ ñ£ŸÁ è¬îò£ìL¡ ªî£ì‚è•¬î ãŸð´•Fù£˜. ªð£¡ùèó‥ Ü‥ñ£ÀM¡ c†C¬ò 

°ø•F º´‚° îƒè•Fì‥ è£íºAø¶. î£¡ èíõù£è G¬ù‚°‥ ïìó£üÂ‚è£è 

Mð„ê£Kò£è ñ£ÁAø£œ îƒè‥. îƒè•F¡ èíõ¡ Üõ¬÷ Ü•î£Qì‥ ËÁ Ïò£…‚° 

MŸÁM†´․ «ð£…M´Aø£¡. ïìó£ü¡ î¡¬ù ãñ£ŸPM†ì£¡ â¡ø «è£ð«ñ£ ªõÁ․«ð£ 

îƒè•Fì‥ ¶O»‥ Þ™¬ô; ñ£ø£è Üõ¡ G¬ô °P•¶ ÜÂî£ð․ðì«õ ªê…Aø£œ. 

îù‚è£è•î£¡ Üõ¡ Þšõ£ªø™ô‥ ªê…Aø£¡ â¡ø °Ÿø¾í˜«õ ÜõOì‥ «ñ«ô£ƒA 

è£í․ð´Aø¶. î£¡ ¹¬ù‣¶ªè£‡ì ªî£N½‚°‥ Üõœ «ï˜¬ñò£è ïì‣¶ªè£œAø£œ. 

î¡¬ù• «î õ¼ðõ˜èœ ªè£´‚°‥ ðí•FŸ° î¡ù£™ º‣î Ü÷¾‚° Üõ˜è«÷£´ 

Gò£òñ£è Þ¼‚è ºòŸC‚Aø£œ. Þ•î¬èò °íƒè÷£™ èõó․ð†ì ð•FK¬èò£÷¡ 

îƒè•¬î• F¼ñí‥ ªê…¶ªè£œ÷ ºòŸC‚Aø£¡. ‧‧ï™ô ªð‡í£․ ð£•¶ è™ò£í‥ 

ªê…¶A†´ ªê£èñ£ Þ¼ƒè. ï£ƒè â™ô£‥ è¿¬îƒè   â¡Á îƒè‥ ÜõQì‥ ÃÁAø£œ. 

«ñ½‥ Ü«î îƒè‥ ñŸªø£¼ Þì•F™, ‧‧°ø•F º´‚A«ô Þ¼‣î£, Üîù£«ô 

î£LòÁ‣îõ÷£J´ñ£?   â¡Á «èœM «è†Aø£œ. î¡¬ù․ ð£Lò™ ªî£NL™ ß´ð´•Fò 

èíõ¡ õ‣¶ Ü¬ö•î¾ì¡ ÜõÂì«ù«ò ªê¡Á M´Aø£œ. 

 

 °ø•F º´‚A¡ ‧îƒè‥  T.ï£èó£ü¡ ð¬ì•î ªð‡èO«ô«ò Iè„ Cø‣îõœ. 

¹¶¬ñ․H•îQ¡ ‧Ü‥ñ£À  ê£î£óí ªð‡; Ýù£™ T.ï£èó£üQ¡ îƒè‥ 

å¿ƒA¡¬ñ‚°œ G¡Áªè£‡´ Cô å¿ƒ°è¬÷‚ è†ì¬ñ․ðõœ; ¹Qî•FŸ° âFó£ù 

å¿ƒ°è¬÷„ C¬î․ðõœ; î£¡ ªê…ò‚Ãò ð£Lò™ ªî£N½‚°‥ Cô ¹Qîƒè¬÷ 

à¼õ£‚°ðõœ âù ð¡ºè• î¡¬ñ õ£…‣îõ÷£è Þ¼‚Aø£œ. îƒè•¬î․ ªð£Á•îõ¬ó 

T.ï£èó£üQ¡ è†´․ð£†Ÿ° Ü․ð£Ÿð†ìõ÷£è Üõó¶ ð£•Fó‥ Þ¼‚Aø¶. 

Ü‚èî£ð£•Fó‥ èî£CKòQ¡ è†´․ð£†L¼‣¶ Þò™ð£è«õ MôAM´Aø¶. 

T.ï£èó£üÂ‥ Üî¬ù‚ è†´․ð´•îM™¬ô. Þ«î«ð£¡Á ñóèî‥, ªê™ô‥, ªê‡ðè‥, 

«î¬õò£¬ù, eù£†C âù ï£õL™ õ¼‥ ªð‡èœ Ü¬ùõ¼‥ îƒèÀ‚«è àKò õ£›M¡ 

C‚è™èÀìÂ‥ Übî è£î½ìÂ‥ è£ñ•¶ìÂ‥ àô£ õ¼Aø£˜èœ. T.ï£èó£ü¡ å¼ 

ð£˜¬õò£÷ó£è ñ†´«ñ Üõ˜èOì‥ ïì‣¶ªè£œAø£˜. Ýù£™ T.ï£èó£ü¡, ‧î£¡ M¼‥¹‥ 

å¼ ªð‡¬í‚ èî£ð£•FóƒèO™ FE‚Aø£˜. T.ï£èó£üù£™ î¡¬ù‚ è¼Mò£‚°‥ æ˜ 

Ý‡ êÍè•¬î• É‚AªòP‣¶M†´ ¹Fî£è õ£ö•ªî£ìƒ°‥ å¼ ð£Lò™ ªî£Nô£O¬ò 

G¬ù•¶‚Ãì ð£˜‚èºòM™¬ô. Ýµ‚° Ü¬ñò£è Þ¼‚°‥; â™ô£ ²ó‡ì™è¬÷»‥ 

êA•¶‚ªè£‡´ «ï˜¬ñ¬ò‚ è¬ìH‚°‥ ñóèî‥, îƒè‥, eù£ «ð£¡ø ªð‡è«÷ 

Üõ¼‚° àõ․ð£ùõ˜èœ  â¡ø Mñ˜êùº‥ Üõ˜e¶ à‡´. ‧Ü´•¶ õ¼ðõ¡ Ýí£, 

ÜLò£, Aöõù£, õ£Lðù£, Üöèù£, °ÏHò£, ºóìù£, ê£¶õ£ùõù£ â¡ªø™ô£‥ 

èõ¬ô․ðì£¶ ÜõQì•¶• î¡¬ù• î£«ù å․ð¬ì•¶‚ªè£œAø£«÷ Ü‣î„ CÁIJì•¶ 

ò£¼‥ å¼ ªî…iè àí˜¬õ„ ê‣F‚è£ñ™ Þ¼‚è ºò£¶. êºî£ò‥ Üšõ․«ð£¶ 

èŸH‚°‥ «ð£L ãŸø•î£›¾ àí˜„CèÀ‚° Þ¬óò£è£ñ™ Þ¼․ðõ¡ å¼õ«ù Þ¬î․ 

¹K‣¶ªè£œ÷ º»‥. â¶ â․ð Þ¼․HÂ‥ ‧«îõò£œ  â¡ð¬î å¼ õ¬ê„ ªê£™ô£è․ 



ðò¡ð´•î Gò£ò«ñ Þ™¬ô  (T.ï£èó£ü¡ Ý‚èƒèœ) â¡ø àò˜‣î è¼•¬î T.ï£èó£ü¡ 

ªè£‡¼‣î£˜; Þ‣î‚ è¼•FL¼‣¶ è¬ìCõ¬ó ñ£øM™¬ô. ð£Lò™ ªî£Nô£Oè÷£™ 

«ð£ŸP․ ð£¶è£‚è․ð†ìõ˜ T.ï£èó£ü¡ â¡ð¬î Üõ¼ì¡ ðöAòõ˜èœ ï¡° ÜPõ£˜èœ. 

 

 T.ï£èó£üQ¡ CÁè¬îè¬÷Mì Üõó¶ Þ¼ ï£õ™èÀ«ñ ÜFèñ£è 

èõQ‚è․ð†ì¬õ. F.ü£.¬õ․ «ð£¡Á ï£õ™èO¡ Íôñ£è«õ Ü¬ìò£÷‥ è£í․ð†ìõ˜ 

T.ï£èó£ü¡. Üõó¶ ‧ï£¬÷ ñŸªø£¼ ï£«÷  ‧Tomorrow is One More Day’ â¡ø ªðòK™ 

ÝƒAô•F™ ªñ£Nªðò˜•¶ ªõOJì․ð†´œ÷¬î»‥ Þƒ«è °P․Hì «õ‡´‥. 

T.ï£èó£ü¬ù ñF․d´ ªê…ðõ˜èœ Üõó¶ ï£õ™è¬÷ ñ†´«ñ â´•¶‚ªè£œA¡øù˜. 

Üõó¶ ï£õ™èœ Ü÷¾‚° Üõó¶ CÁè¬îèœ èõQ‚è․ðìM™¬ô â¡ð¶ à‡¬ñ. 

Üõó¶ Þó‡´ ï£õ™èÀ‚°‥ Þ¬íò£ù å¼ CÁè¬î, ‧è™ÖK ºî™õ˜ Iv G˜ñô£  

â¡ø è¬î. ä‣¶ ð‚èƒèÀ‚°‥ °¬øõ£ù Þ‚è¬î è†ªò¿․¹‥ è£ñ•F¡ H‥ð‥ 

Iè․ªðK¶. ñQî˜èÀ‚°œ ð‣F¼‚°‥ è£ñ•F¡ Þò™¹‚° º¡ù˜ õò¶, ðîM, ñQî 

ñF․d´èœ, ²òñKò£¬î â™ô£‥ ê£î£óíñ£è êK‣¶ i›õ¬î T.ï£èó£ü¡ Üöè£è‚ 

è¬îò£‚A»œ÷£˜. Þ«î«ð£¡Á T.ï£èó£üQ¡ Þø․¹‚°․ Hø° ªî£.º.C.ó°ï£îQìI¼‣¶ 

ªðø․ð†´, 1988&Ý‥ Ý‡´ è£ô„²õ™ Hó²K‚è․ð†ì ‧Ý‡¬ñ  â¡ø CÁè¬î 

T.ï£èó£ü¡ ð¬ì․¹èO™ à„ê‥ â¡Á ÃÁ‥ Ü÷¾‚° Iè„Cø‣îªî£¼ ¹¬ù¾. è£ô•F¡ 

Å›„CJ¡ è£óíñ£è ªð¼‥ i›„C¬ò„ ê‣F•î å¼ î‣¬î, î¡ ñ¬ùMJ¡ ñ¼•¶õ„ 

ªêôMùƒèÀ‚è£è¾‥ Þö‣î õ£›‚¬è¬ò e†ªì´․ðîŸè£è¾‥ î¡ Þ¼ð¶ õò¶ 

Gó‥Hò ñè¬÷ Ü½õôè‥ ÜÂ․¹õ¶«ð£™ ð£Lò™ ªî£N½‚° ÜÂ․¹Aø£˜. º․ð¶ 

Ïð£… ªè£´•¶ ÜõÀì¡ Ý‡¬ñ¬ò GÏH‚è G¬ù•î å¼õ¡, ÜõO¡ G¬ô è‡´ 

î£¡ æ˜ Ý‡¬ñòŸøõªùù ªõO«òÁAø£¡. î¡ î‣¬îò£«ô«ò ð£Lò™ ªî£N½‚° 

ÜÂ․ð․ð´‥ å¼ ªð‡E¡ ñùG¬ô¬ò Þ¬îMì„ Cø․ð£è„ ªê£™LMì º»ªñ¡Á 

«î£¡øM™¬ô. 

 

 ð£Lò¬ô ÜP¾ G¬ôJL¼‣¶ M´î¬ô ªê…»‥ ºòŸCè¬÷ Ýó‥ðè£ô•F™ 

°.ð.ó£.¾‥ F.ü£ùAó£ñÂ‥ «ñŸªè£‡ìù˜. ªüòè£‣î¡ Þõ˜èœ Þ¼õK½‥ Þ¼‣¶ «õÁ 

ð†ìõó£è«õ è£í․ð´Aø£˜. ‧è£ñ‣î£¡ Ýµ‚° Üö°. è£ñ•¬î ¬õ•«î æ˜ Ý‡ å¼ 

ªð‡¬í ªõ™ô ºòô «õ‡´‥. ñŸø â‣î„ ê‚FJ¡ àîM¬ò ï£´õ¶ Ý‡¬ñ‚ 

°¬ø¾, «î£™M  â¡Á ªõO․ð¬ìò£è․ «ð²‥ î¡¬ñ ªè£‡ìõ˜. Þõó¶ õ£›‚¬è¬ò․ 

«ð£ô«õ Þõó¶ ð¬ì․¹èÀ‥ Ü¬ñFòŸø¬õ; õ£êè˜èœ ñ•FJ½‥ Mñ˜êè˜èœ ñ•F½‥ 

è´¬ñò£ù Mñ˜êùƒè¬÷ âF˜ªè£‡ì¬õ. ªüòè£‣î¬ù ãŸÁ‚ ªè£‡ìõ˜èœÃì 

T.ï£èó£ü¬ù ãŸÁ‚ªè£œ÷ ñÁ•î£˜èœ. ÜF˜„C ñF․d´èÀ‚è£è¾‥ ðóðó․¹‚è£è¾‥ 

A÷˜„C‚è£¾‥ T.ï£èó£ü¡ â¿¶õî£è‚ è¼Fù£˜èœ. ÜõK¡ îQ․ð†ì õ£›‚¬è«ò£´ 

«ê˜•¶ Üõó¶ ð¬ì․¹è¬÷»‥ Mñ˜C•î£˜èœ. 

 

 T.ï£èóüQ¡ å†´ªñ£•î․ ð¬ì․¹è¬÷»‥ õ£C‚°‥ªð£¿¶ Üõ˜ ð£Lò™ 

ªî£Nô£Oè¬÷ ñ†´‥ î‥ ð¬ì․¹èO™ º¡Q¬ô․ ð´•îM™¬ô â¡ð¬î․ 

¹K‣¶ªè£œ÷ º»‥. Þõó¶ ¹¬ù¾èœ å¿‚èI¡¬ñ‚°œ æ˜ ÜöAò¬ô‚ 

è†ì¬ñ‚A¡øù˜. ‧ñQî£Hñ£ù àí˜M™ ñ†´‥ àò˜‣î Þô‚Aò‥ à¼õ£õF™¬ô. 

ñQî ¶«õû àí˜¾‥ Cø‣î Þô‚Aò•¬î․ ð¬ì‚èõ™ô¶  (ð‚.478) â¡Á T.ï£èó£ü¡ 

î‥º¬ìò ªð£¡ªñ£NèO™ °P․H†´œ÷£˜. Þ¬î«ò î‥ ¹¬ù¾èO½‥ 

ªõO․ð´•Fù£˜. Þõó¶ 35 CÁè¬îèÀ‥ A÷˜„C‚è£è«õ£ ðóðó․¹‚è£è«õ£ 

â¿î․ð†ì¬õ Ü™ô. õõ«ï˜•F ªè£‡ì ðô è¬îè¬÷ Þõ˜ â¿FJ¼‚Aø£˜. 

ªõ°ñF, bó£‚ °¬ø, ð„ê‚°F¬ó, ïè¡ «ð£¡ø ðô è¬îè¬÷ ÞîŸ° àî£óíñ£è‚ 

Ãøô£‥. ªð‡èO¡ àí˜¾è¬÷ ¸†ðñ£è ªõO․ð´•¶‥ bó£‚°¬ø °.ð.ó£.M¡ 



è¬îè«÷£´ å․Hì•î‚è¶. ‧ò£«ó£ º†ì£œ ªê£¡ù è¬î  Þù‚°¿ êÍè•F¡ â„êñ£è 

àœ÷ ð£‚Aò‥ â¡ø ªð‡E¡ Þ¼․¬ð ªõO․ð´•¶‥ è¬î; ð£‚Aò‥, °´‥ð‥ â¡ø 

Ü¬ñ․¬ð î¡ ïìõ‚¬èèO¡ áì£è Þò™ð£è èì‣¶ ªê¡Á M´Aø£œ.  ‧T.ï£èó£ü¡ 

æ˜ Ýí£F‚èõ£F  â¡Á Üõó¶ ï£õ™è¬÷ ñ†´‥ ð•¶M†´ Mñ˜C․ðõ˜èÀ‚° ðF™ 

ªê£™½‥ è¬î. T.ï£èó£ü¡ ð¬ì•î ªð‡èOL¼‣¶ «õÁð†ìõœ ð£‚Aò‥. ‧â¡ 

è¬îèO™ º¿¬ñò£è CÁè¬î Þô‚èí•¬î․ ªðŸP¼‚°‥ å«ó è¬î ‧ò£«ó£ º†ì£œ 

ªê£¡ù è¬î  ñŸø¬õªò™ô£‥ ªõÁ‥ ºòŸCè«÷  (ð‚.489) â¡Á î¡Â¬ìò ‧è‡ì¶‥ 

«è†ì¶‥  CÁè¬î• ªî£°․HŸè£è â¿Fò ²òMñ˜êù•F™ T.ï£èó£ü¡ °P․H´Aø£˜. 

T.ï£èó£ü¡ î¡Â¬ìò ð¬ì․¹èœ °P•¶‥ î¡¬ù‚ °P•¶‥ â¡Á«ñ àò˜‣î 

ñF․d´è¬÷‚ ªè£‡¼‣îF™¬ô â¡ð¬î»‥ â‡E․ð£˜‚è «õ‡´‥. 

 

 îIN¡ Iè„Cø‣î â¿•î£÷ó£ù ªüò«ñ£è¡ T.ï£èó£üQ¡ å†´ªñ£•î Ý‚èƒèœ 

°P•¶‥ H¡õ¼ñ£Á ñF․H´Aø£˜. 

 

 Ü. T.ï£èó£ü¡ Ü¶õ¬ó Ãø․ðì£î æ˜ àôè•F¡ C•Fó•¬î ÜO•îõ˜ 

 Ü™ô˜. 

 

 Ý. Üõ˜ ÃPò àôè‥ Þô‚Aò•F¡ ªî£ì‚è‥ ºî™ îIN™ Þ¼‣¶  õ‣î¶î£¡. 

 

 Þ. ïiù Þô‚Aò•F™ å¿‚è․ ð£˜¬õ ê£˜‣¶‥ èŸðù£õ£î   ñQî£Hñ£ù․ 

ð£˜¬õ ê£˜‣¶‥ ºŸ«ð£‚° ñQî£Hñ£ù․ ð£˜¬õ ê£˜‣¶‥  Þš¾ôè‥ ãŸèù«õ 

Ãø․ð†´œ÷¶. 

 

 ß. T.ï£èó£ü¡ ïiù•¶õ ÜöAò½ìÂ‥ ïiù•¶õ î•¶õ․  ð£˜¬õ»ìÂ‥ 

Üš¾ô¬è e‡´‥ ªê£¡ùõ˜. 

 

 à. ïiù•¶õ Üµ°º¬øJ¡ ðôƒè÷£ù õõ«ï˜•F, ªñ£N‚è„Cî‥  ÜõKì‥ 

àœ÷¶. 

 

 á. ïiù•¶õ Üµ°º¬øJ¡ ðôiùñ£ù ñQî¬ù îQ•î Þ¼․ð£è, 

 Ü․ð¬ì àí˜¾è÷£½‥ Þ„¬êè÷£½‥ ñ†´‥ à¼õ£ùõù£è‚  °Á‚°‥ 

«ð£‚° ÜõKì‥ àœ÷¶. (ïiù•¶õ•F¡ ºèƒèœ, ð‚.54) 

 

 T.ï£èó£ü¡ «î˜‣ªî´•¶‚ ªè£‡ì õ£›‚¬èº¬ø ªî£ì˜‣¶ Mñ˜C‚è․ð´‥ 

å¡ø£è«õ Þ¼‣¶ õ¼Aø¶. Üõó¶ õ£›‚¬è¬ò å¿ƒWù•F¡ ªõO․ð£ì£è․ 

ð£˜•îõ˜èœ Üõó¶ ð¬ì․¹è¬÷»‥ Üšõ£«ø âF˜ªè£‡ìù˜. îQ ñQî¡ «ñ™ 

êÍèº‥ ð‡ð£´‥ ãŸP¬õ‚°‥ å´‚°º¬ø‚° âFó£ù å¼ èôè‚°óô£è¾‥ 

T.ï£èó£ü¬ù․ ð£˜•îù˜. àî£óíñ£è T.ï£èó£ü¬ù‚ è´¬ñò£è Mñ˜C‚°‥ ªüò«ñ£è¡, 

‧T.ï£èó£üQ¡ ð¬ì․¹èœ â․«ð£¶‥ ïñ¶ bMó Þô‚Aò•F¡ °P․Hì•î‚è ð°Fò£è 

Þ¼‣¶ ªè£‡´î£¡ Þ¼‚°‥. ïñ¶ ñóH™ â¡Áºœ÷ ðó•¬îò˜ àôA¡ ïiù„ C•îK․¹ 

º¬øèO™ ïiù•¶õ‥ ê£˜‣î «è£í‥ Üõ¼¬ìò¶. ïñ¶ ïiù•¶õ․ ð¬ì․ð£OèO™ 

Üƒèî‥, è„Cîñ£ù õõ‥ ÝAòõŸP¡ Íô‥ º‚Aò•¶õ‥ ªðÁ‥ ð¬ì․ð£O Üõ˜  

(ïiù•¶õ•F¡ ºèƒèœ, ð‚.77) â¡Á ÞÁFò£è G¬ø¾ ªê…Aø£˜. ð£Lò™ 

å´‚°º¬øèœ °P•¶ bMó Mõ£îƒè¬÷ à¼õ£‚Aò T.ï£èó£ü¡, êÍè•F¡ ÞÁ‚èñ£ù 

è†ì¬ñ․¹è¬÷• îè˜•ªîPò ÜPò․ðì£î Þ¼‡ì ð°FèO¡e¶ î‥ ¹¬ù¾èœ áì£è 

ªõO„ê‥ ð£…„Cù£˜. Þõó¶ ¹¬ù¾èœ MO‥¹G¬ô ñ‚èO¡ Þùõ¬óMò¬ô• 

«î´ð¬õ. T.ï£èó£ü¡ Ü´•¶ õó‚Ãò â¿•î£÷˜èÀ‚° G¬øò«õ õNè£†„ 

ªê¡P¼‚Aø£˜; M†´„ ªê¡P¼‚Aø£˜. ‧T.ï£èó£üQ¡ Ü¼¬ñ¬ò àíó êÍè 

ñF․d´èO¡ è‡èœ ªè£…êº‥ àîõ£¶. Þò™¹í˜„Cè¬÷ «ïC‚°‥ è‡èÀ‚° 

ñ†´«ñ T. ï£èó£üÂ¬ìò õ£›¾‥ â¿•¶‥, õYèóº‥ Üö°‥ ªè£‡ìî£è ªõO․ð´‥  

(bó£ïF, Ü‚.-2010) â¡ø C.«ñ£èQ¡ è¼•¶î£¡ T.ï£èó£ü¬ù Mñ˜C․ðõ˜èÀ‚è£ù 

ðF™. 
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Notes on the preparation of papers 

Typescript 

Text should be typed double spaced with 1” margin on all sides. Text with embedded graphics should be in 

Microsoft Word Format. 

Title page 

(1) The title of the paper must be short and contain words useful for indexing 

(2) Name(s) of author(s) with initial(s) and the name and address of the institution where the work was 

done must be give. Present address (es) of author(s) may be given if different from the above. 

(3) An addreviated running title of not more than 50 letters and spaces must also be given. 

Abstract 

All papers must have an abstract of not more than 200 words of the significant results reported in the paper. 

Presentation of numerical results should be avoided as far as possible in the abstract.  

Keywords  

Between 3 and 6 keywords must be provided for indexing and information retrieval. 

Text 

The paper must be divided into sections starting preferably with „Introduction‟ and ending with „Conclusions‟. 

Main sections should be numbered 1, 2 etc., sub-sections 1.1, 1.2 etc. and further sub-sections (if necessary) 

1.1a, 1.1b etc. 

Tables 

All tables must be numbered consecutively in Arabic numerals in the order of their appearance in the text. 

Tables should be self-contained and have a descriptive title. 

Figures 

All figures including photographs should be numbered consecutively in Arabic numerals in the order of their 

appearance in the text. Figure captions must be typed on a separate sheet. 

References  

References should be cited in the text as superscript numbers in order of appearance. References at the end of 

the paper should be listed in serial order to match their order of appearance in the text. References should be 

listed in the following manner. Author(s) name(s), followed by initial(s), year of publication, name of the 

journal (abbreviated according to the World List of Scientific Periodicals, Butterworths, London) volume 

number, and number of the first page. References to books should include: name(s) of author(s), initials, year of 

publication, title of the book, edition of not the first, initials and name(s) of editor(s), if any, proceeded by 

“ed(s)”, place of publication, publisher and chapter or pages referred to. References to theses must include the 

year, the title of the thesis, the degree for which submitted, the name of the university and the city where it is 

located. References to reports and unpublished conference proceedings should include the title of the 

report/paper. 

Footnotes 

Footnotes to the text should be avoided if possible but when necessary should be numbered consecutively, and 

typed on a separate sheet. 

 

 

 


